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rEM OVAL! Portland
subscriber having removed from bis old stand

The

the MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.50 a year;

fame
t paid in advance $2.00

a

week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00;
50 cents.
ng every other day alter first week,
Hal! square, three insertion? <»rless, 1o cents: one
alter.
week
50
cents
week, $1.00;
pe
Unde*- head of “Amusements, $2.00 per square
or less, §1.60.
per week; three iu^'rf* *:s
SPECIAL Notices, $1.25 per square lor the first
cents
square lor each subse25
per
and
insertion,
fcuent insertion,
___
in
the “Maine
State
inserted
Advertisements
Press” (which ba? n large circulation in every part
lor
first
insertion
for
$1.00
per
square
Slate)
U the
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent iuser
4

537"Address all communications

the Press."

—TO

year.

In
rater or Advebtisiko.—One Inch of space,
length oi column, constitutes a “square.”75 cents
per
first
week.
per
square daily
$1.50
confinu-

City

Stables!

Will be happy to meet an 1 wait upon his old friends
and the public at his new place (as above)

Cor.

Congress

anti Green Streets,

they will find an assortment, of new and
beautiful Teams, all sizes, that “can’t be beat.”
Also will pay special attention to boarding, baiting, &c.. as heretofore.
53r*l<emembcr the place and'call at

JOSFPH W. AKERS

is Traveling Agent for the Press, Daily andWeekly,
anu is authorized to appoint local Agents, receive
ubscriptions and to settle hills.

E

M

O

y

A

Apply

guages on reasonable terms.
The Evening School connected with the above is
Terms oi Evening School
open to the public.
$2.00 per mo. For further particulars address
P. J.
A. JB., Principal,
P. O. Box 933.

A Slate

DAILY PRESS.

Agency of the following Fire Insurance Companies is removed to the New Banking Iioom ot
the Maine Savings Bank, on the

THE

Corner of Middle and Plum Sts.,
Under the St. Julian Hotel,

rooms, with out-buildings
For particulars enquire of DAVID
CHENERY,
near the Farm, or S, CHENERY, No 11
Exchange
St, Portland, Me.
no9dlw&eod3w*ti

EATON

& Day School,

First Class Houses tor Sale,

WILEyT"

II. 15.

Of BOSTON,

Real Estate and Loan Agent,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Of

£5T*AI1 business connected with Real Estate carefully attended to.
Special a'tention given to the investment of money
in

on Real Estate.
Edward A. Noyes,

mortgages

Refer

to

Dec 29*fcod‘

and Leather Ins. Co.,

Hyde

Of

Esq, Portland.

m

All

DAY

&

with

KINDS,

& Blank Book Manufacturers.

subscriber will take Fire risks in the above
Companies at such rates as maybe deemed equitable.

XA TH’L F.

H.

No. 100 Middle Street.

B. B. Allen,

I

!

#

Special Agent.

OUK STOCK OF

FRENCH

Law,

at

Solicitor of Patents,

And

Office Corner Brown and

Congress Streets,

BROWN 8 NEW BLOCK.

au24

R. F. COOPER &
Plumbers,

very large and will be sold LOW,

Is

CO.,

dc4eodtf

Notice.

VTOTICE is hereby given that the subscribers have
-Li been duly appointed Commissioners to receive
and decide upon all claims against the estate of Joseph w. Chandler, late of Portland. The creditors
are hereby notified that we will receive and examine
claims against the said estate at our
office, 117 Commercial street, on the 20th day of January, 1809, and
1
on
the 20th day oi each month until the 20th day of
C M. DAVIS
April, inclusive.

\

dec21dlaw3w

New England Patent Agency

HAYDEN, McLELLAN <£■

CO.,

433 1*4 Congress Si., Portland, Me.,

JOHN A. MONTGOMERY,
purchased the stock and
TAKEN STOKE
Having
No. 143

DEALERS IN VALUABLE PATENTS!
Patent Rigid s bought and sold.
Inventors
All new inventions solicare invited to correspond.
wanted.
ted. Agents
K#“Also particular attention given to buying and
selling HEAL ESTATE in city and country.

dccld&w3m

w.

H.

viz TON,

and

Attorney

Counsellor,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Oct 22-d&wtt

&

WATTSON

Croasdale's

CLARK,
Genuine

Phosphate

Super

Tie Standard fertilizer far all

(Occupied by the late Capt George L. Fickett,
iinvite the old customers, his lricnds and the
tto a select assortment of

f

Crops,

NEW

ENGLAND

No. 151 Commercial Street, Portland, Me
December 16. d&w2m

of

Iron, Steel, Tin Plates, Sheet Iron,
and Metals,
HO IVortli St., lioston,
OFFER

FOR RALE

Best Refined Bar Iron.
Tin Plates,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls *i erne Plates tor Rooting,
Plate, Anjile and T Iron, Eng. <*nd AmerkanSheet
Rivet Iron. Swarl Hon.
Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Russia and RG Sheet Iron
Ship and Railroad Spikes, Imitation and FrencliPolOval and halt round J ron.
'shed fc'heet Iron,
Shoo Shapes, Horse Mails, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway an<» Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc,
and Shapes,
Banca, Straits & Eng Tin
NorwayM'aii Rods,
Copper Bottoms andBrass
Steel ot every description. Kettles,
Tinmen’s furnish*g goods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.
Also agents tor the sale ot

Naylor

Co.’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing*.
HUNK*

HYDE

COUNSELLOR
Room

29,

N JUT II,

AT

The Sell. Mai ion, six years old, all
white oak, copper fastened, coppered
with pnre copper.
Length 61 5-12 leet;
18 feet beam; depth oi bold 5 9-12; in
»
splendid order; nearly new suit of sails:
wen tound in chains, anchors and rigging.
Would
make a first class Yacht or Fisherman.
Now lying
at Central Wharf.
For further inform ation
to
J. S. WLNSLOW,
nov!6dtfNo. 4 Central Wharf.

Man u tact urers of

TIN WARE

H.

Conductors made to

gy Repairing neatly done.

Me.

Sampson,
aal7dtf

SCHUMACHER,

1»AIJ¥TER.

^fleeatthe Drug Store of Messrs, A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co.,
fiO.'l Ceu^ien
S'orflnnd, Vte9
Jal2d(tOne door above Brown.

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

Gas

and Steam

No. 21 Union

Fitters !

Klrcet, Portland.

B3T* Houses fitted with Pipes lor Gas, steam or
a workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
varrunted.
inayl dtf

Water, in

flilEBIDAlf & Gli if PITHS,
PLASTER Eli®,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO & MASTIC

WORKERS,

NO. 6 SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
sy Prompt attention i aid to all kindsol Jobbing
oar
apr22dtf

lice._
A

SURE CURE FOR

CAT A 11 M II!
DEMEEEITT’S

North American Catarrh Remedy.
Boston. June 19,18P8.
D. S. Demfrbitt & Co.—Gents: For the last fitteen years I was afflicted with Chronic Catarrh. I
have used many remedies but obtained no help until I tried youi North American Catanh
Itemedy.
When I commenced using it 1 had nearly lost my
voice: less than two packages completely restored it
to me again
N. S. LILLIE.
Employed for 16 years by Amencan Express Co.

Gardiner, Me., Aug 29,1868.

emerritt &

Co.—Gents: This is to certify
severely affli ted with Chronic
Catarrh
aggravated 'firms with a dropping In my tbr< at. 1 have us d not quite one packages o yourNorth American Catarrh Remedy which
has permanently cured me. I cannot speak too highA BEL
ly or this valuable remedy.
FRENCH
Formerly a Policeman oi Gardiner
These te’timonials area sample of wbat we are
daily receiving. We warrant to give immediate and
permanent relief, as can be attes'ed by thousands
who have used it. Sold by all dru-gis's. Price $i 25
a package.
D. J. DEMERR1TT Ss CO., Prop’trs.
Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover Stieet,
Boston. At wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co. and
E. L. Stan wood.
decl2eod3m
*1.
that I

was most
m its most

Organs

and iVIelodeons

Of the latest Improved Style ami
Toue, Mannlaclured

WM,

P,

by

HASTINGS,

Birds!
A

FEW

SPLENDID
A

SINOEKS!

Beautiful Present for Christmas aud New Year.
A great variety ot

BIRD

CAGLES !

Ladies’ Work tC

Traveling Baskets,

Plate* and Knives,

Bread

CHILDREN’S

KNIVES

AND

Rogers’ Plated
Also,

GooJs

a

FORKS!

Ware!

general

assortment ot Kitchen Furnishing
bo found at 99 Market Square.

can

C, C. I'OLM&N, Agent.

undersigned, have this day formed
copartnership under the firm name of

WE,

The Organ is the best Reeil Instruinpnf
oiced with a rich, mellow andpowertui ton?
great aim has been to manufacture an lustrum
; ♦
ent
t0
please the eye and satis.y the car.
A Iso improved Melodeons, the latest of
which \u u
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the iu

strument out of t une.
Also keeps on hand Piano Fortes of the best styles
and tone.
WM. P. HASTINGS.
dc9eodly
JSf^Pricelist sent by mail.

THE

Special Notice to Iindies of Portland,
AH purchasers oi the Wheeler & Wilsmi
Sewing
Machine at this Agency, can have a
lady teacher of
thorough experience call at ihetr residences and give
lessons oi instruction,/ree of expense.
in
Apply
1
person or by letter to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.
December 9. dtf

LIBBY & Bit OWN,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Boots and

Leather,

at 36 Union street.

EDMUND LIBBY.
LENDALL BROWN.
Portland, January 1, 1869.
,16dlw*

NOW

Notice.

the

undersigned, have this
WE,partnership
under the firm

day formed

name

FOR

and will carry

Cray Sleigh Ride

a

of

Carriage

forjlaleT
One Second-Hand

Engine

Lathe,

long, swing 27 inches.

18 feel

one New Drill Lathe.
KNOWLTON BROS.,
Enquire ot
june 30dtf
Sacc&rappa.

Also

Schooner ANNA M. NASH, of
125 tons, carpenter’s
measurement, in good condition, well
found in sails, rigging, anchors and

Boothbay, Me.,
Is

an

extra built

vessel,

and

eil in proportion to her tonnage; lour years
is a good sailer.
Sold to close a concern.
For further particulars apply to
NICKERSON, PERRY & THACHER.
October 30, 1868. dtt

can lea v

old, and

The Portland &

Ogdensburg

it appears that the Capital Stock in
said Corporation,
WHEREAS,
prescribed and establishtheir Act of
as

Incorporation, has been duly subscribed for and taken up, agreeably to the provisions
ot said Act.
Public no*be, therefore, is hereby given that the
FIRST MEETING of said Corporation will he held
at the City Hall, in Portland, in said State of
Maine, on Tuesday, the nineteenth day of January
next at ten o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose
of organizing said Corporation: and to that end
1st. To choose a Chairman to preside at said
by

2d.

To

choose

Meeting.

a

the provisions ot their charter.
5th. To act on any other matter or thing which
may legally come betore them.
Given under our hand, at Portland,this twenty-eighth
clay of December, in the year ot our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight.

J B Brown,
George W Woodman,
I Washburn, Jr,

M N Kiel),
S E spring,
John Lynch,
Charles H Haskell.
January 1. utd

Jonas H Perlev,
SO Smith,
Henry Fox,
H W Jose,

Portland,

Potatoes!

Agricultural Ware-House
Peed

KEN HALL

and

Store.

WHITNEY.

20-d& w2m

Legislative Notice.
V OTICE is hereby given that a petition signed by
1 * the subscribers and oilier citizens of Cape Elizabeth and Westbrook, in the County ot Cumberland,
will be presented *o tbe next Legislature ot Maine,
tor an act authorizing them to establish and
lay out
a new
county road, commencing on tile road leading
from Portland to
at
a
Dear
the
Kerosene
Saco,
point
works
at.i.ape Elizabeth, thence extending in a
westerly direction crossing Long Creek, so called, and
land
over
owned l*y Mark
Trickey to the town road
leading iram Long Creek to Slroudwater, thence in
a we sterly direction across land of Cbas.
P. Trickey,
Charles Chesley and ot Oils Trickey to ihe Paine
road, so called, at or near the junction of the road
leading trom Buxton thereto; thence on about the
same westerly course across laud owned
by Isaac
(Johnson and others, to the county road leading Tom
Saccarappa to Stroudwater. being a Distance in all ot
about three miles and crossing at one point tideMAUK TIUCKEY,
water.
MATH W. LOWE,
dc!8dlaw3w
Dec 17,18G8.

remedy for femalo weaknesses, made from
an Indian recipe, is ent irely vegetable, and cures
without supporters. Manufactured and sold by Mrs.
Linus Belcher, Randolph, Macs.
General Agents
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co, Boston, Mass. Demas Barnes
& Co, 21 Park Row, New York.
SGgr^H. H. Hay General Agent lor Maine.
B3T*For sale by druggists everywhere.
May 15. weowly21

Roofing

Slates.

Blk, Columbian and Pesua. unlading Slate anil Vermont Slate, at wholesale
about
IK'S*! snipped in any quantities. Freight
®
anil

¥t.ot) per ton.
nn5i^a^

el2m

CHAMPION 8

G. G, LARKIN.
dc4tl

1,1869.

After many years’ expeiionce in the Livery business, the subscriber has decided that the Portland
Pul lie demands a nick Part?
Sleigh, and believing
he has now got “that same’’ he holds himself in
readiness with Teams Mecoud to
None, to
wait upon parties at the shortest notice, on the most
reasonable terms.
w^en the weather and sleighing is good,
Wednesday and Saturday P. M«,7 he will

Dissolution ot Copartnership!

T1mTi°v^?v.n,f^ripvllcrVtolbre

existing

between
QUINN & DELANO, is ihs dav dissolved bv
mutual corsedt. James Quinn will settle the affairs
of the late firm, at the old place oi
business, No. 6

Franklin Street.

JAMES QUINN,
FRED. H. DELANO.

January 1, 1869. dim
the

undersigned, have this day formad
WE,partnership
under the firm name of

a

Tour
About Town,]
Leaving his Headquarters, CITY HOTEL, at 2 P.
Fare per hour 25 cts; small children 15 cts.

M.

in

carry

Making

Business

FRANKLIN

IS

STREET.

A.
111

Dissolution ot Copartnership.

partnership heretofore existing under the
TBE
Brin
of Frost & Frye, is dissolved this day
Either party is authorized to

settling

January 1, 1869. jantdlm

A> WILBUR & CO
*12 Fremont st., Boston.

DAY

A.

GOULD,

Federal

Street,

Announces to his numrrous friends, and the public
generally, he not only advertises but is selling tor a
limited time only his large and well selected stock ot

accounts.

AMaRIaH FROST,
ADDISON FRYE.

Dissolution ofCopartnership
CRAWFORD retires from our firm this
D. W. TRUE & VO,
dayPARIS FLOURING CO.
1869.
January 1,
F.

MB.

Dissolution of Copartnership
firm of ROBINSON & KNIGHT is tills
THE
day dissolved by mutual consent. All accounts
will

be settled with O’Neil W. Robinson, who will
carry on the business at the old stand, and to whom
all bills must be paid.

Dec

Bryant's Bond.
Bryant’s Pond Hoube-N. B. Crockett, Proprie-

Bridgtou Ccutcr, Me
Cumberland House, Marshal
Bacon, Proprietor'

Brunswick, Tt.
Mineral Springs House, W. j. s. Dewev Pro■”
prietor.
Jf

Berry% Hotel,

24,1868.__

Copartnership

day

tornied

A.

GOULD,

Ocean House—J, P.

Jacobs, Proprietors.

House, Nathan Church

&

Sons, Propriesors,

Norridgcwocb.

ARMANI),

to inform the ladies
has just opened her New
109 tUiddlv Street, opposite
the Falmouth lloi el, where she iulends to carry on the Newest and most

LATEPortlandatthat she

Dress & Oloak

Making,

and hopes, by keeping the Latest and most Fashionable Patterns always on hand, and strict attention to
business, to be able to suit her Customers, and receive the patronage of the Ladies ot Portland.

KgTApprentice wanted,

a

A

Norway*

Elm House, Main St.
prietor.

w. W. Whitmarsh, Pro-

Paul, Proprietor?.

Saco*
Main Street.

Silas Gurnev, Pro-

bo

can

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H.

ROUNDS,

Portland, Jan. 1, 1869.

Copartnership

a co-

LEIGHTON,

and have taken the store and stock of Frost &
Five,
at No 100 Commercial
Street, where we shall continue the business in Flour,

Corn, Meal, Oats, Feed,

&c, Ac.

Portland, January 1,

OPPOSITE

PREBLE

HOUSE.

and

PEOPLE’S

Boston, Portland

All

OFFICES--8 and 10 Court Square, Boston, 93 Exchange St.%, Portland.
tf

Jan C

No article was ever idaced before c 1 ublic composed of such perfect ingredients for promoting tbe
growth of the Hair, or tor rendering it beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in any
detired position. It prevents the hair having a harsh,
wiry look. It prtvents all irntafed, itching scalp
skin. It afiords abeautlfully rich lustre, Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.
Assayer’s Office, I
20 State st., Boston.
)
Messrs. Hursell, Wood & Co„
Gentlemen—I have analyzed Hursell’s Purity for
the Hair and am familiar with the formula with
wkichit is made.
This preparation contains ingredients which give
to it the desirable characters ot a superior hair dressing. Is free from Sulphur, Bead, Silver, Acids, Al-

^illcox

SILENT

Family Sewiag

[^“Prepared only oy J. C. HURSELL & CO.,
No 5 Chatham Row, Boston.
mav 8 ThSTu
ly
GJfSohl by W, F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay,
Wholesale Druggists, Portland.

KXTKA

SI owe

C. IF. BELKNAP’S
REFINED TRIPE takes the
lead ol anything of the kind
STEAM
oflered in this

ily Sewing Machine

ever

El?"’Active Agents Wanted in every town.
150 Exchange «!., Portland,
Me., and
dcl7d.fr wtt
Washington St, Boston

M ew Flour Store.
Messrs. LATHAM, BUTLER &

Kav.a

the business twenty-eight years and
t do
believe no one can produce an article of TRIPE
that can equal
my STEAM REFINED.
It shall be my constant endeavor to
make TRIPE
a luxury, the verdict I leave to be
rendeied by the
consumer.
N. B. Call tor Belknap’s STEAM REFINED 1

No other is fit tor the Table.
Portland, Oci 27,18G8.

ly

on

large assortment

a

to

eight (S) dollars below former prices.
The following brands may be found in

Employment Society!

onr

do

St* Andrews, l\©w Brunswick*
The Rail WayHotel—Michael
Clark, Proprie
*

No

~

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons interested in either
r/ the estates

Portland Steam Brick Company,
THEand
ready to contract for Pressed, Facerl.Bav Win-

dow

Common Brick, by the 1000

AUG, L.

or

now

1,000,000.

Allen, Administratrix.
Mary E. Had and others, minors and heirs at law
ot Joshua H. Hall, late ot
Gray, deceased. Petition
lor license to sen and convey Real
Estate, presented
by Eliza G. Hall, Guardian.
Stephen Morrill, late of Gray, deceased. Petition
for allowance out of Personal
Estate, presented by
Lydia A. Morrill, widow ot said deceased.
late
of
Dunnin8>
Freeport,
A.jlobeJt
deceased, Petition for administration, presented
by John A.
Dunning, only son of said deceased.
Edward E. Hayes, late of N>rth
Yarmouth, deceased. Return
ot Commissioners
sign and set out dower to Sylvinia
said deceased, presented for

appointed to

as-

Hayes, widow of
acceptance and confir-

Merrill,

BROWN &
American

WE
same

terms

Sept 9-dtf

as

by

us.

CHARLES A. CROSBY, Secretary.

Office lOO Exchange St*,
Opposite the Custom House.

decldtf

NOTICE

in the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and ba9
taken upon himseli that trust by giving bonds as
All personshaving demands upthe law directs.
on the estate of said deceased, are required to exh bit
the same; aud all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
NATHAN WEBB, Adm’r.
dc31d3w
Portland, Dec ?3d, 1868.

liowdoin
Medical

and

lege.
J. S.JTENNEY,
prudence.

LL.

Foreign Patents

preparethe necessary papers for those who wish to
make applications lor Patents tor their Inventions,
or tor extentions or reissues ot Patents already granted; will act as Attorneys in presenting applications
at the Patent Office, and in managing them to a final
issue; will draw up Assignments; will examine into
the condition of rejected applications when desired
do so, and undertake the prosecution of such as
may be considered patentable, and do whatever else
s usually done by Patent Solicitors.
They will also
sell PATENT RIGHTS on commission, being in direct communication with the leading Manufacturers
all over the country. They are thus enabled to otter
superior inducements to inventors to employ them,
beiDg in condition both to obtain Patents and to set
he Rights.
Circulars and pamphlets turnishedon application,
reeol charge.

H. W.

EASE

The

Bf.adle, of Mass.
wtf36

or

To Whom it may Concern!
wife, Sarah T. Chadbourn, having left

my

bed ami board without my cousent, this is to
caution all persons against harboring or trusting her
on my account as I shall pay no debts ot her contracting after this date.
G. M. CHADBOURN.
Sebago, Dec 28, 1868.w3w53*

WEEKS inlorms his friends and the
can
at No 25 Middle st., next

be tound
Jli*
public he
Elder’s,
door to G. M.
nish Provision and
Dec

wlieYe he will continue to fur-

Groceries^ usual.

*Jb-d3w_
for

Perfect
The

sale,

Pistols

and
W.

and all kinds ol
wholesale and

49

Perfect Sight!
as Perfect Sight,

Spectacles

exchange st.

I

difficulty of procuring which is well known.

PERFECTED SPECTACLES,
have atter years of experience, experiment and the
erection of costly machinery, been enabled to produce that Grand Desideratum,

II.

It

Spectacles.

IHcDUPPEE,

lor

IS

Agent.
deadly

LOOK!

MONEY.

allery!

Congres8]Street.

Get Your Pictures Taken at Half Price!
Good

In Cloudy Weather.

Wormell & Co., determined to give all a chance to
obtain a picture lor th-mselves and friends, liave
reduced the price ONE-HALF; and notwithstanding the Extremely Low Price, will turn out
hut

good pictures.

Having engaged the eminent Photographer. Prof.
JJAItKIS of New York, and a corps 01 first class Artists, they will satisfy all reasonable persons with
better Picturestban ever bclore made i. portand.
US^Come One! Come all! and look at the prices:
30 Tin Types,
----25 cents.
•*
9 Album Cards,
75
4 Large Cards,
75
1 Large Pirure for 8x10 Frame.
-75
And all others at equally low prices. Old Pictures
copied axd enlarged in the finest style of the art.
A splendid assortment ot
-----

Tin

Type and Card
hand, lor sale

Albums

very low.

Frames of jll Sizes Cheaper than the Cheapest
REMKMBEY THE PLACE,
WORMELL & CO.,
E. S.
310

them, will be sure to command
widespread attention. These were really all
the noteworthy incidents of the day.
The House

temper

seems to grow more radical in
after each tetum to the people.—

There seems to be a stronger feeling in favor
of a settlement of the
suffrage question, and
if it is made apparent to the majority that
there is no present hope of securing the ratifi
cation of a constitutional amendment, I believe that a law securing the same end would
be passed. The historical argument cited

nearly

three years since by Judge Kelley and
the enforcement of it in many
ways since,

has had considerable influence on the minds
of Republicans here. It is understood that

Congrsn ^Street,

Oct 13dlw&wtt

Portland, Maine.
j, Packard, Jr>

Notice.
interest and responsibility
THE
Bean
a partner in gur firm,
as

Portland,

Dec. 31,186S.

of Mr. Ivory S.
ceases this day.
L. C. BKIGGs & CO.
lan-tdat

It is no argument in favor of prohibition that it has found a placo in our statutebook tor twenty years, unless during that time
tho laws embodying it have been enforced and
have wrought dosirable results. It may indeed
be a question whether the mere fact of the
non-execution of a given law does not iurnish

ecuted.

strong argument against the principle embodied in tho law. At auv rata we do not
wish to run this risk. If
be right,

a

prohibition

we believe, we wish the fact
i»-oced and the
work for which tt is designed
accomplished.
We desire a test of the value of the pro ibitory principle when applied to the sale of alco-

as

holic stimulants; and we favor a Suite police
as the shortest, surest, most cfticieut and most
decisive means of securing it.
2d. All the experience of the pajt lias shown
that for securing a uniform, impartial ami con >
tinuous execution of prohibitory laws, reliance
upon local authorities is worse than useless.—
In one town or city a strong temperance sentiment prevails and tho law is executed,—in the

adjoining town opposite opinions are uppermost, the law is a “dead letter” and rum is
“free as water." So, too, in a given locality
the lJIal officers this year are temperance
men, and the grog-shops are closed—next year
interest has the power, the law is
more evil is wrought than
years of rum-famine can cure. Or worse than
either of these, the local authorities arc tolerathe

liquor

not

enforced, and

bly ready to pounce npon a poir Irishman
who sells his fellow a “drop ol the crathnr,"
but they require at least two other citizens,
not officers, to sign a complaint before tin y
will strike at the wealth and influence which
are sometimes arrayed to sustain the traffic.—
Now, for all these maladministrations of tho
iaw a State police is in its very nature a prob-

Wisely and efficiently directed, wo
will prove a sovereign remedy. It
with uniform vigor to every part of
and that which is law for a part of
will become the law for every town
and every city within our borders. It will
possess the same energy tomorrow as to-day,
in July as in January, and next year as this.—

able cure.
believe it
will reach
the State,
the towns

persistent and continuous, sleepless
sphinx, and certain as fate. Better than
these, it will be above partiality. Bucked

It will be
as

all

the

by the dignity and power of the State, its offiwill know no distiactions among men
that of innocence and guilt.
3d. Tho results achieyed under the imperfect law of last year were such as to excite tho
most favorable anticipations. The early repeal
of that law prevented the attainment of the
ends tor which it was designed and which it is
morally certain its continuance would have

cers

save

secured. Let the memory of every reader testify what a diminiuutiou of tho sale and uso
of ardent spirits followed the establishment of
the force in July,1887. Some may bo disposed
to claim that this closing up of grog shops and
liquor dens followed from tho increased penalties for violation of the liquor laws. If so, I
have ouly to ask, had these penalties been diminished in December ot the same year w lieu
it hail become morally certain that the Conlaw would be repealed, and open
and shameless violation of the law again became common? YVero tho penalties lessened
all through January and February of 1803,
when the advance waves of tho present fear-

stabulary

ful tide came sweeping iu upon us? Not at
all, but the constables were legislated out of
existence and the law was not enforced. YY'o
say, then, let us reap to the full extent tho results of a measure which accomplished so
much and which promised to do so much
M« L. 3.
more.

the Judiciary Committee will report an
amendment affirming manhood suffrage at an
early day. The propositions hitherto presented are all before that committee.

Do Senators Drink?—Gen. Butler has
written a letter to a BostJU paper which accused Senator Chandler of Michigan ot intemperance, in which he says:

AMNESTY

“Intemperate Legislators,”

AND

THE NEW

SOUTHERN MOVE-

by the lawyers and politicians generally.—

The precedents presented to govern our actions, and upon which such acts as this of
the amnesty proclamation are defended, are
drawn from English sources. Senator Conkling put this matter in a very lucid manner
But I

am

anticipating.

It

can now

be

seen

that Mr.

Ferry’s bill relieving qll persons of
disqualifications might readily have been dictated by a shrewd and sagacious appreciation
of the issues now beiDg evolved from the recent rebel defeat. To-day that Senator
presented a resolution asking information from
the President with regard to the recent pro-I
clamation—no copy of which has ever in any
formal manner been laid before Congress.—
The purpose of the inquiry was to have the
matter referred to the Judiciary Committee
for a report on the President's constitutional
powers in that direction. The debate grew
up spontaneously, Mr. Doolittle denying the
pertinency of such an inquiry. Roscoe
Conkling, one of the most accomplished
lawyer’s and brilliant speakers of the
denied
at
once
the
Senate,
power
of tne President to issue such a) proclama
tion. He declared that amnesty only could
be exercised by the sovereign power of a people through whatever representative it might
recognize. In England the power of amnesty
and

pardon was

in the hands of the crown.

In this country sovereignty rested primarily
in the hands of the people, and constPutiontlirough that of the Legislature and Executive
combined, uniting in the framing and ratification of a law. The Executive had no supreme attribute, such as was implied in this
of geueral amnesty for such offences as trea"
sou.
Mr. Frelinghuysen of New Jersey took
the same ground. In a reply to a statement
made by Senators Doolittle and Trumbull
that the Supreme Court In the Gariand case
of 1866, had favorably decided upon the President's

original right in granting of amnesty,
Conkling declared that no decision had
been given on the principle involved, but a

I read your atticle of the 19th inst., headed
with a very considerable degree ol pain, because you do—unwitI
not—a
great wrong to the only
tingly, doubt
gentleman named therein, the Hou. Zachariali
You say “this gentleman desires
Chaudler.
re-election, and is an able man, and has Journals valiantly fighting his cause.
Bm his
drinking habits tell tearfully agaiust him.”
A more correct phrase would be—“the exaggerated reports from his enemies of his drinkiug habits may tell fearfully against him;” for,
in substance and fact, I know these reports
For more than two years past,
are untrue.
living near him as a neighbor part of the time,
known
Senator Chaudler quite familhave
I
iarly. I have seen him in the Senate very
often, and I have never seen him there when
under the influence of liquor. While he is not
a temperance man, ami uses wine socially and
couVivially, as is too much the habit in Washington, yet the representations lhat iiave been
so sedulously spread agaiust him in the Democratic, and still more venomous Conservative,
press, that he habitually uses strong liquors
(which I do not believe lie has used for two
years) are false, aud are of that class of slanders by which that portion of the press endeavors to break down every m n who has
stood as firmly for human rights ami lor true
Republican principles as lias Mr. Chaudler.
This form of attack upon him is only the outpouring ol vcuom which lias followed every
forth in favor of
mau who stood prominently
impeachment, aud will be as unsucce-sful in
his as it has been iu other cases. Upon your
remarks on the Senate in general it is not iuv
province to comment. I believe the report
made to you is greatly exaggerated, hut the
Senate, as a body, is the guardian of its owu
honor.

V nineties.
—“The widow of one of the most distinguishthe Lieut. Generals of the Confederate
army is teaching school in New Orleans.”
ed of

Such is the announcement in various Southpapers, and the tact is considered surprising. The widows of a great many Union offi-

ern

and soldiers are doing the same thing—
doing it well, too, and making no fuss about it.
—Professor Carl Neuman, of Munich, claims

cers

to have discovered from the Chinese year
books that a company of Buddhist priests entered the American Continent by Alaska a
thousand years before Columbus, and thoroughly explored the Pacific borders.
—In the course of a pastoral visitation, the
Rev. Dr. Chalmers called upon a worthy shoemaker, who, in recounting his blessings said
that he and hTs wife had lived happ.ly togethfor thirty years without a siugle quarrel.
This was too much for the doctor, who struck
his cane on the floor and exclaimed, “Terribly
monotonous, maul Terribly monotonous!”
—Punch says of the President elect: “The
er

Mr.

President elect is throwing all applications lor
places into a fire—evidently a case of Grant, a

siniole declaration that in this case under dis-

non- Grantando.

cussion the power had been well exercised.
The debate lasted about an hour; while it

tors

there was an evident interest even

questions involved. Senagathered about their elder colleagues.

But there was no wish to go further* with it
Before the session closes we

at this time.

shall without doubt have a

thorough

and ex-

haustive discussion of the subject, which in
view of the divergent views that exist ot the
relations of the Executive and Legislative,
aud of the imperializing tendencies that inure

in that office under

accepted interpreta-

tions and precedents, will be of the utmost
THE CHASE MOVEMENT NOT DEAD.

There is also another

reason

tor the inter-

est now anil hereafter to he manifested ;n

E. S. Wormell & Co’s

ns

are, I

to support

TIME.

GO TO

Equally

They

importance.
THE

YoUlt

SAVE

Sole

Portland#

LOOK,
NOW

particular.

NORTHERN PACIFIC ROAD.

OPTICIANS,
HARTFORD, CONN., Manufacturers
[of the Celebrated

Perfect

free

But to pass from this fatter to the proceedings to-day. Mr. Windoin, of Minnesota, made a notable and powerful speech in
support of the North Pacific railroad project;
the facts of which, and the arguments made

progressed

J. IV.

or come

he shouldhave

suppose, Senator Fessenden and Representative Francis Thomas of Maryland.
The latter is especially astidious in his use of the
privilege accruing to his position.

excitement on the

OCULISTS AND

none

are more

Messrs LAZAEUS & M0BE1S,

B. s. •Wormell,

Powder, Shot,
Cartridges tor Rifles
Pistols,
GUNS,
I>. ROBINSON,
retail.
octl5-eod3ra

ot

valuable

so

only be obtained by using

on

NO TIOE
•

COMFORT!

AND

Blessing

316

retail list to any address
Seeds on commission.
Agents Wanted. B.
O’d
M. WATSON,
Colony Nurseries and Seed EsEstablished 1842.
tablishment, Plymouth, Mass
Dec 23- w4w52

WHOIESALE

Juris-

Analytical
Chemistry.
J. B. SEVEY, M. D, Demonstrator ot Anatomy.
Circulars containing full iuiormatiou will be lorwardedon application to the Secretary.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. P., Sec'y.
w6wl
Brunswick, Me., Nov. 1868.

Block,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
ol Me.

Medical

and Diseases ot Women and Children.
G. L. GOODALL, M. D, ^Professor of

Corner F and Seventh Streets.
p. 0. Box *249.

on

C. L. FORD, M. D, Professor of Anatomy and
Physiology.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. D. Professor ot Chemistry
and Pharmacy.
W. W. GREENE, M. D, ProlossorJof'Surgery.
T. H. JEWETT, M. D, Professor ot Obstetrics

to

Federal

D, Lecturer

I. T. DANA. M. D, Professor of the Theory and
Practice of Medicine.
W. C. ROBINSON, M. D. Professor ot Materia
Medica and Therapeutics.

can

ry examinations in the Patent Office, with a view to
ascertain the Patentability of any Invention that
maybe submitted to them for that purpose; will

G.E.Buowm,

Department.

Annual Course of Lectures in the Medical School of Maine, will commence February
18lh, and continue 16 weeks.
Faculty of Instruction :
SAMUEL HARRIS, D. D., President of the Col-

AND PERFECT SIGHT

having had considerable experience as
Assistant Examiner in the Patent Office, is well acwith
the routine of business and the offiquainted
cials therein. Messrs. B. & B. will make prelimina-

Office, !i3

College.

49th

THE

surprised that

to-day.

hereby given, that
duly appointed and

is

the subscriber lias
been
taken
upon himself the trust ot Acministrator of the estate of
NEWELL A. FOSTER, late of Portland,

BEADLE,

Mr. Brown

„,°,®cc Plcb,c House, Portland,Me,

New Haven, Ct., Aug. 15,186«.
have appoiuteil Messrs. JOKDAN Or
ot
BI.AIiK,
Portland, Me., sole agents for
the sale of our Hooks for the citv of Portland, who
will be prepared to fill all orders for the trade on the

HOWAKDFREETCH, Ag’t.

Solicitors ot

Dec21-d0m

American Fish Hook and Needle Co.

For Rail Road Conductors.

A,

I am

become the victim of such an ill-natured attack as that of the Gazette.
There are not
many persons in either branch of Congress as
careful as Mr. Lynch, and but two, who to my

ed

Charge

There is nothing

OBTAINED BY

UOVEJOY, Agent,

OFFICE OF THE

Charge

For Army and Navy Officers.

on

of Dtc'r, in the year of our Lord
eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight; the
following matters havingbeen presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is iierebv Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to l»e published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
aud Eastern Argus, papersprmted at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third
Tuesday of January next, at ten ot the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard tbereon, and object if
they see cause.

MY

BRICKsT

Restrictions

No Extra

Representatives,

The power of the President to issue a general amnesty proclamation was the subject of
a spirited but
preliminary debate in the Senate to-day. So far as it
progressed it only
showed how much had been taken for grant-

As to travel.

No Extra

of

MENT.

non-forieitable.

Are

tor.

ft™4**

are

Policy,

All Policies

Seeds.

Queen of the West, Kaivtoa’i Minnesota
Bertschy’s Best,
Glenwood, *c., dec.
Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give
us a call be lore purchasing.
BUTLER & C0‘
November 3. .808.

Annual

are

After two years, and increase with the age ot

Fresh Garden. Flower and Tree

Quincy Battle,

after due notice and satiiactory

Allowed in the payment of Benewal Premi-

Skewbegan.

stock:

Brilliant St. Bouts, Gothic,
Prairie Belle
do
Castle,

by any purely Life

Thirty Days’ Grace

Turner House. A. C. Wade, Proprietor.
Brewster’s Hotel. S. B. Brewster, Preprletor.

of

Choice Southern & Western Flour
which they are prepared to sell at from four (4)

dtt

Luke’s Employment Society will resume work
on Friday, Jan ».
Plain sewing delivered to deserving applicants on
presentation of permits, as heretofore, every Friday
afternoon from 2 to 5.
Room in city Government Building, 2nd story,
over city Treasurer’s Office.
Per Qrdcr.
Jan 5-d*}

00.,

TAKEN

STORE No. 78 Commercial
HAVE
street, (Thomas Block) and will keep constanthand

a

the market.
l,een in
*

Booms.

Also, the Bickford Knitting Machine.

determination to make TRIPE
a luxury, I have been to a
great expense to improve
my appauratus and mode of preparing TRIPE tor
market; and with

Machine I

lYKatiufiictiiringaiid Improved Fam-

Columbus Ml.

STEAM REFINED TRIPE I

Qibbs’

AT TI1E

State

kalies, and may be used with entire salel y.
Bespectlully,
S. DANA IIAYES,
(Signed)
State Assayer lor Massachusetts.

BROWN, Agent.

&

Lower than those charged
in the World.

Company

Dividends

Scarboro*
Kirkwood House—J. Gunnison, Proprietor.

and Lewiston !

For Forwarding Freight and Money and
Making Collections at fair prices.

Druggists.

ST.

Gallery,

Fine Photographs and Porcelain Pictures tak
finished in the best manner.
Jan 4-dlw

en

ADDISON FRYE,
KANDALL LEIGHTON.
1869.
ja5tt

foe sale;
BY

and Fine Art

S84 Congress Street,

undersigned, have this day formed
partnej ship under the firm name of

NOTE &

Photograph

Notice.

the

WE,

McKENNEV <C- DAVIS’

CHAS. F. ROUNDS.
dti

majority of the Life Inthe United States.

ums.

Patents for Seventeen Year

B. F. Smith & Co.,
found at
of

a

in

Non-Parti cipating Premi urns,

Paid in 30 days
proof of death.

Daily Line Between

Com-

formerly of the firm

Companies

Losses

PURITY FOR THE HAIR!

of Franklin Wharf and

Lower than those of

Raymond’s Village*
Central House, W. H. Smith Proprietor.

EXPRESS !

corner

Mutual Premiums
surance

majority

RADICAL FEELING.

Special Featuresv

v

David
Will and

CAPT. GrEO. 15. BROWN,

Co.,

160 Broadway, New York.

etors.

Preble House, Congress St. S. B.
ProKrogman,
*
prietor.
Portland House, 71 Green St. R. Potter, Prop’r.
tT. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
C,ram & t’o., Proprietors.
Walker House, Opposite Boston Depot,'Adams &

himself,

THE

canvassing agents.
Dec 1, 1868. ood&w6m

Mutual Life Ins.

a

business communication to go

lit COMB

secured in every

WORLD

Portland.
Albion House, 117 Federal Street, J. G. Perry,
Proprietor.
American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
Commercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
Chamberlain & Foss, Proprietors.
•
Cumberland House, Green St. J.O. Kidder, Proprietor.
CtTY H_tel, Corner of
Congress and Green street,
John P. Davis & Co.
Falmouth Hotel, Ramsay & Wheeler, Propri-

HURSELL’S

at the old stand,
mercial Street.

GOOD

as

commonly supposed.

knowledge

county by earnest, active
Apply to the above agency.

be

can

I’enk’* Island*
Union House—W. T. Jones, Proprietor1

109

:

K. Spring, Charles H. Breed, Esq.,
Hon^Augustps E. Stevens, J. S. bicker, Esq.

late of Cumberland, deceased.—
petition for the probate thereof, presented
by George S. Merrill, the Executor therein named.
Elisha Higgins, late of
Westbrook, deceased. Will
and Petition for the probate
thereof, preserftod bv
Walter B Goodrich, the executor therein named.
Thomas B. Frothingham. late of Portland, deceased. Will and petition tor the probate
thereof, presented by Frederick Fox the Executor therein named.
Orison Stevens, late ot Portland, deceased.
Petition ’or administration, presented
by AldisL. Waite,
a creditor of said deceased,
John H. Carroll, minor child and heir of John B.
Carroll, late ol Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by
Julia E. D. Carroll, Guardian.
late
of
Mary Potter,
Portland, deceased. Petition lor administration, presented
by Robert Potter,
husband ot said deceased.
Samuel It. Fernald, late ot Portland, deceased.—
Return ot Commis-ioneis
appointed to assign and set
out dower to Ellen Laura Fernald, widow ot said deceased presented tor acceptance and confirmation.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
w3w53 Attest: EDWARD R.
STAPLES,Register.

ROUNDS & SONS, and will
COAL AND WOOD BUSINESS,

Reference by Permission

Hon. Samuel

North ifrldgtou.
Wyomeyonio House, O. H. Perry,
Proprietor.

mation.

oct 28-d3m

SAMUEL

a

to

Joshua L. Chamberlain.
Hon. James G. Blaine, Augusta.
Hon. John J. Perry, Oxtord.
Board qf Local Reference in Portland:
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., William Deering, Esq.

North Adbou.
Somerset Hotel, Brown &
Hilton, Proprietors.

Hotel,

Kimball,

Gov.

Danforth House; D. Dantorth.
Proprietor.

by Mr. Lynch,

to frank letters for friends or to ever allow a

Saving* Bank, Portland.

land

1 shall not undertake

statement made

refusing, unlike

Office 88 Exchange Street, opposite Port-

Naples.

of those

With some personal knowledgeof the care
with which Mr. Lynch uses this privilege—

General Agent for Maine.

Waterhouse & Mellen,

give the

than is

Commencing business only in April last, it has
been received with so much favor that its assurances
for the first six months amounted to over $1,000,000
and are rapidly increasing day by day.

George

one

it will be sent through the associated press report. There is one thing certain and that is.
that the franking privilege with the reasons
for and against continuance are sure to be
thoroughly examined. The public will find
very much more to be said in support of it

CAPITAL.$150,000.

L.

the Gazette is

It is

mentalities are liable.
to

LEMUEL BANGS, President,
GEO. ELLIOTT Vice Pres, and Sec.
EMORY M’CLLNTOCK, Actuary

I.ewiston.

£.lm

Lonip’y

Anbury claims to oflcr unusual advantages
the public in taking policies.
THE

Hiram.
Mt. Cutler House—Hiram
Baston, Proprietor.

condemned.

abuses of a great power—the censorship by
the press— to which nearly all such instru-

New-York,

Dixfield.
Androscoggin House, L.D.
Kidder, Proprietor.

^Proprietors0**0’

all sides and the conduct of

OFFICE 391 BROADWAY,

Danrille Junction.
(’ran<1 Trunk Railway
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

FRANKING PRIVILEGE.

Lynch made a personal explanation
with regard to the attack on him by the Cincinnati Gazette, and other journals, with relation to alleged misuse of his frank.
Your
Representative’s defence—it I may not unjustly so term what was not needed in tl« usual sense of the word—elicited approval on

John W. Mungcr & Son, Agents
Oct 21-eod3m

I>amarii«cotta.

Sir

Navy Department.

Mr.

Ofllce 1GG Fore St., Portland.

Cornish.
Cornish House—E. Dunning,
Proprietor.

the

MR. LYNCH AND THE

AH Policies Non-Forfeiting!]
Cask Dividends Paid Annually.

Life Insurance

Chamberlain,
Proprietor,
*S5

Lewi8ton-

Chartered 1835.

generally

Cape Elizabeth.

Elza S. Allen, late of Brunswick, deceased. Second
presented for allowance by Annie M.

York, wishes

Styles in

Purely

AS BURY

account

Establishment,

Fashionable

BOSTON.

Buxton.
E. Berry, Proprietor.

C.

Tuesday

Ill Federal Street.
jan 9 & 1G

MADAM
oi

Notice.

name of
carry on the

new

ol New

under the
name ot ROUNDS & CO., is this
day diseolved by mutual consent. The business of the firm
will be settled by either partner, at the old stand.
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
C. F. ROUNDS.
January 1, 1809. dtf

the undersigned, have this
WE,partnership
under the firm

Jan 5-eod2w

dc28 law3w

partnership heretofore existing
THE
firm

Prices,

that is, he is selling his goods for precisely wliat he
paid lor them. Ami if you really desire to buv at
cost, now is y ,ur time. Don’t wait till the time is
past but, walk in and make your selection, Ask for
no discount.
You may be sure that you arc
charged only cost prices.
C^“Call and see for yourself ana be satisfied.
Remember the place

A.

Mutual Insurance Co.,
Mutual.

CONGRESS.

Wasliburne’s usual opposition to the creation
of new offices and salaries drew forth a sharp
and severe attack by Judge Kelley, on both
the capacity aud honesty of the Naval enginIn this he cited cases of outrageeer corps.
ous fraud and corruption, and declared that
the allegations he made would be proved.—
Under this arraignment the bill was passed,
even Washbumo voting for it.

Capital, $5,300,000.

Bethel.
Chandler House, F S. Chandler &
Co., Prop’rs.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

hereinafter named:
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, A"onU,iV,?-U,rL
heid a' Portland, within
and tor the County of
the third
Cumberland,
At the
true Invoice

engineering in

octlOdSm

New England

Co., Proprietors.

&

St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson, Proprietor.
Tremont House, Tremont St. Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.

the

said to bring something new. It i9 nothing to
advertise to sell goods at cost!

JAMES QUINN,
GEO. II. COitE.

January 1,1869. janidlm

Dy mutual consent.
use the lirm name in

EVERY

October 9, 1868.

prietor.
Saco House—J T. Cleaves & Co. Proprietor.

ja2dti

1) E Efi IKG,\

Police—Why?

To the Editor of the Press;
Allow me, as briefly as possible, to submit a
few of the considerations which incline many
of the friends of temperance to favor a Statu
police and to petition the Legislature for tho
enactment of a law authorizing such a force.
1st. It will give a practical and conclusive
test to the principle of prohibition. The value
of any principle is determined not by the
mere fact of its incorporation'iuto a statute,
but by the practical effects ol the law when ex-

5,1869.

There was a large majority of both bodies
in their seats when noon called them together.
The proceedings duiing the four hours session in the House were compaiatively unimportant, except the passage of a bill providing for the organization of a burean of steam

Portland,

at

JaD.

To the Editor of the Preie:

Proprietors.

__

ROBINSON,
Proprietor.

all its branches, at the old stand of QUINN &
G

W.

on

REASSEMBLING OF

Damage by Fire

Come of Middle and-Plum Streets.

Revere House, Bowdoin Square, Bulflncb, Bing-

York

J.

F~.

XATJJ’L
Agent

Boston.
American House, Hanover st. S. Rice Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker & Co.,

mate a

Copartnership Notice.

The Boiler

—

C. A.

subscribers are now prepared to fill orders tor
Potato trom the original grower at the
following Prices: One lb 80 cents; 3 at $2.00, by
mail, post paid by us. One Peck $5.00. Pri< es given
for larger quantities on application.
Goodrich,
Harison and Gleason Potatoes lor seed,at tail- prices,
at

WELCH

KIMRALL,

75 cent*'

G F Shepley,
1' o Hersey,
W F Milliken,

THE
the Rose

nov

Jan

street.

PRICE!

£ wJL II L I’

Portland

KIMBALL, Pteb'.e

Clerk to record the doings of said

3d. To make, ordain and establish a Code ot By
Laws and Regulations for the government of said
Corporation, and the due and orderly conducting of
their affairs, and the management ot their property.
4th. To choose a Board of Directors agreeably to

JRose

C. P.

IN

ROBINSON’S
New & Elegant Sleigh Barge

Business,

C. P.

B. B. COMPANY.

Meeting.

and Sleigh

at the old stand of

For Sale!

chains.

LARKIN,
the

on

A

or

reasonable rrtes of Premium.

JOHN W. CARTWRIGHT, Jr., President.
OLIVER H. COLE, Secretary.

pi ietor.

Agency!

Block,
PORTLAND, ME.
great improvement known as the “Silent
Feed,” renders it perfectly noiseless in action.
Elegant in finish, simple in all ils parts, not liable to
get out ol order: adapted to every variety el sewing,
Irom the lightest muBlins to the heaviest cloths.—
Every one admits its superiority over all others as
a Family Sewing Machine.

a

Woodward, Proprietor.

Bath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Pro-

Kendall* iVIill* Me,
Fairfield House, J. H. Fogg
Proprietor.

Office A'o. 1 Morton

Notice.

the

Machine

Sewing

cor-

the business of
Corn, Flour, Grocery and Country Produce.
SAMUEI. FREEMAN,
F A. RICKER.
Portland, Dee 28th, 1868.
j7dlw

Dissolution ot Copartnership.

THIS

street, Portland,

wheelebTwilson

a

_jaoillw

Mrs. Belcher’s Wonderful Cure.

MAINE.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO THE SALE OP
REAL ESTATE BY PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SALE

on

Copartnership

Me.

Insure against all Loss

Washington,

•

Bangor.

ham, Wrisley

from Waihiugfoiii

Capital $300,000.
at

Penobscot Exchange, A.

Merchants and Auctioneers.

name

_

tfo. 15 Chestnut

Green st, and will carry

NO.

German Canaries and Gold Finches.

Order.

Wm. G.
Kelson Tenney.

J.

FBuEMiN a kicker,
and have taken the new
store, No 50 Portland,
ner of

Augusta.
Guy Turner, Prcpri©

tor.

1869.
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OP BOSTON, MASS. 1

I/filtfr

Augusta House, State St.

GUO. It. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate Brokers, Commission

Portland,

Hide and Leather Ins, Co,,

Hotel, Davis & Paine, Proprietors.

or

Office No. 1, Moreton Block,

PORTLAND.

etors.

Maine

Maine Hotel, Sanborn &

Wharf, where the former patrons ot Chase
& Thornes are invited.
CHARLES D. THOMES.
WILLIAM H. CHASE,
JOHN F. CHASE.
Portland, Jan 1,1868.
3w
ja7

The

Street, Portland,

C.

BLAKE’S,

Birds,

HETAIL.

Homatio P. Easton,

FRESCO

The undei signed have this day formed a
copartnership under the firm name of
THOMES, CHASE A CO.,
in the Cooperage and Fi.h
Buxines, and
will occupy the old stand ot Chase &
Thornes, Commercial

DELANO,

No. 10 Cross St., Portland. Me.
septlBdtf
Sales Room foot of Temple St, opp. Falmouth
Hotel.

01 every l>esci u tion

ANJD

all this property may be purchased at a
great bargain. Most of the purchase money may
remain on mortgage a long time. Please apply to
HENRY THORNTON,
dec2W&Stf
Oak Hill, Maine.
Part

FIRM.

and will

WORKMEN, at

LAW,

IIounc,
BOSTON, MASS.

Portland.

QUINN &, COMPANY,

Show Cases and Ofllce Furniture,
Of Every Description,
Made from the best material and by EXPERIENCED

Dec 23-d2w

EASTON, SAMPSON & TENNEY
WHOLESALE

XjflV

apply

Old Nfate

tep9’68d1yr_

public

CIGAliS and TOBACCO,
Perfumery* Toilet and nil Fancy Articles
[usually kept in a retail Drug Store.
N. B. Physicians’prescriptions careiully prepared

<£•

Sept 8- dCm

adjust

—

C.

FU LEE, DANA & FITZ

can

Let!

to

or

Very Favorable Term*.

barns ana more or less land.
These houses are very pleasantly located on Oak
Hill, in Scarboro, Maine, in full view ot the ocean,
White Mountains, and neighboring cities and towns.
From three to five minutes’walk to the Oak Hill
railroad station, fiiteeu minutes by rail and thirty by
county road to Poi tland.
Also several hundred acres land, a part
eligible for
bonding purposes, from five to seven miles from

the affairs ol the firm.
JOHN CHASE,
CHAIiLES D. THOMES.

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,

DEPOT,

S. H. ROBBINS,

imfohtf.es

day dissolved. Either party

Exchange

Auburn,
Elm House, Coml. St. W. S. & A. Young, Propri-

tor.

two

ONE

name

Drugs and Medicines, C. P. KIMBALL &

PHILADELPHIA.
WHOLESALE

would

Schooner lor Sale.

Mannfac'nrers ol

ANEW

story and attic house, sixteen rooms,
large stable, &c., with much or little land, suitable tor private or public use.
Also one and a halt s:ory house, ten
rooms, with

jan7tt

Copartnership

Congress Street,

1
Mr. Chas. O. Chamberlain, an accomplished
by
and experienced Apothecary.
CT* Si ore open irom 6AM to 10 P M.
Oct 19,18G8-eod3m

S4J middle Street, next door WCanal Bank,

tenement house well built, with all
modern conveniences. Also barn and stable,
corner North and Walnut sts.
Enquire ot
T. CONDON, on the premises,
Or at 53 Commtrcial St.
juuel3dtt
2

Ou

copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm
THE
ot C hawe & rhomes is by mutual
consent this

ALBERT MARWICK.

d&wtl

sep28

For Sale.

name

and dealers in

All kinds of Plumbing Materials.
jyOrders solicited and iiromjitly attended "o.
No* 109 Federal St,, Portland, Me.

Plum

CLOCKS l

AT McDTJFFEE’S.

Lead Pipe, Brass, t opper, Iron Force
and Lilt Pnmps, Ratliivg Tubs, Water
Closed*, Iron Sinks, Marble W’ashSlund Tops. Noap Ni.nno Sinks,
U'a?!i Trays, mid

Portland, Jany 6,18C9.

BRONZES,
Copartnership Notice.
the undersigned, hive this dav
formed
WE,
partnership under the firm
of
FIGURES, <fcc.9 &c.,

PLU 3IBING!
Practical

Corner of Plain Street.
dc!4d6w

Dec 12, 1868.

CLIFFORD,

Counsellor

JDEFBIXG,

for hot and cold water.
The bathing
and dining rooms are finished in Chestnut and Machwalnut. They have good yards, with a rear
passage
way accessible irom Tine or Congress Streels.
Ap.
W. H. STEPHENSON,
Ply to
oct30dft
2d National Bank.

For Sale,

JELE.FRSOIV,

I> issol utioxi.

ot

The

5 & 9 Milk SI; Boston•

W.

aggregate Capital

thoroughly

Houses anti Lands

for the purpose of carrying on the Grain and Flour
Business, and have taken Store No 1 Head ot Long
Wharf, recently occupied by Chase, Rogers & Had,
whereby prompt attention to business we hope to
obtain a liberal share ol patronage.
A MARI AH FROST,
CYRUS F. JELLERSON.

mass.

{$7,000,000.

Blank Music Paper, Bill-Heads, &c.
Agents for the Alleu Envelope Mnnf. Co*
E. L. Day,
A. B. Murphy,
Dec 12-eodlm

Boston,
an

MURPHY,

Wholesale Dealers in Fine Paper,
OF ALL
Buler3
PaperAlso

liiveriiool* England

are

a

unde the firm name of
FROST <V

Insurance Co.,

Royal

148 Washington Street,

Copartnership Notice l
the
i, hereby inform the public
WE,that undersigne
have this day formed
partnership
we

MASS.

brick houses with French roots, just
erected on Congress Street, near State. They
first class in every particular, being plumbed
two

THE

(Established 1856.)
are received into the family of the Principals where they enjoy the privileges ol a pleasant home.
They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them the aid and direction necessary
to a rapid advancement in their
studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address
EATON I5ROTMEKS.
April 4-eodtf

ASSJSiSSisM CAK&S.

Manufacturers Insurance Comp’y,

Block.

eighty

wood, pasture

PUPILS

L

HARDING, Architect,

farm known as the Che ery
Farm. Said Farm contains about
acres ot land well divided in
and tillage.
House contains eight

_

LABKaBEE,

Fire Insurance!

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State,at which
the Daily Press may always be found.

the

nol8eodtt__

Hotel IHrectory,

Deering

on

Farm lor Sale.
In part or whole, in Falmouth, on
ilie line of the Grand Trunk Road,

now

Family

M.

dc28dtf__Boyd

Worridgewock, Maine.

ja2dff

K

TWO
Place.
to GEORGE

Winter Teim of this Institution will commence Tuesday, Dec ’et, and continue 12 weeks.
Only limited number will bo received and particular
attention given. Private instruction in the Lan-

Where

J. W. ROBINSON’S.

first-class Brick Houses

new

THE

THE—

Hotel

FOB SALE.

!

No. 54 and 50 Middle St.

_

“Publishers qf

to

Hiding Academy,

Portland

Academy

pet* finttit7ti9 itt mOmme*

INSURANCE.

.very

N. A. FOSTER, FbOPBIETOB.
Tebms:—Eight Dollar?a year in advance,
gar* Single copies 4 certs.

$8.00

Terms

this subject.

The movement which came
very near making Mr. Chase the Democratic
candidate last July, did not spend itself by
vital
reason of its failure then, and had a
element of strength which is yet to be powerfully felt. That element finds expression
in the formula of “universal suffrage and
universal amnesty.” There is evidently a

South, as well as
large body of men
elsewhere, who are tired of the Democratic
husks and who in the attempt to obtain the
nomination of Judge Chase and now in the
movements in Virginia, are trying to get a
fulcrum on which their political lever may be
placed. They hope thereby to move the fu’
tuie, while at present their purpose is to
embarrass and divide the Republican party
on a vital question of policy.
They know,
Judge Chase and those who advising with
them, know, that universal amnesty now is
almost sure to put the power into the hands
in the

of

our
in the South who are not
than
more
nr friends of the Natiou.any

men

friends

—“Gentlemen,” said a candidate in the far
west, after having given his sentiments on the

“Constitution,” the “the Monroe doctrine,”
and such like topics—“gentlemen,” and he put
on the region of his heart, “these aro
my sentiments—the sentiments of an honest
man—aye, an honest politician—but gentlemen and fellow-citizens, ef they don't suit you,

his hand

they ken be altered."
—A writer in the New York Evening Post
estimates that not more than sixty per cent, of
the marriages solemnized by clerga meu in
New York city are duly returned to the propAs a result of this
er bureau for

registration.

most culpable negligence infinite trouble arises
whenever evidence of marriage is desired. In
the prosecution of the claims ol widows before
tho War Department, this has been particularly noticed, and in some cases the most fla-

grant injustice has been done, the widows and
children being deprived of their just claims

pensions in consequence of this \vliolly inneglect on the part of clergymen in
not making proper returns of the marriages
they solemnize. The writer says the Roman
Catholic priests are the most faithful in tlio

and

excusable

discharge of this duty, that among Protestants the more liberal denominations are exceedingly prompt, while orthodox clergymen
are almost unilormly delinquent.
to
—The remarkable proposition is made
Vesuvicut up the lava lately thrown out by
the

proand use
us, sell it for paving stones,
sufferers by tho
ceeds for the benefit of the

eruption.

—Theforty-cight-ycar-older

in

,,

button, Mass.,

with his boys and
who wanted to “ketch up
been readmitted to school.
we hear,
has,
girls
h
was
boasting to a
,]arkey in Natchez
tbe cheapness of ten pounds of sugar
of
grocer
at a rival store. “Let me weigh
be bad bought
the package,” said the grocer. The darkey assented and it was found two pounds short.
_

^

The colored gentleman looked perplex 'd, for a
moment, and then said, “Guess he didn’t oboat
dig chile much; for while lie was gottin’ de
sugar, 1 stole two pair of shoos.”
—Thomas Jefferson, tho toPnder of the University of Virginia, had a prohibition ot a
Theological Department inserted in the origi-

nal charter.
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To-Day—Letter from WashPolice—Why? Do Senators

first Page
ington; A State

Drink? Varieties.
Fourth Page—A Year’s Work; Henry Ward
Beecher and his Horse Charley; Mark Twain
on Hartford and New
vice.

Hannibal
THE

Haven;

Valuable Ad-

Hamlin Nominated.

GREAT

STRUGGLE

ENDED.

We congratulate the
Republicans of Maine
and of the whole country ou the nomination
of Hannibal Hamlin for United States Senator. This was almost a national contest. From
New York, from Illinois, from the South and
West came voices urging us not to refuse to
the nation the counsels of one of its foremost
statesmen. The triumph is that of the people.
The
ot one which he received iu the

majority
Republican caucus ensures his election
19th iust. as iully as a majority of fifty

on

the

would.

Much persona] feeling has been enlisted in
this controversy, hut every trace of it will disappear as suddenly as it arose. Hannibal
Hamlin has no enemies in Maine, except a
very few selfish politicians whose personal ends
are thwarted by his success.
The unprecedented violence of the struggle will not result
in anything that will for a momeut disturb the
harmony of the party. It was, politically speaking, a glorious fight, and the defeated party
will bow as gracefully to the decision as would

Mr. Hamlin’s friends if Morrill had been
cessful.

suc-

It was wise in

the Legislature to make an
early disposal of this matter, for it is very certain that nothing else could be attended to till
after it was over. Now the gentlemen of the
two houses oau listen to Oov. Chamberlain’s
able address to-day with becoming attention
and equanimity, and proceed with their legiti-"
mate duties.
The election itself is a mere

duty

formal
tion.

that will engage

nobody’s

atten-

We would condole with Mr. Morrill’s friends
iu this vicinity who have taken part iu the
contest with so much earnestness, were it not
that we have an abiding confidence that their
disappointment redounds to the common good
in which they themselves will share. They
have been on the wrong track, and will natu-

rally feel a little unpleasantly upon discovering it, but it will wear off iu time.
Later.—Specials from Augusta give exciting
accounts of the scene that followed the vote
in the Republican caucns. The vote stood 75
for Hamlin, 74 for Morrill and one blank. The
blank vote was thrown by Mr. Henry O. Perry
of Aroostook and was made the occasion of a
two hours’ wrangle in which the Morrill men
oontended that a new vote should be taken.
Never was claim more preposterous I By the
■ tatutes of Maine a blank vote is no vote at all
and the usage of parties makes the same rule

imperatively binding on political organizations.
The whole number of votes thrown wa3 149
and Mr. Hamlin having received a majority of
that number is nominated, as stated in the Associated Press dispatch. No one need fear
that the friends of the nominee will permit a
demoralizing and anarchical precedent to be
established by conceding anything to the unreasonable demands of the defeated party. If
is understood that the moderate Morrill men
regard the matter as settled, and will take no
part in any movement looking to a bolt, or to
any further
The

proceedings in

the premises.

Spirit or the New AdiuiniMiratiou.

A

reliable newspaper correspondent—not
one of those pernicious scamps, who like the
New York World man, manufacture conversations out of whole cloth—says that General
Grant in a recent talk spoke as follows of one
of our public men: “His speech was a falsehood; there was nothing on which you could
put your finger and say‘this is a lie,’but the
whole thing was a falsehood, for all that; I’ve
despised him ever since I heard him make that
speeoh.” That sentence is worth a thousand
dollars “in gold” to an expectant people. All
of the great crop of conversatiops which the
last two weeks have given us that have any
claim to authenticity have been characterized
by the same spirit.
There is a remarkable concurrence oi circumstances showing that Gen. Grant means,
first of all, to make honesty of purpose and
action the distinguishing characteristic of his

administration.
Among all the fabulous
“conversations” supposed to have been held
with him, there are evidently two or three
genuine ones besides the one referred to above.
There is no room to doubt that he has ex-

pressed himself on the subject oi railroad subsidies substantially as reported. Neither is
there any reason to question the story of his
interview ruth the gentlemen who wanted
money out of the Treasury to repair the Misslssippi levees. It will take not only the moral
strength of a saint, hut almost the physical
power of Hercules to adhere through the iour
years of his administration to these heroic purposes. The “pressure” that came near cutting
Off Lincoln years before Booth shot
will

him,

bo brought to bear with increased power upon
Grant. Hundreds of men in each of the thirty-seven Spates and eight Territories will

make it tbeir business to invent
cunningly
devised tortures for the purpose of
compelling
him to abandon his relentless economy. But
what may we not hope of the man who was
not dismayed at the disasters of the first
day
in the Wilderness?
The politicians are beginning to understand
the tendencies of Grant’s mind and are evidently endeavoring to reconcile themselves to
the inevitable, if it shall prove that they can
do nothing to change his “policy” for the
worse. The conviction that none hut honest
men cau come, unless by accident, into Grant’s
oouncils,is seen in the character of the cabinet slates of the latest pattern. The rogues
who at cue time figured largely in tin sc curious works of art are all weeded out. Little
reliance can ho

placed

on any of this guessbealthlul indication when
men imagine that men like David A. Wells
will ho at the head of the Treasury
Department, and that Gen. Schofield will be Secretaof
B.
Washburne
ry
War,E.
Secretary of the
Interior, Horace Greeley Postmaster General,
General Hawley Secretary of the
Navy, and
Wilson, of Iowa, Attorney-General. It is
possil le that not one of these gentlemen may
even have an invitation to take a seat in the
cabinet, but it is now certain that if men of
their stamp can be found they will be selected
for heads of departments. They are all men

work, but it is

a

against whom no such charges asvenality, corruption, extravagance or a weakness of character that can be played upon by
thieves, have
ever

been made.

In connection with this subject, the
speech
Washburne, of Illinois, in the House of
Representatives, on Wednesday, has great significance. Whether or not we are warranted
in concluding, as did the versatile
Mr. Wood,
of New York, that the speech is an
authorized
foreshadowing of the policy of the
administration of Gen. Grant, it is
of

extremely gratifying

coming from his most trusted and confidential friend. We have no douht that Washburne is brusque in his manners and sometimes
intemperate in his language, but much may
be forgiven a man who has stood at the door of
the Treasury so long as he has with
stripes
and blows for all who came with the purpose
of stealing or wasting. We give herewith some
extracts from Mr. Washburne’s speech, which
is attracting more attention than any delivered so far during the present session of Conas

gress.
Mb. Elliot, of. Massachusetts has introduced a bill in
Congress permitting the grant
of American registers to
built vessels

foreign
eight dollars

upon tbe pawnent of
a ton in
coin. The bill does not
apply to American
vessels which duoing the war were
transferred
to foreign powers unless there is
proof that
such transfer was made without tbe
knowledge or consent of the owners.

Commend

to A. Oakey Hall,
mayor of
tries to be a democrat as well
as a Democrat. He has directed that he shall
be addressed as “the Mayor” and not as “His
New

us

York, who

Honor.”

Every

sensible

disgusted
long ago wi ll the “Hon.,” “Esq.,” “Dr.,” “His
“His
Excellency,”
Honor,” &c., &c., which
still disfigure the public prints and the symman

was

metry of democratic institutions.
The

Bangor

Democrat

is

informed

that
John A. Peters, Representative from the
lourth district, holds that the President’s am-

nesty proclamation is not so comprehensive as
to embrace “Goiliam L.
Boynton, Marccllus
Emery, Dudley F. Leavitt and Old Joe
Chase.”
:\jk.

vjreeley s Prospects.—It
that Mr. Greeley has seme

really seems

prospect of an appointment under Gen. Grant. Gen. Badeau
of. Grant’s staff had an interview
with the

Tribune editor the other
day, which was of
very great significance to the
knowing ones.

The Bucyrus Forum
argumentatively remarks: “Senator Morton is
what wo have
heretofore named him, a Hoosier slubberdegulhon, and he will yet be rated as such everywhere an® by

everybody.”

The “Lie” as an Argument—The old
Portland Daily Advertiser which has awaked
to life after a Rip Van Winkle sleep of several years, drags dead men from their graves,
judges from the bench and sober councillors
from their duties for partisan purposes, takes
because we have accused it of falsification in the matter of the late Mr. Foster's
opinions on the Senatorial question. It says
that a “lie” is a dangerous argument. So it is

umbrage

—extremely dangerous tor the party convicted
of falsehood. We remember a case iu point.
The late Mr. Seymour, in a campaign speech
he was

nomi-

in Connecticut, a year before
nated for the Presidency by the Democratic
party, lied wickedly and knowingly. The
New York Tribune said so—it proved that SeyNow when Seymour came to be a
mour lied.
candidate for office this thing stuck to him.—
He couldn't shake it off. The shirt of Nessus
was a comfortable and
well-fitting garment
compar.-d with tbisterriblestraight-jacketthat

the Democratic

nominee

for the Presidency
was compelled to wear. It hurt Mr.
Seymour
every day of his candidature, and with lift Ju-

ly riot record and the wickedness of his principles

left him high and dry in November with
adverse popular majority of more than
three hundred thousand.
an

Now we are not going to reiterate in terms
any charges that we have made. The great
battle for the Senatorship is over, and the Advertiser is not of the winning party. The best
it can do is to act its favorite malcontent part
and encourage a bolt. But we cannot dismiss
the subject without putting the Advertiser in
the pillory once for all. It has stated that Mr
Foster proposed to support Morrill for Senator
whether Hamliu was a candidate or not. His
relatives and his most intimate associates, as
well as those occupying posstions where they
must necessarily have knowledge of his views,
know that this is not a fact. We care not how
many witnesses it brings to support its position
or what their standing.
We claim to have better opportunities for obtaining correct infor-

mation on flits point than any of them. Again,
the Advort'ser has accused us of being guilty
of an unpardonable breach of decency and good
in first bringing the name of Mr. Foster into the controversy. An examination of
the files of the Press and Advertiser will show
who has told the truth in this matter and who

manners

has-not.
New England and Her Critics.—Many
years ago the Southern planters were accustomed to make the crowded condition of New

England jails a reproach to this part of ths
country, and drew therefrom inferences uufaorable to the comparative morality of New
England society. The reply was prompt, decisive and
your

conclusive, “You of the South leave
criminals at large on account of the im-

potence of the

the demoralized
public sentiment, while New England
prosecutes her criminals and shuts them up.”
New York has taken upon herself the office of
the Now England censorship, left vacant by
the decease oi the Southern planters of old the
courts

and

state of

school. Some of the New York journalists
have discovered, for instance, that opium eating has become so common in Maine as serithreaten to undermine the intellectual
and physical health of its inhabitants. In their

ously

to

hasty generalization they

attribute this growing vice to the enforced denial of gratification
to the appetite for stimulants, arising from the
existence of liquor laws. Others astonish the
world by their disclosures of the fearful and

exceptional extent of the prevalence of inlanticide in New England, and the Lewiston physician who declares that three hundred cases
of this crime occur annually in that city is in
a fair way to have a national
reputation. Still
others have within a few weeks discovered that
New England is overrun with paupers, and
that the inhumanity of the treatment of these

unfortunates is
whole matter is

beyond all precedent. The
susceptible of an easy explawith that formerly given to

nation, identical
the planters. In New England there is almost
a morbid sensitiveness to social disorders,
which takes the shape of statistics and discussions.

This attracts the attention of the whole
world, whi'e in other countries and other parts
ol this country evils of greater magnitude
flourish almost without remark.
Southern War Claims.—It is too much to
expect that a war of such magnitude as that of
the rebelliou could occur without having unconsequences. The suffering and
want resulting from those four years of waste
aro not matters of a month or two.
All efforts
to adjust the financial or industrial affairs of
the country so that no one may be hurt and so
that no one may bear any part of the loss inflicted by the war, prove abortive. A large
amount of the means of the country was destroyed and a large amount of its energy wast-

pleasant

ed,

and

somebody

suffer from it. The effort to escape personal inconvenience will for
years to come give rise to innumerable claims
upon the treasury for indemnity. Among the
first in order are the claims of Southern loyalmust

ists for property used by the army. The authorities differ very widely in relation to the
amount of these claims.
Senator Howard,
who urges that these claims be allowed, says
that they will not, if allowed take more than
half a million from the Treasury, while Secretary McCulloch says that they will take half a
or more.
Conckling, Edmunds, Morrill of Vermont and Fessenden oppose these
claims, which are presented in the first instance by citizens of Alabama, who will, if
they succeed, open the way for ail the States
lately in rebellion. The better economy is of
course to reject them and it is quite certain
that such a coune will be taken unless justice
clearly demands that they should be paid.

billion,

“Editing" in the West.—Editing in the
“tar West” seems to be a process of knifing as
well as “scissoring.” The editor of the Owykee Avalanche informs his readers that “the
other day, while quietjy seated in our sanctum,
two villains, one armed with a hatchet, and
the other with a bowie knife, made a violent
attack upon our person.” Nothing appalled,
“we seized a knife about two ieet long, used
for cutting paper, and bled our assailants freely. They sued for mercy.” One naturally inquires ior tbe reason of so strange areDContre;
and the editor tells us that it took place merely because “we lately referred directly to a
ruffian known as Capt. Prcscot, and incidentally to a guerrilla named Al. Lage.” It is astonishing to find so courteous a reference met
by so discourteous a remonstrance—but we
suppose that is local etiquette.
The Massachusetts prohibitionists seem to
have triumphed in the organization of the
State Senate Wednesday, electing their candi-

dase, Hon. Robert C. Pitman, president of that
body. In the House, Mr. Jewell was re-eiected

Speaker, owing

to

his personal

notwithstanding his opposition
News

to

popularity,
prohibition

Items.

Mr. McPherson, clerk of the House, is enon a lile of Thad Stevens.
It will make

gaged
more

than one thousand pages, and will be

published next fall.
A
Philadelphia critic, speaking of Mrs.
Scott Siddon’s beauty, says that" in personal
plucbritude she knocks Beau Ideal himself.”
Captain Hobart of the English navy, who at
prosent figures as Hobart Pasha, in command
of the Moslem fleet, was in the service of the
slaveholders as a blockade runner during our
civil war, and after having done all that lay in
his power without losing money, to prevent the
triumph of liberty in America, he has naturally drifted into his present position as a mercenary of the sultan, fighting against the progress iu the East.
At the Cooper Institute Monday night, in a
Fenian reception speech, George F. Train urged his hearers to go to the British Consulate
and threaten to tear down his flag, unless the
Fenian prisoners were released in sixty days.
A great audience was present.
The State debt of New York is forty million
dollars.
There is a lady living with her family at one
of the hotels in Washington, who is reported
to have made the snug little fortune of one
hundred thousand dollars during two years
successful

lobbying as

a

member of the famous

whisky ring.
Mr. Edwin L.

Brady,

late

Engineer

in the

U. S. Navy, has matured a plan for doing
away with the East river at New York. He
thinks that the ruin of the harbor, if the East
river remains open, is imminent and inevitable. To save the harbor he has projected a
dike from the South Ferry across the shallows

Brooklyn. This dike he would have several hundred tcet
wide, with ample dock room,
and space for streets and warehouses. The
docks on the upper side would accomodate the
Sound steamboats and Eastern commerce.
Those on the lower side the various lines of
ocean steamers.
From these docks and the
warehouses Mr. Brady calculates au income
which in a few years would
pay the cost of the
whole work, which he estimates at
$16,000 000.
The tinee orphan children of the late
Augustus Dickens have been placed by the probatecourtof Chicago under the
guardianship
of J. Linton Waters, Esq., an old and attached friend of the family. Mr. Waters will un-

to

dertake the charge of the children until their
friends in England shall indicate what their
future is.to be."

Two young men, Messrs. Eels and Walker,
graduates of the Pacific University in Oregon,
are on their way to the Eastern States to pursue their theological studies here.
One of
them intends to study at Hartford, Ct.,and
the> other at Bangor. These young men are
the sons of ministers, and were born on the
Pacific shores.

Economy in

the

National Expenditures.

Mr. Washburue of Illinois, when the House
was considering the pension appropriation bill
in Committee of the Whole, on Wednesday

remarks as chairman of the appromade
priation committee, which are of great public
interest. We give such extracts as we can
find space for below:
some

State News.
FRANKLIN

Widow*’

COUNTY.

Tlie young ladies of Farmington availed
themselves of the privileges of Leap Year, by
inviting the young gentlemen to a party at
Beale’s Hall, on Thursday evening last week.
Between fifty and sixty couples were present,
says the Chronicle.
The Farmington Chronicle says J. Winslow
Jones,of Portland, has purchased of J. F.
Prescott, the old steam mill building and tract
of land near the east end of the Centre Bridge,
preporatory to the erection of an establishment for canning sweet corn.
He will remodel and rebuild the steam mill, and put up another larger and newer building next spring.

The condition of the country, the vast public debt, the weight ot taxation, the depreciated and fluctuating
currency, the enormous
expenditures of public money, the mal-administration of the government, the extortions of
monopolies, press upon our attention with
most crushing force. The people elected Gen.
Grant to the Presidency not only on account
HANCOCK COUNTY.
of the great and inestimable services he has
rendered the country in subduing the rebellThe Ellsworth American comes to us much
ion; notouly on account of his devotion to enlarged and improved. Ellsworth is about to
the great principles of the Republican party,
become a city aud the American does well to
but because they believe him to be emphatiput on metropolitan airs. Bro. Sawyer is not
cally an hone3t man and an enlightened only a good editor, but a sharp politician, who
statesman, who would faithfully administer someliraes misses a figure in his calculations,
but usually does very well indeed in both ca
the laws without fear, favor, or affection.
As for his chronic weakness for
The time has come when we are imperativepacities.
Addinto” the Press, we can afford to
a
called
to
take
new
“pitching
upon
departure.
ly
ed to other terrible evils brought upon the
laugh at it, and do so accordingly. We comcountry by the war for the suppression of the mend the enterprise of our Hancock contemto
all
incident
is
demoralization
the
porary and have no doubt that the American
rebellion,
great wars and to the expenditures of vast and will continue to prosper for a long series of
unheard of amounts of public money; to the
years.
KNOX COUNTY.
giving out of immense contracts by which sudden and vast fortunes were made, the inflaThe Rockland Free Press learns that a man
tion of the currency, which engendered specuby the name of Philbrook, living in that city,
lation, profligacy, extravagance, and corrup- attempted to commit suicide last
Monday by
tion, by.the intense desire to get suddenly rich cutting his throat, but although he made a
out of the goverument and without labor, and
it was so clumsily done that he
homely
gash,
the inventions and schemes generally to get
will recover. He was supposed to be insane
money out ot t he Treasury for the benefit of
or under the influence of opium.
without
individuals
regard to the interests of
At the city meeting held last Friday, in
the government.
Rockland, the city declined to instruct the
While the restless aud unpausing energies
Council to purchase the water works.
City
of a patrotic and incorruptible people were devoted to the salvation of their government, and Many who would gladly see the water works
transferred to the control of the city, were conwere pouriDg out their blood and treasure in
strained to vote against purchase by a convicits defense, there was the vast army of the
tion—whether right or wrong—that the propbtse, the venal, and unpatriotic, who rushed
erty had cost by bad management and litigain to take advantage of the misfortunes of the
tion a needless sum of money, and that a reThe
country ajid to plunder its Treasury.
fusal on the city’s part to buy, under the cirstatute-books are loaded with legislation Which
cumstances, could not be used to it disadvanwill impose burdens on futuie generations.
vage, says the Free Press.
Public land enough to make empires has beeu
YORK COUNTY.
voted to private railroad corporations; subsidies of untold millions of bonds, for the same
Frank J: Leavett has been appointed Post
Master at Hollis in place of John M. Akers,
purposes, have become a charge upon the people, while the fetters of vast monopolies have Esq., resigned.
been fastened still closer and closer upon the
—That must have been a very unhappy inpublic.
It is time that the Representatives of thedividual of whom John Foster said that “his
people were admonished that they are the sermemory was nothing but a row of hooks
vants ot the people and are paid by the people; that their constituents have confided to hang up grudges upon.”
them the great trust of guarding their rights
—An exchange suggests that a society for
and protecting their interests; that their pocondensing official addresses could render
sition and their potv.gr are to be used for the
benefit of the people whom they represent, great benefit to the community. Presidents,
and not for their own benefit and the benefit
Secretaries, Governors, Mayors, Boards of
of the lobbyists, the gamblers and the specuTrade, Commercial Conventions, Political
lators who have come-to Washington to make
a raid upon the Treasury,
The time has also
Conventions, Superintendents of Sunday
come, iu my judgment-, when public men are
Schools, Table Orators, etc., etc., should be cut
a
more
strict
to be held to
accountability, to a down
three-quarters, generally.
more strict discharge of their duty, and when
—In I yme, Ct., is this quaint epitaph, writtheir actions will be scanned by a more crititen by Deacon Marvin upon his son, who was
cal eye. It is no new lesson that the public
men of this country must learn.
It is a lesalso a deacon:
son whicn has been taught iu other countries
“This deacon, aged 68,
and at times even when there was little to
Is freed on arth from sarviug;
boast of in the way of public virtue.
May for a crown no longer wait,
It is recorded in history that in the most terLyme's Captain Reynold Marvin.
rible days of the French revolution, for it was
Oct. 18.1737.”
on the |14lh of May, 1893, nineteen days be—The
fore the passage of the celebrated decree of
young bloods of an Indiana town have
the national convention on the 2d of .Tnne,
organized a club called “Chicks.” Their chief
accusation
the
that
Buin
Girondists,
placing
aim is to steal chickens.
zot, one of the purest and most eminent of
—Ic is complained that the grain buyers of
those gifted and brilliant men, pronounced
California have made so much money that
these memorable words, which should be engraved in letters of gold over the entrance of they control the finances, commerce and polievery public office and every hall of legislatics of the State, and the farmers are urged to
tion:
combine so as to be able to ship and sell their
man can be
in
“No

t<J^

justified
profiting
from the information auu advantages of bis
public

It is his duty to consecrate excluthe public interest the knowledge
which such position furnishes him.”
Much is expected of the new administration, and the public expectation will not be
disappointed. But as much as General Grant
can do, and as much as he will do in his own
sphere of action, it is idle to suppose that he
can do everything that the country requires to
be done to secure those reforms in the public
service which are so imperatively demanded.
As President, General Grant must have the
earnest and cordial support
of the other
branches of the government, particularly of
the legislative branch. The responsibility of
this Congress, so far as the next administration is concerned, is complete.

position.
sively to

*

*

*

*

It is for Congress to keep down
and it is for the President to
see that the laws are faithfully executed and
that flke revenues are collected; but it is for
Congress to see also that they do not keep the
fetters upon the limbs of the President so as to
render it impossible for him to faithfully execute the laws.
It is well to recur to the total expenditures
of the government lor the last three years, and
it is encouraging to observe that they have
been gradually decreased:
In 1865-66 they were 8520,000,000; in 1886-67
they were 8346,000,000; in 1867-68 they were,exclusive of bounties, $334,000,000; in 1867-68, or
inclusive of bounties ($43,000,000),$377,000,000;
in 4868-69 they are estimated,exclusive of bounies, at $310,000,000; in 1868-69, or inclusive of
bounties ($26,000,000) $336,000,000; for the next
fiscal year, 1869-70, these are estimated at $303,000,000; and this latter estimate the committee
believe will be materially reduced.
The amount for bounties is not properly
chargeable to the expenditures of the governmentr and it is a matter of congratulation that
there are no bounties estimated for the coming
fiscal year 1869 70.
The amount voted for deficiencies for the
year 1867-68 was $15,000,000, aDd that amount
is included in the total ot expenditures for
that fiscal year.
The amount called for as deficiencies for the
present fiscal year, and which is included in
the total of expenditures as given above, is
the

expenditures,

$21,000,000.

It is worthy of note that on the 2d day of
December, 1867, the Secretary of the Treasury
estimated the appropriations required—for the
fiscal year ending June 30,1869, $372,000,009;
on the 6th ot December, 1868, he states that
the expenditures for the first quarter of the
same fiscal year were $105,000,000; he estimates
for the next three quarters an expenditure ot
$231,000,000; total, including interest and deficiencies, $336,000,000; expenditures less than
estimated by the Secretary of $36,000,000.

own

grain.

—American corn-cobs are sold in the streets
of London as “Patent fire lighters—eight for a

penny.”
—Stone balconies

There
are
other deficiencies estimated
which will bo scrutinized by the Appropriation Committee before it reports any bill. But
one thing is clear, if Congress cannot control
the expenditures of the government, if it cannot curb the executive officers of the
government in spending the public money, and if
such officers are to he left practically to determine the appropriations, then, 1 say, let
Congress abdicate, and let the people be saved
the expense of keeping up this expensive and
somewhat ornamental institution.
APPROPRIATIONS POB THE FISCAL YEAR

1889-70.
Mr. Washburne then gives in detail the estimates of the Secretary of the Treasury for the
year ending June 30,1870, amounting in the
aggregage to $303,000,000, and shows how in
various ways these estimates can be reduced
$15,000,000. The conclusion of his remarks is
as follows:
Here are some $15,000,000 which it is thought
can be cut off from the estimates of the total
expenditures for the year ending June 30,1870
of $303,000,000, as submitted oy the Secretary
of the Treasury, That will leave for the total
expenditures of the fiscal year ending June 30,
1870, $288,000,000. Add to that §2,000,000 more
for various other expenditures, and we have a
total of $290,000,000. It is my belief that the
expenditures can be kept diwnto that point
and that the government can be administered
for that sum, and if that can be done, as it
ought to be done, a good showing can bo
made.
I have made no estimate in relation to the
revenue ot the next fiscal
year, but for the
present fiscal year it appears from the Secretary’s report that the actual revenues received
for the first quarter amount to $95,000,392, and
that the Secretary estimates the next three
quarters at $246,000,000 making the total estimate of the Secretary $331,000,000.
But Mr.
Wells, Special Commissioner of the Revenue,
who has given this matter great attention, estimates that it will reach $356,000,000 being
$15,000,000 more than the estimate of the Sec-

retary.

Assuming, therefore, that

shall not collect more revenue for the fiscal year ending
than
the
June 30,1870,
secretary estimates we
shall collect tor the present fiscal year, and as
suming that our expenditures will not exceed
$290,000,000 there will be a surplus of $51,000,000 f.r the year ending June 30, 1870. But
with an honest collection of the revenue, and
without any increase of taxes I think we can
collect $450,000,000 of revenue. If his can be
done and our expenditures can be kept even
within $300,000,000 we will show a surplus at
the end ot the fiscal year 1870 of $75,000,000.
With an exhibit of this character, which is
an exhibit that cam be made if
Congress and
the Executive shall act iu harmony to that
great end, the credit ol the Government will
be established on an enduring basis, our bonds
will go to par in Europe, greenbacks will
approximate gold in value; taxes may then be
reduced, and the countpy will enteron acareer
of prosperity, glory, and power without parallel
in the history of nations.
we

balustrades in San

Francisco are being replaced with wooden ornaments, for fear of another earthquake.
—A boy was sent by his mother to saw some
stovewood out of railroad ties.
Going out
doors shortly after she found the youth sitting
the saw-horse with head down. The mothasked her hopeful son why he didn’t keep
at his work. The boy replied thus: “My dear
mother, I find it hard, very hard, to sever old

on

er

ties.”

—Dilke,

English traveller, in his new
volume on English-speaking countries, argues
that the Anglo-Saxon race must, in time, exercise a predominating influence over both
hemispheres. The extensions of the United
States alone, he affirms, are equal to all those
of Russia. “Chili, La Plata, and Peru must
eventually become English; the Red Indian
the

race that now occupies those countries cannot
stand against our colonists; and the future of

the table lands of Africa and that of Japan and
of China is as clear.
Even in the tropical
plains the negroes alone seem able to withstand us. No possible series of events can
prevent the English race itself in 1970
numbering
three hundred millions of beings—of one national character and one tongue.
Italy, Spain,
France, Russia, become pigmies by the side of
such

a

peopled”

—Larkin G. Mead, the Vermont sculptor,
has married an Italian lady,who is described
as having “large black eyes, a fair
complexion
and a queenly manner.” She is just beginning
to talk English.
A gossip tells that when
Mead married her she could not speak a word
of English, nor he a word of Italian. All his
friends in this country were very much op-

posed to his marrying

Italian woman, but
he whispered that if he did go it dumb he did
not go it blind.
He lived in the house with
her for three years.
an

Portland and

Vicinity.

\ew Advertisements this Dqt.

DEFICIENCIES.

And I now proceed to the consideration of
the interesting question of what this Congress
will be called upon to appropriate for deficiencies for the present fiscal year ending June 30,
1869 aDd to carry on the government for the
next fiscal year ending June 30,1870.
First, as to the estimates made by the Secretary of the Treasury “of additional appropriations required to complete the service of tho
fiscal year euding Juue 30,1869, and previous
years.’ It is tor Congress to inquire rigidly
into the necessity and propriety of voting
these deficiencies which the Secretary estimates at the enormous sum of 821,000,000.
Of
this amount $14,000,000 is for the army, necesin
a
a
great
sitated,
measure, by
consuming
Indian war, which is entailing extraordinary
expenses on the government. The next current amount is the estimated deficiency for
the Postoffice Department of over four and a
half million dollars, incurred by extravagant
contracts for unjustifiably extended mail service.
Then there is the scandalous estimate of
nearly $665,000 for deficiencies for public buildings where we were promised that the large
amounts .appropriated last year should finish
the buildings. Add this amount of $665,000
demanded as a deficiency for this fiscal year to
the amount demanded for the same purpose
for the next fiscal year of $2,434,000, makes
$3,099,000 which we were asked to vote for
public buildings at this session ot Congress.—
And in the present State of the Treasury, or,
indeed, in any state of the Treasury, 1 feel
bound to denounce it as one of the most extravagant, unjustifiable and profligate expenditures of the public money ever asked of Congress. There are other deficiencies which have
been made, and which we are called upon to
make up, that are without justification if it be
considered that Congress has any power over
the public treasury. In view of the state of our
finances, and deeming it indispensably necessary to reduce our expenditures for the present
year in every way possible, and in full light of
all the facts, Congress appropriated a given
amount—which was $450,000—for the Coast
Survey this year.

and

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Raymond’s Dancing Academy.

Wood Society.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The Widows’ Wood Society deservesjmore
than a passing notice this winter. Owing to
the high price of fuel the demand
upon the
society for aid has been very pressing and indeed very urgent. Many of our oldest and
most worthy widows are numbered
among its
beneficiaries} Must they almost perish with
the cold, when the high
heaping coals burn
brightly in our grates, sending forth a glow of
heat that inspires cheerfulness and comfort?
Will you not, kind
for a

reader, contemplate

and contrast their condition with
While you are deliberating as to

moment

yours?

what your duty is, a happy
up that you will contribute

support of the Widows’
is now pressed for funds.

thought springs
liberally for the
tYocd Society, which

You will be called
upon soon to contribute through the regular
ohurch collections. If perchance you should
miss the opportunity of giving when the collection is taken, you can present the sum
you
have set apart for this purpose to the TreasTo give some idea of the extent of the
usefulness of this society, we append a statement of its doings last year.
The whole number of persons furnished
with fuel was six hundred and
thirty-three.
Two hundred and eight tons of coal were delivered at the cost of 81,764 35; two hundred
and eighty-eight cords of wood at the cost of

82,300 00. Total, $4,064 35.
The collections were not enough to meet the
expenses, and at toe close of the year the so-

ciety

was indebted to the Treasurer in the
the sum of 8428.
Please remember the statement in your contributions and
give liberally.
The following is a list of officers which we

republish: President, Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.;
Vice

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Provisions and Groceries—Buxton & Fit*.
Notice—S. Dingley.

Fruit Stand lor sale.
A Card—F. C. Moody.
Lettei Lost.

Notice.
By The Carriers ol the Press are cot allowed
to sell papers singly or by the
week, under any circumstances. Persons who are, or have keen, receiving the “Press” lathis manner, will confer a lav•r by leaving word at this office.

Religions Notices.
P. Y. M. C. A.—Prayer meetings will be held in
the Board of Managers’ Boom of the
Young Men’s
Christian Association every morning this week, from
o’clock, and on Wednesday and Saturday
evenings, from 8 to 9 o’clock, as usual. All are invited, and those even who can remain only through

8.15 to 9

a

part of the exercises.

proper habiliments to display their gymnastic
powers, and as at former exhibitions, receive
tbe plaudits of a fashionable and
highly entertained audience. It is
unnecessary to go into
the details of this exhibition.
one

Every

knows what the reputation of this institution
is, what advantages the members have to perfect themselves in their
exercises, and with
what effect they have been used. The entertainment last March made them hosts of
friends who will spare no pains to fill
every
settee this evening. The Turnverein has been
in training for this exhibition under the directions of one of the Levantine Brothers, who
have been so long with that prince of caterers
to the public tastes, the

indefatigable Lent,

proprietor

of the New York Circus. Mr. Levantine is perfect master of the
art, and has
worked with a determination to make this exhibition equal to any ever given in this
city by
the profession. The exercises on the double
trapeze will be the most daring ever

by amateurs.

attempted

The

horizontal bar exercises
cannot he excelled; and the
posturing and
tumbling have received special attention. The
addition of Mr. Bevantine to this branch has
enabled them to present the “four brother
act,”
which has been received with so much enthusiasm in other cities. Let them
enjoy a full
house.
The Seventh Lecture of the G. A. R.—
A fine audience was at City Hail last
evening
to hear the seventh lecture of the course of the
Grand Army of the Republic. The Portland
Band gave some excellent music
previous to
the lecture, which was delivered
Hon. Hen-

by

ry C. Doming of Hartford, Conn. His subject
was the “Sigus of a Universal
Brotherhood.”
The lecturer said there were two methods
by
which we can discover the
of the

tendency
race to such a grand result.
First, by examining man himself, Ins internal forces, his sympathies, his speech, and his intellectual and
spiritual qualities. Second, by an examination of the material world, its
geography and
its general confirmation. Tho
speaker discussed these two methods much in dotail and
with great ability. He thinks the whole human race at some

remote

period

the earth. We have not
space to give
outline of the
lecture, which was
well received by the audience.
Coming out of
the hall after tho close of the
we heard
ness

on

hardly

lecture,

Correction.—The amount of money collected in this city by Mrs. McKusick for tbe
Soldiers’ .Orphan Home Association at Bath
was |35, instead of $25, as we had it in the
Press of Wednesday.

o

clock

Sabbath from

each

on

one

Remember the Location of the Central
Drug Store,
No. 84 Fxchange Street.
jan4dlwsN

Hong Kong, ar

S WETT,

MAKER,

79 MIDDLE STBEET,
FOX BLOCK.
iy Fine” Watches ol all descriptions made to
der.
no28eod8ni8N

or-

-OF

_

is

principals

increase of the salaries of
of the Grammar Schools after
an

April 1st.
The committee on Island Schools reported
that the winter sessions began Dec. 14th. Mr.
A. P. Piles is principal, and Lucy E. Ilsley assistant of the Peak’s Island school, and Mr.

Joseph

Walker

Long

teacher of the

Island

school.
The Pilgrim.—There was an excellent audience at Deering Hall last evening to witness
the beautiful panoramic painting representing
the Pilgrim’s pnogress, and all went away perfectly satisfied. It is a most attractive exhibition.
We understand that Mr. A. W. Scott, the
energetic agent of the Pilgrim, is-trying to
make arrangements for trains over the railroeds
to see the representation. Mr. S. has been
very successful in getting some of the largest

trains, over

of the

some

roads,

ever

brought

into Boston.

Masonic.—Officers of Greenleaf R. A. Chapter for the following year: Henry L. Paine, H.
P.; William H. Smith, K.: George E. Taylor,
S.; M. P. King, Treasurer; Moses Dodge, Secretary; L. A. Gray, C. H.; J. A. Locke, P. S.:
W. O.

Carney, R.

C.; Joseph E. Gould, M.
3d V.; Edwin R. Hawes, M. 2d Y.; William
N. Gould, M. 1st V.; Charles B. Belknap, J.
S.; George L. Bailey, J. S.; Warren Phillips,

Spices!

Their strict purity, delicious flavors*
unrivaled strength and great economy,
are attracting a trade from lovers of choice flavors which is without a parallel.
Their great success is because they are the true
rich flavors of the fruits and spices of remarkable

strength.

Ex-Gov. James Y. Smith, ot Providence, R. I.,
says: “My w.fe pronounces them superior to any
flavoring extracts she has ever used.”
Ex-Gov. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Connecticut,
says: “Fora long time we have used them, ana
find them very fine,”
Dr. J,G. Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) author of
“Katrina,” &c.f the well-known author of Springfield, Mass., says: “They are the standard in this
Dealers treble their sales
Sold in Portland, Me., by

The trial list in accordance with an order ol
Tapley, J., at the last October term will bs taken up, commencing with No. 400 of that

term, which will be No. 259 of the docket of
the January term, 1869.
Promenade Concert.— The Promenade
Concert by the Forest City Band, last evening,
at Lancaster Hall, was a fine affair and ranks
among the brilliant dances of the season. The
attendance was quite large, and there were
about eighty couples on the floor engaged in
the mazy round. The music was excellent and
the concert went off

place

next

finely. Another will take
Thursday evening at Lancaster

CATARRH.
CURESl
Follansbee,

The Courts.—There was a dearth ol busiin all our courts yesterday. The U. S'
District Court adjourned over to 10 o’clock
ness

Monday.

was

no

business done.

A correspondent writing from Dover, N.
says that about 150 barrels of ale are sent
from Dover and Portsmouth to Portland week
ly. He adds: “I do not think the whole of
this part of New Hampshire pays that amount
of money for goods monthly to your city.”
Ansel Tucker, formerly of this city, who
has been seriously ill in Dover, New Hampshire, is recovering, as his many friends will

glad to

be

Hfo.

117 Commercial St., Portland.
This may certify that I have been cured of Chronic Catarrh of many years standing, by Dr. Carpenter now at the U. S. Hotel, When I consulted Dr,
C, it 1866 I had copious discharges trom my head,
very weak eves and great difficulty in breathing
A course of his treatment cured me entirely.
I
have had no return of the disease.
T. M. FOLLANSBEE.
Portland, Dec. 5,1868.

Testimonial of Mr. W. F. Morrill, qf Portland*
1 suffered from Discharge of the Ear for thirty-four
years before consulting Dr. Carpenter in 1865. After
applying his remedies two months, my ear was
cured, and remains so. Any person interested can
see me by calling at the General Agency of N. Y.
Life Insurance Co., No. 30 Exchange Street.
W. F. MORRILL.
Dec 1st, 18C8.

DR.

CARPENTER,

Can be consulted FREE at tlie U. S. Hotel until
Jan 14,
upon Blindness, Deafness, Catarrh, and all diseases of the

only,

lan, do; 30th, DavidO wen.

RENEWER.

SICILIAN HAIR RENEWER!
Will restore it to its natural color and promote its

growth.

Our Treatises on the Hair sent free byjmai!.
Price $1.00. For sale by all druggists.
K. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.

dc25 eod&eowlm

WELLCOME* 8

Liver

Regulator
*

-AND

Curer I

Dyspeptic

is an extraordinary remedy for the LIVER
an 1 KIDNEYS, when diseased. It is compounded ot several of the best Root*, Herb* and Bariu
known, which act directly on the LIVER and KIDNEYS, correcting Digestion, Purifying the Blood,
Regulating the Nervous System, Curing Pain in the
Side, Shoulders, Back, Head, Neck and Limbs,Sinking and Faintnass ot the Stomach, Weakness of the
Limbs, Languidness, Yellowness ot the Eyes and
Skin, Jaundice, Pain in the Bones, Dyspepsia, Dry
Cough, Sore throat, Night Sweats, Irritability, Nervousness, Loss of Memory, Weak Eyes, Dizziness,
Dropsy, etc. These difficulties arise trom a bad Liv-

TIIS

er.

g^Itisa valuable remedy tor Scrotulous and
Syphilitic Diseases,and all Glandular Enlargements,
Canker, Humor in the Stomach and Bowe*s,Costiveness, Rheumatism, etc. It is tree trom Calomel and
Aloes—has all tlie good properties of those Drugs
and nonect the bad. This is a Purely Vegetable

Remedy,

sate for all.

fcySold by all[Druggists and Medicino Dealers.
Prepated

and

JEREMIAH

Sold only by

BUXTON, JR.,

Also Proprietor of the Great German Cough Remedy.
Price *1.00.

YARMOUTH, ME.

auglOS&wtfss

CRISTADORO’S FAME
Is the Offspring of a Great Fact
No one can think ot denying that his

EXCELSIOR HAIR DTE
Brings out a finer BROWN or BLACK than any
other, in a shorter time, and without injury to the
hair. This is a truth as appareut as that the sun
lights the earth.

Cristadoro’s Hair Preservative
BEAUTIFIER—The toilet without this article, lacks its most useful attribute. Nothing is so
common in this country as the falling out of the hair.
The preservative prevents it. The fibres can no more
loosen and drop off, if this article is regularly applied
uight and morning, than if eash weie fixed in a vice.
The testimony on this point is overwhelmiug, while
the beautifying and invigorating properties of the
fluid are equally well established.
Sold by all Druggists, and applied by all Hair
Dressers. Manufactory No 68 Maiden Lane. Principal Depot No 6 Astor House.
ja leod&eowlmsx
AND

Allcock’s

Porous

ACCUMULATE

Plasters

ELECTBTCITY,

this?

seeing eye”

application to B. Thurston, Publisher, or
to Geo. Wardsworth, C. E. R,,
17 Exchange street, Portland.
jan6d3t
on

COnfflEKtlAL.
RECEIPTS

BY

RAILROAl

S AND

STEAMERS,

morbid action to
Was there

cease.

ever

JAN.

7.

dise.

Steamer Franconia, from New York-239
bars 43 bdls. iron. 61 bales
wool, 15 casks oil. 200
boxes raisins, 65 bbls. paraffine wax, 50 bbls. currants, 60 cases sardines, 53 bdls. paper bangings, 23
rolls leather, 52 bales rags, and 300
pkgs. merchandise.
Steamer Montreal, from Boston—150 bbls.
tierces, bbls. and tubs lard, 25 boxes raisPan1?
ins, 88 do tin, 24 bdls. saws, 76 bdls. and bars iron, 6
bbls. oil, 10 do vinegar, 100 boxes soap,
lo
18 bbls. vegetables, 170casks
nails, 50 tubs butter, 13
bales broom corn, 60 pkgs.
paints and dye studs, 30
goods, 46 hogs, 20 cases shoes, 56 pkgs. ma-

chinery,

:-;00 live sheep. 36 pkgs.
furniture, 25 bb s
ons, 42 bdls. paper. 470 do hides. 345 dry hides, 42
bbls. glass sand and 300 pkgs, of
sundry goods.
on

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Cough

Certificate from A. F. Sterling, Esq.
various remedies that I have tried,
until I applied one ot “Allcock’s Porous Plasters.”
I cut it into three strips, placing one under each
shoulder blade and the other over the small of my
back, and for tbe past three months I have had
scarcely a twinge ot the old pain. I advise all who
suffer from nervous diseases to lose no time in making a trial ot the wonderfnl plaster.
A. F. STERLING, Sec’y Singer Mfg Co.
New York. June 8, 1868.
Principal Office, Brandreth House, New York.
tySold by all Druggists,
jal eod&eowlmbK
relief from all thj

The Great New England Remedy
Dr. J

W.

Poland’s White Pine
pound.

no

Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel
and other Complaints.
Boston, Jan. 20.1868.

Poland’s White Pine Compound.—After having given it a thorough trial we can confidently recommend Poland's White Pine Compound as a very
cure

of

colds, coughs,

and

pulmonic complaints generally. In several cases we
have known it to give prompt relief when all other
remedies which had been tried had tailed. It is an
article, which, in a climate so promotive of sudden
and severe colds as that ot New England, ought to

be in every
and we are sure that those who
once obtuin it and give it a tair trial, will not thereafter be willing to be without it.—[Boston Journal
A Valuable Medicine.—Dr. Poland s White
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark. It'has been thoroughly tested bv people in this citv and vicinity, and
the proprietor has
to Itp value from persons well known to our citizens.
We recommend
its trial in all those cases of disease to which it is
adapt d. It is for sale by all our druggists.—[A'. T.

family;

testimonials

Independent.

The White Pine Compound is now sold in every
part ot the United Smte^and British Provinces.

Prepared at the
IVew England
Mans.

Botanic

Depot, Boston,
40w3m

$25.00 per Day!
Agents Wanted; male ami temale; Local and
Traveling. B-siness new, light and honorable.—
Steady employment the year round. No capital
required. Address REEVES & CO., No 78 Nassau
street.New York.
26wtysn

Errors of Youth.
gentlemen who suffered (jar years trom Nervous
Debiliiy, Premature Decay, and all the effects ot
youthful indiscretion, will, lor the sake of suffering
humanity, send free to all who need it, therecelpe
anil directions for making the simple
remedy by
which he wascured. Sufferers wishing toprofltbv
the advertiser’s experience, can do »o by addressing
in perfect confidence.
JOHN B. OoDEN,
No.42 CedarSt.,New York.
lySOssw
A

Youug Men !
on

ol

should be without it. Give it one tiial.
person
by all Druggists.
B. F. BRA.DBURY, Proprietor,
no5d6msx
Bangor.

Sold

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable
instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects »i Bad
Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and
Perfumers; and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 18 Bond
street,New York.
janl4BNdlv
The

Com-

Cares Sore Throat, Coughs, Diptheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections generally. It is a remarkable remedy for Kidney
Complaints, DiabeteSj Difficulty of Voiding Urine.

YOUNG MAN who has suffered for years with
Balsam! A many
ot the diseases brought
by banelul and
vicious
such

has
superior lor all:Diseases
POSITIVELY
the Throat ami
Lungs.
Ne

CURES WITHOUT SIfEEZTSG!
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, Instantly

gives'to the Throat and vocal organs a
Delicious Seu.nlion of Coolness and
Con. fori.

Is the Best Voice Tonic In tho world 1
Try it! Safe, Roliable nnd only IS cents.
Sold hy Druggists, or mailed free, address
COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Philadelphia.
Wholesale Agents for Maine W. W. Whipple &
Co., J. W. Perkins & Co.. W. F. Phillips <& Co.,
Portland. Retailed by Druggists everywhere.
November 30,1809. M, Wifc.S&wOmsN

MARRIED.
In this city, Jan. 6, by Rev. E. R. Keyes, Eben
Baker, of Boston, and Miss Sarah E. Whitten, of
Vienna, Me.
In Lewiston, Jan. 1, R. S. Bradbury, of Auburn,
and Lydia F. Webster, ot L.
In Auburn. Jan. 1, Henry Stetson, oi A., and
Julia A. Haskell, ol Turner. Also, Soloman Larrabee and Mary S. Libby.
In Brownville, Dec. 23, Dr. Luther B. Crosby, ot
B.. and Marfa J. Parsons, of Bucktield.
In Richmond, Dec. 29, Frederic Eugene Ilathorn
and Sarah A. B., daughter oi Capt. Jas. Carney.
In Skowhegan, Dec. 25, Melville P. Wyman and
Rosabelle C. Bush.

Valparaiso.

for

Ar
UIHan, Tucker, St John,
?i^een8}ow^
NB: Rio Grande, Waite. Maracaibo.
Sid 18th, Norton Stover,stover, London; Sylvanus
Blanchard, Meady, do.
Ar at
Ar at

Rangoon Mov 2, Hudson, Vaughan, Galle.
Maulmalu prev to Nov 6, Tirrell, Morgan,

Bombay.

Ar at Calcutta Nov l2, Portlaw, Curtis, Melbourne
20th, John Bryanl, Holmes, Boston.
Went to sea tr
Saugor Nov 22, J H McLarren,
Corning, New York.
Ar at St Helena Nov 17, Leventer. Lane, Calcutta,
(and sailed 18th for New York); :*5tb, E len Howl,
Nell. Manila (and sailed for New York.
Ar at Cette 18th ult,
Dirigo, ltumball, New York.
Ar at Havre 19th ult, John Harvey, Lowell, New
Orleans; Halcyon. Work, Savannah.
In the Roads 18th, Success, Chase, Irom Mobile.
Sid 18th, Arcioru.', Nason, Key West.
Cid 18th. M lion. Crabtre, Cardiff; 19th, Daphne,
Young, Montevideo.
Ar in the Texel 19th ult, Martha Bowker, Goodburn, Bahia.
Ar at Cuiliaveii 17th ult, Jeuny Prince, Prince,

Baker’s Island.
At at Port Stanley, FI, Oct 10. Mary E Riggs,
liowell, from New York ior Panama, leaky, (repaired
and proceeded Oct 22 )
sht ito Rio Janeiro Nov If, B D Metcalf, Reed, for
Callao.

SPOKEN.
Dec 2$, lat 30 54, Ion 73 37. brig Iza, lrora Nassau
for New York.
Dec 30, off the Skerries, ship Victory, Cushing,
from Liverpool lor New Orleans.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

PROVISIONS, GROCERIES,
FLOUR,
BFXTON &

&c.

FITZ,

Carner of Chestnut and Oxford Streets,
TTAVINQ recently enlarged and refitted their store
II are prep red to sell all kinOs of Provisions.
Groceries, Flour, Sc*, at as Low Kates as
choice Butter
in this city,
Abo Pure Spice* of all kinds.
Mead in your Orders.
Qoods delivered
at any part ot the city free ot cost.
ja8-eodttJH

be purchased
always on hand.

can

ME JJfOUVJEAU!

DIED.

as seminal emissions, oaln in
habits,
the back, &c., Arc., will tor the sake ot the
many who
are thus afflicted, by enelos'ng ISOcts and
stamp wnd
you something which has been worth fltty times this
mes
*
amount to the advertiser. Address
CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION,
w9w52sn
Lock Box 1348 Boston, P. O.

Hotel

5 years.
in this eity. Jan. 6, Jonas Jones, aged 17 years.
in Durham, Jan. 6, Dea. Osgood Strout, aged 59
years.
In Skowhegan, Dec. 31, Capt. Elijah Smith, aged
85 years.
In Skowhegan. Dec. 25, Mrs. Mary, wife of James
Dealy. aged 5ff years.
In Bath, Jan. 4, Helen Augusta, daughter of H. A.
and Julia A. Chandler, aged 17 years 10 months.
In Waterville, Dec. 25, Mrs. Ada B., wile ol Wm.
Balentine, 2d, aged 28 years.
In Augusta. Dec. 30, Mrs. Pamelia R. Prescott,
wife ot J. G. Holcomb, aged 47 years.

Dotcl Proprietors.

proprietors who are subscribers to the
Daily Press, or who become so by sending their
names and the
pay for one year’s subscription
to the
office, cau have their name, the Dame

and location ot their hotel published in the
Press under the head of Hotel Directory
once a week, during the continuance of their
•
subscription without charge.

WILL OPEN AT

355 Congress Street,

EXPORTS,

By brig Minnie Miller, lor Matanzas 5748 box
shooks, 490 bdls hoops.
By scb Ella, for St John, NB—1300 bbls flour, 2500
gallons oil.
—

Jan, 8th,

Friday Evening,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
FROM

NAM*

DESTINATION

Aleppo.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 7
Austrian.Portland
Liverpool.Jan 9

AT 6J O’CLOCK.

City

of New York.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 9
York. .Vera Cruz
..Jan 9
York..Hamburg.Jan 12
York..Liverpool.Jan 12
York. .Liverpool.Jan 13
City of Antwerp.. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan 16
Germania.New York. Hamburg.... Jan 20
Colorado.NeVYerk. .Liverpool.Jan 20
Cuba.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
Caledonia.New X ork.. Glasgow.J an 23
Merrhnac.....
.New York. .Rio Janeiro... Jan 23
City of Pans.New York.. Liverpool_Jan 23
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 27
Nebraska.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27
Britania.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 30

Francisco.New
Allemannia.New
Etna.New
China.New
San

..

Miniature Almanac.January 8.
Sunrises.7.29 1 Moon lises
3.24 AM
Sun sets.4,45 I High water.... 7.45 AM

ENTRANCE FREE TO ALL!
Jan 8-dlwia

CHOICE

Muscowulo
QAA

OUU

Molasses.

DHD«. CHOICE
do

mVSCOVA-

noLAs>aa,

....

30

HHIM. CHOICE PORTO RICO

GEO.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Thursday, January T.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia. Sherwood. New York, mdse
to Henry Fox.
Sch Chas F Mayo, M’Mnllen, Boston, to load potatoes tor Baltimore.
Sch Mary E Arnsden, Lavender, Boston 114 hours,
to load headings lor Baltimore.
RETURNED-Br barque Echo.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia.Sherwood, New York—Henry Fox.
Brig Minnie Miller, Anderson, Matanias—John
D I ord.
Sch Fred L Webb, Ureenliel, Baltimore
J& I
—

Berry.
Sch Elian, (Br) Wyman, St John, NB—John Porteous. and Portland Kerosene Oil Co.

Jen

TEL. TO MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at Baltimore 6th inst, schs Lookout, and Gen
Grant, bom Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 28th ult. Barque Daring, Libby.
Portland; brig Wild Horse, do.

Havana bom Ellsworth
was 19 days on the passage with contiimal
heavy
lor
II
alter
gales
days
leaving port; lost Tiulwarlts,
deck load, &c. Robert Alexander, seaman, of Ellsworth, aged 23 years, was washed overboard anil
lost.
Ship Robin Hood, (ot Boston) Kelley, at New York
bom San Francisco, had moderate weather the entire passage; crossed the equator in the Pacific Sept
30, passed Cape Horn Nov 1. and crossed the equator
in the Atlantic Dec 10, Ion 33 30.
at

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Cld 21st ult, ship Devouport,

Kennedy, Cork.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 31st, barques E A Kennedy,
Hoftses. Bordeaux; Annie Kimball, Lincoln, Boston ; brig A M Putnam, Atwood, do.
MOBILE—Ar 3J, shiD Caravan, Lull, Havre.
Ar 2d, brig Deborah 8 Soute, Soule, Boston.

SAVANNAH—Ar 5th. ships Lammergier. Watts.
Belfast, Ireland; Constitution, Hutton, Liverpool;
brig W H Parks, Lane, Beltast, Me; schs Rediugt >n,
Gregory. Providence; Charter Oak, Wiscasset.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid prev to 1st inst, sch Garland. Libby, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, sch Willie Martin,Noyes,
Portland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 5th, sch Lottie, for
Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Cld 4th, barque Pleiades, Holt, lor

Cuba
Ar 5th, sch CC Clark. Cronk.St Andrews, WI.
Sid 5th, brig Etta M Tucker. Tucker, Sagua.

PHILADELPHIA—cld 5th, brig Adeline RichWright. Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, barque Hattie G Hall, Fisk,
Liverpool 2d ult, (had heavy westerly gales latter
part passage); lings D B Doane, Veazie, Bordeaux
56 days, (moderate weather the entire passage): J
Leighton. Leighton. Demarara 25 days, (18 ds North
ot Hatteras; Helen Maria. Hoxie, Curaoa 19
days,
(tine weather the entire passage); Allas, Coomb.*,
Montevideo 55 days; Keystone, Barter, Havana 29
da>8; schs Constitution, Smith, Jacksonville; EJ
Mitchell, Hearn, Portland; Express, Ehsher, Banardson.

gor.
Ar 6th.

ships Ladoga, Wiley, Cronstadt Nov 9;
Sacramento, Lunt, San Francisco Sept 9 ; barque
Norah, Gibbs, Valencia.
Also ar 6th, ship Elizabeth Hamilton, White, Cardiff; brigs Iza, Williams, Pernambuco ; Manscn,
Gilliev. Cardenas; Robin, (Br) Douglass, do: sch

A

Card.

Administrator’s

Sale.

to a license trom the Judge of Probate for the county ot Cumberland. I shall otter
at private sale, at m? office. No 100 Exchauge street,
at ten o’clock In the forenoon, all the right title and
interest of Samuel M. Gerts, deceased,
to the
parsel ol land situated on the west corner ot Congress street and Locust street in Portland, which
to Abigail S. Gerts, deceased, betormerly
ing one undivided seventh part of the premises.
WM. E. MORRIS, Administrator.
d7t
Portland, Jan 8, 1809.
jy8

PURSUANT

1%and

Notice.
DANIEL
ANIED and Mr. AI.MIS.BKBT
Interest
DRl'.nnOND, have
In
firm Irom Jan
XV.

an

onr

CHAN.

Knowles, ClemStTiiehSKvllle; Vicksburg. Nickerson, Demerara■ M J Cbrdwick.Gago, Baltimore; Uncle Tom Loik Buckt
vble to load tor
SO;Kh» L&M

Porto CabeUo.
NEW LONDON—Ar
5th, sch Crescent Lodge,
Hatch, Providence tor New York
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6tb, sch Nellie, Anderson,
New York ; Laura.
Coombs, Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Below tsth, brig J M Wiswell,
Leckle. trom Faval Not 23.
HOLMES'HOLE—Ar 5lb, seb Vulcan, Small
New York tor Pembroke.
In port, schs S & B Small. Catawamteak.
Ar tstb, brig Jessie Khynas, Tucker, Turks Islands
_

BOSTON—r*r 61b. schs Scud, Moore, Bay Islands;
Cherub Fletcher, Hath.
Cld orb, ship Garden Reach, Lewis, tor Calcutta;
barque Arietta, Coleord, Havana: sebs Arnica, ( Br)
Speight, St John, NB, via Portland ; Lucy Jane,
Sanders, Rockland; J P Merrtaui, Clark, Beltast.
Ar 7tb. seb Montezuma, Low, Bay Islands
Old 7th, baique Acacia, Robinson. Matanzas, brig
Hyperion, Woodburv, Cardenas; Ulendale, Mclntire. Mobile; sch M C Moseley, L'ranu, AspinwalL
Sid, sbip Garden Reaeb.
ICOCKLAND—Sid tith Inst, brig T Butler, (new)

Butler, New Orleans.
BATH-ArtSth. seb Euletta. Dunham,
Cld 6tb, sbip India, (new) Patten, New

Notice.
members of the Cumberland County Agrf
cultural Society, are requested to meet in the

THE

City Building, Portland, Friday, January 15th, 1868,
to elect a board of offlfers for said Society tor the
SAMUEL D1NGLFY,
ensuing year.
J8d2w&wlw2

of the best

Secretary.

For Sale,
stands in the city

store
ONEfectionerythan
tlie

or

other

lunch

tor fruit or con*
Sold tor no

rooms.

present proprietor having
business which calls him to another State.
Stock
small. If applied for soon will be sold at a bargain.
lw*
Apply at 3 U. S. Hotel.
j8
reason

Rooms

with Steam Power

TO

LET i

large and well lighted rooms with
steam power nullable tor manufacturing purposes, in the most central part 01 the city.
Apply on the premises to
H. M. NOYES & CO..
13 Union St.
Jy8dlwis#

SEVERAL

To Let,
Tenement
hrick house
A containing
eight
in

rooms.

D. H.

18

iw*

Mo 12 St Lawrence st,
Apply to

INGRAHAM,

Exchange st,

cor

Federal

Sy FRESH BUTTER. 20 CENTS PER POUND.
The Greatest Invention oi the Age, Butter uSde in
trom three to live minutes, by the use of our Infallible Rutter
Powder, at a cost oi 20 cents a
pound. Simple in operation, harm'tss in use. Two
pounds ot butter can he made trom one quart ot
milk, sufficient Powder to make 30 pounds o<nutter,
sent tree on receipt ol
price <1. Agents wanted in
every Town and County, to introduce this wondertul economiser.
GOshEN BUTTER CO., 102 Nassau St., N. Y.
Ja 8-4w

Estate of Edward O’Malley.
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed ami taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator ot tbe estate of
EDWARD O’MALI,EY, late of Portland,

NOTICE

in the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon bimselt that trust by giving bonds
tbe law directs. All persons havlngdcmands upon
tbe estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and allpersonBlndebtedto said estate are
called upon to make payment to
as

.WILLIAM E. MORRIS, Adm’r.
lag
Portland, Jan S, 1069.
^
Iaw3w

Lost!
the person who picked up a letter and two
papers between Free st atid the Post Office, at one
o’clock on Wednesday, will leave the u at Evans
&
Josselyns.on Free st. they will be suitably rewarded
Letter and paper direc.ed to E. J.
Sviilt,

IF

Springs, ldj

_

ON

ja»

3t*

Lost!
Wednesday afternoon, a black Lice Veil. The
finder will be rewarded by returning it to 52

Park st.

3t

jg

Found.
Book containing* small
A Pocket
which the
bare by
owner can

Sheriff's Office, City Building.

Portland.
Orleans.

FOREIGN PORTS
At Table Bay, CGH, Nov littb, ship
Vicksburg
Thompson, tor Chincba Islands.

1.1869.
NlcL.At70UI.lKI * CO.

Jan 8-d3t*

Kenduskeag. Wyatt. Jacksonville.

Also ar 6th, ships Star ot Hope. Gannett, fm San
Francisco; Seminole, Holmes, do; Nautilus, Hager
Liverpool; ori*E A Carver, Brackett, Pensacola!*
seb Garland, Libby, Brunswick.
Cld 6 th, shl,.s Lizz e Williams,Wormell.
San Francisco; Valparaiso, M a neon, do; barque Irma Cummings, Sagua; brigs Black Swan. Podger deorS-

Boston.

St.

8-d3w

Portland Fire Department.
i
C'bief Engineer'$ Office, Jau 6, 1869. )
The undersigned, in behalf ot the “Members oltbe
Portland Fire Department,” tender their thanks to
Messrs. Neal Dow & Son, lor the generous Donation of “One Hundred Dollars” placed in the hands
ofthe “Chief Engineer” to be distributed to the Federal Fire Companies, lor services rendered at the firs
which occurred at their Trnnery Dec 3d and 4th.
2t
F. C. MOODY.
Ja8

Ship J Montgomery cleared at Mobile 31st ult lor
Liverpool with 2511 bales cotton, valued at $256,058.

tor

HUNT,

belonged

MEMORANDA.

Barque Arthur Kinsman, (of Portland) Bucknam,
New York bom Bristol, Eng, with railroad Iron,
was 87 days on the passage with constant
westerly
gales; lost and split sails, stove bulwarks and water
casks, and sustained other damage. Nov 26, lell In
wiih the wreck of a large Am scbr, masts gone and
waterlogged; cargo petroleum. No one on board.

and sal'ed

S.

Commercial

111

Sch Sterling, Roberts, Wiscasset—Eastern Packet
Company.

Barque Shawmut, Lord,

hola.nes,

Central Wharf, and for .ale by

In .tore

MAHINE JSTEW8.

at

For two years, I have been a great sufferer from
neuralgia in the head, and 1 found only temporary

Young Men !

Warren’s

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
This Remedy does not *‘Dry Up,” a Catarrh but
LOOS KINS it; trees the head ot all offensive
matter quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache;
allays and sqothes and bnrning heat in Catarrh; is so mild and agreeable in its effects
that it positively

published stronger evidence than

valuable article for the

Grand Trunk Railway-415 bbls. flour, 17 cars
lumber, 6 do piles, 1 do hay, 137 bags starch, 30 bbls.
potash, 3 cars coin, 1 do staves, 2 do potatoes, and
sundry packages ot merchandise. In bond, 800 bbls.
flour, 600 pkgs. meats, &c.
Portland & Rooh ster Railroad—2082 pairs
headings, 1991 box shooks, lot ot furniture, 30 pkgs.
*
sundries.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad—
4 cars sugar boxes and
headings, 200 su*ar boxes, 1
car wood, 3 perches finished
granite 14 bbls. onions,
20 bales batting, lot ©f
castings, sundry pkgs. merchandise.
Portland & Kennebec Railroad—1000 bbls,
shavings, 2092 pairs head ugs, 35 bags and 3 bbls.
barley, 24 bureaus, 3 cars potatoes, lot ot doors and
blinds, 4 cases oil cloth, 7 bdls. paper, 3 boxes axes, 9
bdls. lish, lot ol empty
barrels, 75 pkgs,
® * merchan-

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs,

Deafness, Ac.,
And all disorders resulting from Colds in

BY

pounds.

with the letters DIRIG O,—all things are
under His direction. In one corner is the
European steamer “Major Luxsit” and in
the other the locomotive
Emmanuel,” the
idea of which is that a new era has
daioned,
and that ours is a God of progress. Hotels wishing to advertise will send in their cuts” for
the back; short business cards will bo put upon
the face at moderate rates. Specimens may he
seen at the bookstores, of will be sent by mail

ness,

Philadelphia.

Ar ln the Downes £0th,
Mary Bentley, Clark, from
Shields tor Palermo.
Off Dungeneas 19th, Bertba, irom Baltimore for
Amsterdam; 20th, Midas, Higgins, from Hamburg
•

city .Jaii. 7, of scarlet fever, Lizzie Maria,
daughter of Wm. P. and Martha M. Merrill, aged

whereby tho circulation of the blood becomes equalized upon the part where applied, causing pain and

Railway Envelope.—1001
Agents wanted to solicit cards for the Railway Envelope.” It will be introduced throughout the United States and Canada, and go
into every post office. The motto of the envelope is “Rex est Commercium”— Commerce
is King. This encircles the “all

Snuff!

AND TROCHE POWDER:
A DELIGHTFUL and PLEASANT REMEDY m
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarse-

j

IPer steamer Hermann, at New York.)
Sid 1m Liverpool 19tb, Edward O’Brien, Oliver, for
Callao; Assam Valley, Roberts, New Orlean; Otago,
Thorndike. Akyab.
Cld 19th Ellen Southard. Bickford, ior Savannah;
Gardiner Colby, Dunbar do via Newport.
Cld at London 18tb, Ocean Belle, Williams, tor
St Lucia.
Ar at Deal 19th, Brilliant, Colburn, London lor

In this

learn.

Wardworth’s

Jackson’s Catarrh

tojaH

We were shown yesterday by H. S. Small, a
pear which measured seventeen inches in circumference, and weighed three and a quarter
_

v

HA.IK

The use ot
VEGETABLE

31st,

Ellsworth: 8th. J E Holbrook. Leavitt. Cardenas;
brigs Castillian, Lord, f. om Boston ; 29th. Ernestine,
Kmgbt, Portland; 30th, A M Roberts, Doak, do.
Cla 24tb. barque Mary C Fox. Ross. New York.
Ar at Cardenas 24th ult, barque Lavinla. Davis,
New York; brigs Frank E Allen, Clark, Portland;
H G Berry, Colson, New York; 8 P Brown. Reed,
Havana; 26th, Herman. Hicbborn, Ellsworth; sch
Eva Adell, Eaton, do; 29tb, barque Lizzie H Jackson. Marwick, Portland; brig A C Til comb, Titcomb
St John, NB : Marion,
a ders. Portland; 30tb,
barque Aberdeen, Treat, St John, NB
E
J
barque
Sid24th,
HcLuook, Leavitt. New York
30th, Eliza White, Mahoney, Portland.
At Ponce, PR, 18th ult, sch Lottie, Johnson, for
Baltimore 7 days.
At Mayaguez, PR, 20th ult. brig Harriet, for Turks
Islands and Baltimore; sell II MMcColley, Hubbard
tor New York 8 day.*.

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HALL’S

Chadbouxne.do:

barque Shawm at. Lord, Ellsworth; brie* Julia F
Carney, Carney. Wiscasset; Agenora, White, Portland; 1st inst, barque Harvest Home. Dickey, trom
Ar at Matanzas 241 li ult. sell Joseph Segur, Cilia

Deposit Vaults,

Diseases oi the scalp
PRODUCE GRAY HAIR & BALDNESS!

b‘*"»Ue An,locb-

"rig «- s

John, NB; 29th. Warren Ordwaj. iHovtdo-' 1“ m
Mary Stewart, Adam*, do; Ida M comery McLeU

Boston,Mar 13,1868.-SNeod&wly

Eye, Ear, Throat and Lungs.
Dec 9-dtf sn

Hall.
An Important Enterprise.—There will be
a meeting ol the Board of Trade this
morning
at 9 o’clock to listen t o Col. George E. Church
of New York who has obtained an important
concession irorn the Bolivian government,
which, if taken an advantage of, will enable
the United States to obtain great commercial

u^wSffflK‘fc

40 State St.| Boston.
LEE, HIGGINSON & Co., otter lor Rent. Safes
inside their Vaults, at rates trom $20 to $100 per
annum. They also offer to receive, on
Special Deposit, as Bailees, securities ot persons living in the
country or traveling abroad, Officers of the Army
and Navy, Masters ot
Vessels, and others. Circulars
containing lull particulars, forwarded on application
to
HENRY LEE, Manager.

with them.

Sent.

ing.

neh! tor'Baltimore 3? davs0'*'

AND OTHER

vicinity,”

A.

S. J. Court.—The Supreme Judicial Court
will commence its January term on Tuesday
next, Jan. 12, Hon. C. W. Walton, J., presid-

(w

Ab«'deen- t ile, and Col
A
lams rforse
Adams,
Morse, T’
do; H**'
Virginia, Barker, preparing lor

To Holders of Government Bonds

Union Safe

THE-

Choice Fruits and

Testimonial of Jttr. T. HI.

the

at

Mors“HMnbur°lh Chlnclias,; 10th, 9 Curling,
A Wrt«ht' Morse, Chinchas,
I’l/i.ort'l?,i.81llR Ja?
*hlf,s Qov Langdon, Davis, and
Alice Ball

CUMBERLAND CO.,
Sup. Jud. Oct. Term, 1868.
Ordered that at the term of said Court to be
commenced upon the 2nd
Tuesday ot Januapy, 1869,
the trial list </ actions shall commence with action
now numbered
400, and extend to the end of the
dock,t as they may be tbund actually lor; trial and
this order is passed with the advice and concurrenceof the Judge assigned to hold sal I tetm.
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Dec 31-d2ws.v
It

17th

Sm lm Calcutta 4th
inst.tby tell ship Pastern SI ar.
Curtis. Boston.
Ar at Callao Nov
30, barque Talavcra, Carver, lm
Montevideo; Dec 1, ships L B Gilchrist, Walts, trom
Bombay,(and sailed 4th lor Chinchas); 11 B Wright,
meat, Buenos Avres, (and sailed 5th lor
Chinchas):
2d barque St Cloud,
Ames, do; 31. C B Hazeltine,
(iiikey, Rio Jeneiro, (and both sailed 6th for Chincnaa.)
V11, °ov L®wffdon, Davis, Cardiff; 4th
al ev
for
llebWsl,e> Wm
I'hiuehas, (and sailed 7th
ships
Reed, Stinson, Bombay

8E0UBITIE3 AND VALUABLES.

table, aiming

an

lady remark that she intended to give a
lecture on Universal Womanhood.
We shall
be glad to hear her, and will
give her a firstrate notice.
one

to ihree

care-

up.

open
P. M.

PERMANENT

will form one

great brotherhood and live in peace and happi-

&T* Physicians’ prescriptions of all kinds

and accurately put
lully
Ine Store will be

School Matters.—At tlie recent meeting
of the School Committee Albro E. Chase was
elected assistant master of the H igh School.
An order was introduced and laid on the

Dr. Bennett, room 23 U. S. Hotel, is curing
all manner of disease without medicine.

Pobtland Tubnvebein.—This
evening the
members of the Portland Turnverein will
come before the public at
City Hall, clothed in

A general assortment of officinal
Drugs and Mediernes, Chemicals, Botanic and Family Medicines,
:4 a11 kin^8* Patent
Fancy Goods
Medicines,
and Toilet Articles, and all articles
usually found in
a well appointed
are offered for sale at
Drug
Store,
this establishment.

Regulator Dyspeptic

H.,

Molasses—Geo. S. Hunt.

PORTLAND, ME.

At Vokobama Nov 2*. ship King Phillip,
Hubbard,
Hiogo, ar lath; barque A cyone. Htnples, (rum

rom

..

Court there

Le l^ouveau.

Druggists and Apothecaries,
Exchange Street, Fox Block,

NOTICES.
C.

WATCH

Co,

Cough Remedy

The Superior Court met at 9 o’clock, but no
cases being ready lor trial it took a recess until
9 o’clock Monday morning. In the Municipal

Probate Notice.
Board Wanted.
House to Let.
Rooms to Let with Steam Power.
Notice—')has. McLaughlin & Co.
Administrator’s Sale.

T. J. MURRAY &
84

ED WARD

Store.

President, T. R. Hayes; Secre’ary, Chas.
.®aDWICK, 94 Market square,
Baker; Treasurer, Samuel Rolfe; Board of And by all dealers in choice flavors. se25 6mlawSsu
Directors, M. P. Emery, 1st Parish, S. W.
TRY
Larrabee, 2d Parish, Edward Gould, 3d Par- G
G
ish, Chas. Payson, State Street, S. C. Chase,
WELLCOME'S
High Street, H. B. Hart, Free Street, D. B.
Ricker, 1st Baptist, Harris C. Barnes, Chest- Great German
nut Street, Ezra Drew, Congress
It is acknowledged to be the best in the market.
Street, M. E.
Church and Benja. Perkins. Pine Street,
C Price 35 cents and 91.00 per bottle. R
James H. Baker, Park Street, John Barbour,
Cong.ess Square Uoiversalist, S. H. I ColesFor Dyspepsia and Indigestion
worthy, 2d Universalist, F. E. Pray, Central L
p
Church, Geo. E. B. Jackson, ;St. Luke’s, S. T.
USE WELLCOME’S
Corser, St. Stephen’s, Geo. F. Ayer, St. Pauls,
David Tucker, New Church, Robert R. PerLiver
&
Curer.
kins, St. Lawrence St.,H. H. Burgess, Bethel,
US— Recommended highly.
Sold by the trade
William Brown Mountfort St. M. E. Church, generally.
PREPARED 0NLY BY
Patrick McGowan, Cathedral Chapel, Daniel
Boygan, St. Dominic’s, Catholic, Asa Hanson, [) J. BUX.TON, JR.,
£
Spi«itualist; C. C. Hayes, Agent.
nov9
Yarmouth, Me.
d&w3mtn

AUCTION COLUMN.
NEW

Drug

urer.

advantages.

Auction Sale—F. O. Bailey.

Central

_SPECIAL

sum

of

calling
j»

money
at the
3t

Wanted.
Gentlemen in business desire rooms and
board In a good private family.
I’p town preferred. References exchanged. Address
w.a-i-«ei"ALPHA."
tw*
P. O.
J8

TWO

LATEST NEWS
by telegraph to the

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Friday Morning, January 8,1869.

AUGUSTA.
Nominated for Senntor.

Hamlin

Great Excitement.
[Special dispatch by International Line.]
Augusta, Jan. 7.—The Republican caucus
met this evening at 7 30 o'clock for the purpose
States
of
a candidate for United

nominating
Senator, and every member

of both

branches

in attendance. Charles R.Whidden,of
Calais, was called to the chair.
On motion of Senator Lang, of Kennebec, a
committee of seven was appointed by the chair
was

Postmaster General had come to the room of
the committee, and that payment had been
the
stopped. He had since been advised that
Postmaster General, notwithstanding all the
the
f icts, had determined to make
payments
under the contract. Hence he desired that
the resolution should he adopted and sent to
the Postmaster General, and then it would be
settled whether that official would pay any attention to it.
of the
The House then went into committee
and was adwhole on the state of the Vnion,
of
the
the
on
Coburn
question
dressed by Mr.
the proposit;on
finances He argued against
or to provide for
to return to specie payment
the immediate payment of J}ie national debt.
a
of
the
funding
bill, which
passage
Ho favored
would reduce the rates of interest. He would
cut off as far as possible all imports of luxuries; would develope every avenue of improvement of the vast mines of the West, and encourage the manufacturing interests, and
would expand the currency to meet the reasonable wants of the people. This was the
gradual and easy method of resumption.
Mr. Shanks spoke in favor of the recognition
of the provisional government of Crete.
The committee rose, and Mr. Ashley of Ohio
introduced a bill to facilitate commercial intercourse between the States and territories
and with foreign countries, which was referred
to the Committee on Territories. Adjourned.
...

his name was announced and deposited bis ballot m the box at
the clerk's desk in lront of the committee.—
When all had voted and the committee had retired, a feoling of the most intense anxiety and
member

forward

came

as

perceptible throughout the hall.
chairman respectfully requested that when

susnense

74. The report was accepted and Mr. Drummond stated that it was provided by tho Statutes of Maine that in case of blank votes which
were thrown iu election, the biank shall not
be counted. He saw no reason why the rule

applied in this case, and felt jusmoving to make the nomination of

should not be
tified in

Hannibal Hamlin unanimous;
Mr. Reed, ot Portland, thought it highly desirable that the matter should be settled on a
basis satisfactory to all. The Statute of Maine
had no bearing on the question. It seemed to
him no more than fair that there should be
another ballot, and be hoped that the motion
of his colleague would not be passed.
Mr. Lang, of the committee, stated that he
the blank was deposited, and marked the
name of the member who threw it, and that on

saw

being interrogated the member had declared
him that he intended to vote for Lot M.
Morrill.
It was then demanded that the member
should come forward and make the statement
beiore the caubus, but he failed to do so. After a prolonged discussion, iu which Messrs.
Hersey of Penobscot, Goodwin of York, Stone
of Kennebec, Parwall of Augusta, and several
othars participated, the caucus adjourned withto

out day.

Although no nomination was formally announced, the friends of Mr. Hamlin claim that
he is fairly and justly the choice of the caucus.
It is stated on good authority that the member
who threw the blank was seen to take the piece
of paper from his pocket of different size and
form from the regular ballot, and it is accordingly claimed that he must have thiowu it by
design. The friends of Mr. Morrill, however,
away loudly declaiming their determination to have another caucus, but it is now understood that the nomination of Mr. Hamlin
came

will be conceded.
Thus terminates the most exacting political
contest ever fought in Maine. No such scenes
have ever before been witnessed here at the
capital by the veteran biearchy of east or west.
DirIqo.

[To the Associated Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 7.—At the caucus of the Republicans of both branches of the Legislature,
held this evening, Hon.Charles R.Whidden ot
Calais, was chosen to preside. The whole num-

149—one blank. Hon. Hannibal
ber ot votes
Hamlin received 75, and Hon. Lot M. Morrill
74. The statutes of Maine hold that a blank
vote is no vote. The wildest excitement prevails.
Later.—After a strong debate of two hours
the caucus adjourned without date, leaving
Mr. Hamlin the regular nominee.
was

HASSACBrNEITS.

[Special Dispatch by International Line.]
MISSING POSTMASTER HEARD FROM.

Salem, Jan. 7.—Gen. Lander was away for a
week or more, and it was reported that he had
absconded, but he returned all right. In the
meantime there had been a special officer put
in the Post Office.

He says he is all

right,and

telegraphed to the Postmaster General at
Washington that he should go next week and

fully vindicate

himself.

He

to Mr. But-

lays it

ler.

NOMINATIONS.

Washington, Jan. 7.—The President

Legislature.

[Special dispatch by International Line.)
"*

SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 7.—Communications were received irom the Secretary of State transmitting the report of the Attorney General for
1868, a;.d the annual report of the Trustees of
the Asylum for the Blind.
The Committee on Senatorial Votes submitted their report.
The Committee on Gubernatorial Votes reported as follows: Whole number of votes 131,782; necessary for a choice 65,<92; Joshua L.

Chamberlain had 75,523; Eben F. Pillsbury
56,207; scattering 52; making Chamberlain’s

plurality 19,316.

HOUSE.

The order which came from the Senate referring all petitions for private legislation, except
petitions for redress of wrongs and grievances,
presented after the first of February next to
the next Legislature, was amended by inserting the 6th of February instead of the 1st.
An order was presented to furnish the officers and each member with a copy of the Daily
Kennebec Journal and Maine State Standard,
which was amended so as to furnish the Standard to all Democrats and such others as want-

ed it, and then laid on the table.
Both branches adjourned till to-morrow
morning at S o’clock, at which time Governor
Chamberlain will deliver his address.
IN JOINT CONVENTION.

In a convention ot both branches Franklin
M. Drew was elected Secretary of State, Wm.
P. Frye Attorney General, John C. Caldwell
Adjutant General, Parker P. Burleigh Land
Ageut, and seven Executive Counsellors, as
follows: Henry C. Reed, G. W. Randall, H. B,

number of nominations to the Senate to-day,
including Hattee Kilborn’s, as Assitant Secretary of the Treasury to fill the vacancy of
July 2d, 1868.
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
The Republican Senators held a caucus this
morning on the financial question, involving a
consideration of Senator Morton’s resumption
of specie payment bill and Mr. Edmund’s resolution declaring that 5-20 bonds should be
paid in gold. No conclusion was arrived at.
About forty members were present.
RENOMLNATION OF SENATOR STEWART.
a telegram to day
him that he was unanimously nomfor
re-election to the
inated in union caucus
Senate ot the United States from Nevada.
The Legislature consists of 59 members, nine
only of whom are Democrats.

Senator Stewart received

informing

FINANCIAL.

The warrants issued by the Treasury Department during December to meet the requirements of the government amounted in
round numbers to the following sums, namely:
Miscellaneous and foreign intercourse $4,148,000; interest on public debt $905,000; war $9,440,000; navy $1,857,000; interior pensions and
Indians $l,3i3,000; total $17,667,000. This does
not include the warrants issued for the princioal of the public debt.
OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE ARKANSAS DIFFICULTY.

Tho following official report relating to affairs in Arkansas has been received at Gen.
Grant’s headquarters from Gen. Horace Porter, of his staff:
Little Bock, Ark., Dec. 26, 1888.—General:
Gen. Babcock and I arrived here two days ago.
So many contradictory reports have been circulated in regard to Gov. Clayton’s militia,
that it may be well for you to make known the
facts in the case. The present State government was
certainly in some danger previous to
the Presidential election. Senator Barker had
been shot and wounded badly, Mr. Upton, of
lower House, wounded, Mr. Hines, a member
of Congress and a Freeduien’s Bureau agent,
killed, and other agents and a United States
Marshal driven from their posts by threats.—
The Governor, Senator Rice and others had to
sleep in the State House under guard for fear
of assassination.
The Governor wisely refrained from taking
any violent measures till after election, fearing
that the opposition might make capital out of
it. Soon as it was over, however, he organized
a militia force of about 800 men, one fourth
colored, under Gen. Catterson, in the southwest, and Gen. Upham in the northeast, with
orders to live off the country; taking what was
absolutely necessary and giving vouchers? His
intention is to pay all loyal holders of vouchers and no others.
The assassins have already
been executed by sentence of a military commission. Seventeen others are in prison, and
a great number have been run out of the State,
but the best result I can see is the disposition
of all business men to voluntarily enroll themselves as a posse, pledged to assist the sheriffs,
to arrest lawless characters if the Government
will relieve them from martial law. He has
accepted maDy such pledges and martial law
exists in only parts of seven counties. The
entire conservative wing of the Republicans
were opposed
to the declaration of martial
law, including Gen. Smith, U. S. Army, commanding the troops in the State. They admitted a reign of terror established by the
rebels, but they wanted the United States to
make the arrests.
Gov. Clayton’s arguments in favor of his
policy arc as follows:—Tho United States
troops do not know the people and the country. The lawless behave while the United
States troops are in the vicinity, and break out
worse than ever when they leave. The rebels
are generally anxious to have them, as it creates an expenditure of money in their midst,
from which they reap a benefit. The militia
punishes all the disloyal and extorts pledges
from them to respect the laws, as these disloyalists have threatened to break up the State
Government as soon as the U. S. troops
are removed.
This teaches them that the
State is able to protect itself. The militia has
been under tolerable good control, and the
plundering reported in the press is the taking
of supplies under orders. One negro militia
man committed a rape on a white woman, but
was arrested by
Catterson, who seems to be a
very good man, tried, convicted and promptly
executed.
The Governor’s policy has no doubt seriously interferred with business, for martial law
has been proclaimed and injured business men
of all parties, lienee the opposition from loyalists. 4t has interferred with travel, taken oft'
hands for the militia at a season when they
were badly needed, and created many panics.
It has, however, accomplished much more good
than the most saDguine expected, and Gen.
Smith acknowledged that he thought the Gov
ernor’s jugdment was better than his own and
that the result would fully justily the action of
the former. The Governor is now disposed to
relieve each county from martial law as soon as
it can be dono safely. The Governor is certainly a man of intelligence and nerve, and
has labored under difficulties that would have
deterred a less able officer. Four thousand
arms were seizod by the Ku-Klux and thrown
off the boat below Memphis. He could seldom procure good men for offices, and in the
eastern counties had to depend entirely upon
negroes for soldiers.
Very respectfully,
Horace Porter, A. D. C.
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CONGRESS—Third

Session.

SENATE.

Wasainqton, Jaa. 7.—Several petitions were

presented.
Mr. Nye introduced a
graphic communication

bill to facilitate telebetween the Eastern
Referred to the
and Western Continents.
Committee on Commerce.
Mr. Trumbull, from the Judiciary Committee, presented several bills which were indefi-

nitely postponed.

The Senate took up the hill introduced by
Mr. Hill, to prevent holding civil offices by
military officers and to prevent the holding of
more than one office at the same time.
Mr. Edmunds spoke iu favor of the bill.
Mr. Fessenden opposed the bill as too sweep-

ing.

The morning hour having expired the Senate resumed the consideration of the bill for
the relief of Sue Murphy of Decatur, Ala.
At 3.40 o’clock the benate, on motion of Mr.
Trumbull, went into the executive session and
a few minutes afterwards adjourned.
HOUSE.

Mr.

Culluni,from

the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, reported a bill for the removal of the
remains ot Mr. Hall, late Minister of the United States at Ecuador, to the United States,
and of his daughter, and appropriating $1000
for the purpose.
After a long debate an amendment was
adopted increasing the appropriations to $2000,
and the bill passed—71 to 56.
The House took up the bill reported yesterto
day from the Committee on Naval Affairs,
reorganize and increase the efficiency of the
medical department of the navy.
After a brief discussion by Messrs. Stevens,
Archer, Kel'ey and Spaulding, it was laid on
the table—yeas 94, nays 53.
The Speaker presented a communication
from the Secretary of tlie Interior and Attorney General, in reply to the resolution of the
House, stating that no diminution can be made
in the force of their respective departments or
in the compensation of employees.
Mr. Banks, from the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, reported a bill to pay the widow ot
James Wilson, late Minister to Venezuela, one
quarter’s salary of her husband.
After explanation by Mr. Banks, the bill

passed.
The Speaker presented a message from the
President, with a report of the Secretary of
State in reply to the House resolution of July
30,1868, declaring sympathy with the suffering
people of Crete. Referred to the Committee
on Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Washburne of Illinois, from the Committee on Appropriations, reported the Military Academy appropriation bill, which was or-

dered to be printed.
Mr. Washburne of Illinois asked leave to
offer a preamble and resolution in reference to
Wells, Fargo & Co. He stated that the Committee on Appropriations bad directed the resolution to be drawn up and offered for adoption by the House, and that in the meantime
a copy of it should be sent to the Postmaster
General, which had been done, and that the

Apache Springs.

near

ILLNESS OF JOHN MINOR BOTTS.

John Minor Botts is at the point of death
with dropsy, at his home in Culpepper county

important today.
The feeling among the tenantry in some parts
of Ireland is very bitter against the landholders, and in many cases of agrarian violence is

reported.

PRANCE.

Paris, Jan. 7.—The Sublime Porte has

sent

a communication to this city, asking for a
postponement of the Conference on the Eastern
for
in
order
that
instrucquestion
eight days,
tions may be prepared for the representative of
the Turkish government.

SPAIN.

Madrid, Jan. 7.—It is reported that a communist conspiracy has been discovered in
Xeres. An investigation of the affair is now

in progress.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE.

Montreal, Jan. 6.—At the quarterly meeting of the Board of Trade a discussion took
place in regard to the 20 feet channel said to
exist between Moutreal and Quebec, and resolutions were passed requesting the harbor commissioners to take the earliest and most active
steps practicable to ascertain whether such
channel was now fit for use. A resolution was
unanimously adopted in favor of a change in
the act respecting the inspection of flour so as
to make it agree with the New York system.
PERSONAL.

Gen. Doyle, Governor of Nova Scotia, and
Chief Justice Young have received the honor
of Kighthood.
THE ST. JOHN BANK FAILURE.

St. John, Jan. 6.—The adjourned meeting
of the stockholders of the Commercial Bank
was held yesterday. The directors presented
a report in which
the total assests wore estimated at $765,671, and the liabilities at $630,958. The assets consist of landed and other
property, difficult to realize on. It is generally
uuderstood that nearly the entire capital has
been lost. The report was referred back to the
directors, and the meeting adjourned to March
9th. This virtually leaves the directors to wind
up the affairs of the bank, as1 the charter expires on Friday.
THE

INDIAN

PLAINS.

DEPREDATIONS.

St. Locjis, Jan. 7.—The Democrat’s special
from Cheyenne says a party of Indians came
within three miles of La Porte yesterday afternoon, and drove ten men from their teams,
capturing four horses. They then drove off
thirty-one horses and mules belonging to Jim
Moore.
They also attacked Park Station, but
were driven away.
A messenger from Gray’s
Ranche reports all the horses from that point
to the lower branch of Powder
River, numbering one hundred and twelve, have been driven
off since Christmas, as well as one hundred
and twenty horses and mules from La Porte
and Whitcomb’s Ranche, on Boxelder River.—
A party of Indians were seen from the Bluffs
near La Porte this afternoon.

CUBA.

Havana,

Jan. 7.—Last night by order of the
government all the statues of Queen Isabella
and other symbols of the late dynasty were removed from the squares and public buildings
in the city.
Captain General Dulce has issued his anxiously awaited proclamation. It is addressed
to Cubans. He says:
1 will brave every danger, accept every responsibility for your welfare. The revolution
has swept awav the Bourbon dynasty, tearing
up by thefioots |a plant so poisonous it putrified tbe air we breathed. To the citizen shall
be returned his rights—to man his dignity.
You will receive all the reforms which you require. Cubans and Spaniards are all brothers
from this day—Cuba will be considered as a
province of Spain. Freedom of the press, the
right ol meeting in public, representation in
the National Cortez—the three fundamental
principles of true liberty—are granted you.
Gen. Dulce concludes as follows:
Cubans and Spaniads—Speaking in the
name of our mother
Spain, I adjure you to
forget the past, hope for the future, and establish union and fraternity.
The news from tbe interior to-day is that
Count Valmazeda is marching towards BayaThe revolutionary forces, strong in numma.
ber, are besieging Gibara and other towns, and
2000 of them are holding Col. Lono in check
at Tunas.
Tbe Marquis of Santa Lucia and General
Castello, at tbe head of rebel bands, remain in
the neighborhood of Puerto Principe.
Provisions are arriving at Santiago for the
troop and famishing people in the interior.
Senor Vasquez, who was killed by a Spanish
officer yesterday, was buried this morning.—
Many of his friends accompanied the corpse to
tbe cemetery, and while on the way some Cubans excited sedititious cries, but otherwise
the affair passed off quietly, though the Cubans intended to make the funeral a
political

219

bales.

Foreign Market*.
Havana. Jan. 5.—The Sugar market is very
quiet; No. 2 Dutch standard is quoted at Sj reals V
arrobe. Exchange on London 17} @ 18
per cent,
premium; on United States 60 days’ sight, in Geld,6
@ 7 per cent, premium.
London, Jan. 7—Afternoon.—Consols 93 for ac-

count.
American securities—United States 5-20’s
75;
Stocks quiet and steady; Erie shares 26: Atlantic &
Great Western 44.
Jan- 7—Afternoon.—Cotton
dull;
Middling uplands on the spot lid; do to arrive 10}d;
Middling Orleans U}d. Bacon 55s. Lard 70s. Pork
92s 6d. Spirits Turpentine 20s Cd.
London, Jan. 7—Evening.—Consols closed at 92}
lor money and 93 for account.
American securities-Umted States 5-20’s at
74};
Stocks quiet and steady; Erie shares 20}; Illinois
Central shares 95}.
London, Jan. 7—Evening.—Official returns of
the Bank of England show that the amount of specie
ill its vaults haB decreased £74,000 during the week.

„fiIXEBPOV1’>

■Frankfort, Jan.

7—Evening.—United States
bonds closed firmer and higher; 5-20’s 79} @ 79*.

Freights.
New Orleans, Jan. 1.—Business to Liverpool
continues active, but to the Continent the
offerings
ot Cotton are light. Coastwise the regular steamers
get good cargoes, while the list ot sailing vessels np
in that direction is still small. The following are the
ruling rates:—Cotton by steam to Boston 1}® lie;
to New Fork 1$ @ lie; to Philadelphia 11c; to Liverpool £d; to Bremen and Hamburg lid & lb.; Sugar
to New York $8 00 & hhd.; Molasses to do $2 75
@
3 00 Ip bbl; to Boston 7c
gal; Flour to New Yorlc
$1 00 @ 1 05; to Boston $1 00: to Philadelphia 90c @
00
SI
bbl.; Corn to Northern ports 23 @ 25c
bush.; Pork and Beet to New York $2$*bbl. and
S3 00 ^ tierce. By sail, the rates are: 9-16 @ 19-32d
^ lb. for Cotton to Liverpool (the latter for consignment); to Havre H®13-16c; to Bremen 1 3-16 @
lb.; Sugar to do $6 50 @ 6 75
lie: to Boston l£c
hha; Corn to Liverpool 13 @ 14d; to London 15d ^
bush.; Oil Cake to Liverpool 35s.
UoKtoa Stock
Sales at

Concord,

Jan. 7.—The Republican State
met here to-day. Gov. Harriman
chosen chairman and made a lengthy address. Onslow Stearns wa3 chosen as a candidate for Governor by acclamation. He briefly
addressed the convention, returning thanks for
the honor conferred.

Jan. 7.—In the cave at Rock
statue of an Indian maiden has been
discovered on a solid
copper pedestal seven
feet hign and an obelisk of solid brass. Other
Indian curiosities have lately been discovered
in the same vicinity.

DECLINATION.

Philadelphia, Jan. 7.—Heister Clymer has
written a letter declining to be the Democratic

candidate for Governor.

COMMERCIAL.
Statement of the Public Debt.
Washington, Jan. 6.
The following is a corrected statement of the Public Debt oi the United States on the 1st of January,
1869, as compared with the December statement:

The rebel Gen. Saget had advanced on Port
au Prince and commenced a heavy cannonading, which was vigorously returned.
President Sal nave recently attended a te
deum in the church at Miragone. While there
a party of rebels attempted to capture
him, but
he was seasonably informed ot the plot by a
but his personal
his
made
and
escape,
womau,
staff and suite of attendants were attacked by
the conspirators and cut to pieces.
Cape Haytien jvas closely besieged by the
revolutionary forces.
Jacrnel still remained in possession of the
revolutionists, and was well prepared and able
to receive the threatened attack of Salnave by
land or sea.
It is reported that the revolutionists have
succeeded iu purchasing a steamer in New
York.
The news from St. Domingo is unfavorable
to the government party.
Gen. Odon had crossed the frontier from
Hayti and joined the rebel Gen. Ogardo’s forces.
was

becom-

January.

December.

$221,689,300.00

$221,688,400.00

1,602,568,C50.00

283,677.400.00

283,677,300.00
1,602,570,400.00

Total. $2,107,835,350.00

$2,107,836,100.00

DEBT

Bates

Manufacturing Company.

Michigan Central Railroad.
Eastern Kaiiroaa..
Bostonand Maine Railroad....................

991
118
115
115

134f

REUBEN KENT,
Belling his superior Pilot, Graham, Soda and

at

CRACKERS,

reduced rates in large

or email quantities at his
opp. New Custom House, Fere st
Also all grades of FLOUR as low as the lowest,
selected with care and warranted as represented.
N. B. Bread or Flour sent to any part of the
city
free of expense.
j7 3t

Bakery

& Cabinet

Making.

Rich and Piain Furniture Made to
Order!
Secretaries, Book-Caaea, Ac., constantly
on hand at
manufacturing pricer.

jfddtf

THEO. JOHNSON d; CO.,
35 India St, Portland.

DOW’S

55,865,000.00

58,140,000.00

at 3 per cent.

14,000,000.00

14,000,000.00

Total.

$69,865,000.00

$72,140,000^00

Navy Pens’n Fund,

One Oollar Store
No. 13 Free Street.
Auction Male* Every Afternoon and

Evening.ja6dlw*

30,000
BARRELS of FL O UR

3-year

consumed in the city of Portland annually,
and it is all-important ior the people to know
where they can buy the cheapest.,

15, 1868,..
Compound interest

At No* 169 Fore Si, sells a splendid barrel of
Flour ior Ten dollars, and some very good for eight,
ja 6-d3t

MATURED DEBT

NOT

PRESENTED

FOR PAYMENT.

7-30 Notes,
due Aug. 15,1867,
June and Julv

Notes matured
June 10, July 15
Aug. 15, October
15 and December
15th, 1867, May
15, Aug. 1, Sept.
1, Sept. 15. Oct. 1
and 16th, 1868.
Bonds oi Texas in-

demnity.
Treasury Notes,
acts July 17,1861,
and

prior thereto
Bonds of April 15,
’42, Jan. 28, 1847.

$2,478,450.00

Get the Best
3,878,290.00

4,224,920.00

256,000.00

256,000.00

148,561.64

149,361.00

349,950.00

435,500.00

3.1863....

445,492.00
197.310.00

445.492.00
243,160.00

debtedness.

13,000.00

13,000.00

Total.

$7,463,503.64

$ 8,245,883.00

Treasury
March

’48
Notes of

loan...
Temporary
Certificates of

In-

DEBT BEARING

NO

INTEREST.

U. S. Notes.$356,021,073.00
Fraction’l currency
34,215,715.64
Gold Certificates of

Deposits.

6 per cent, lawful
money bonds issued to Pacific
It. It. Co’s.

In
In

$356,021,073.00
33,875,268.00

27,036,020.00

23,255,840.00

50,097,000.00

$44,337,000.00

Total.. $467,369,808.64

$413,152,181.00

Total debt.... $2,652,533,662.28

$2,645,711,164.00

AMOUNT

Currency.
Coin.

Profits.

80,304 03
Deposits,.61,035 01
Due to National Banks,.
1,056 12

IN THE

TREASURY.

$13,063,092.12
98,763,368.91

Total. $111,820,461.03
ot Debt
less Cash in the

$18,253,946.00
8s,425,374 00
$106,679,320.00

Amount

Treasury.$2,540,707,201.25 $2,539,031,844.00
The foregoing is a correct statement of the Public
Debt, as appears from the books and Treasurer’s returns in the Department, on the 1st of January,

Hugh McCulloch,
Secretary of the Treasury.
The above statement shows an increase of nearly
$2,000,000, owing to the large amount of bonds issued

1868.

the mouth ot December to the Pacific Railamounting to nearly $6,000,000. The
?
during the month have not been
ut the
receipts lrom customs, usually
to between
$12,000,000 and $15,000,000
not amount to $10,000,000,
lrom eternal Revenue sources
have been about the same.

Company,
*rj*f8ements
i?£

?JjieK?pCn

fifew York Ntock and Money Market*
NEW YORK. Jan. 7. Money market
quite easv
to-day at 7 per cent, currency to coin interest, with
no attempts to extract a commission.
The teeling is
mo»e cheerful in financial circles, and there is no
prospect of a revival ot high rates for Money. There
is a moyement among the city banks to return to the
old State system. The Commonwealth and Conti-

76

BESOCBCES.

United States Bonds. 200,000 00

Loan. 315,726 03
Real Estate.
200 00
Due from
Redeeming Agents. 14,964 32
Specie,. C.000 00
Lawful Money.
20,000 00
Bills of National Banks...
Other Cash Items.

4,487 00
13,083 41

Jan

5, 1869.

of Inferior Work*
HAMLIN ORGAN CO. respectfully announce that they have adopted and will
rigidly adhere to the policy ot printing tn their Price
Lists and Circulars their very lowest prices, which
are, therefore, alike to all and subject to no discount.
This system secures every purchaser against an ex-

orbitant price, and saves necessity ior bartering.
They solicit comporison as the prices in.their new
crtalogue, (justissued,) with those of interior Organs;
with careful examinnion and comparison of capacity quality and workmanship of different instruments.
The Company’s perfected machinery, accumulated facilities and experienced workmen, together with the important improvements patented
and controlled by them. enable them to produce the
best work at the greatest economy qj cost, and. consequently, to offer their well known Organs, winners
of the Paris Exposition Medal and seventy-five other
first premiums, which are the acknowledged
standard of excellence in their
department,
at prices as low or even less than those demanded

for ivferior Organs.

The following are examples ot eur reduced scale
of prices.
Four Octave Organ, Solid Black (hcA
Walnut case, (Style No L.) Price
IbOUi
Five Octave Doable Heed Cabinet Organ, Five Stops, with Tremulant; Solid Black
Walnut Case, carved and paneled. (Style
OR
Five Octave Double Reed Cabint Organ,
Five Stops, with the new Mason tf Hamlin Improved Vox Humana, which excels every other at-

tachment of this class in the
and variety ot
its effects, the ease with which it is used, and its
to get out of order. Solid Walfreedom trom
nut case, carved ana paneled.
(New style, No 21.)
This is the finest Organ ot its size aud capac-On
/U
ity which can be made. Price
Many other styles at proportionate prices. A new
illustrated catalogue of styles and price list; also
circular with illustrated description of improvements
Introduced by ihe company this season, will be sent
tree to any applicant. Address
THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN COMPANY,
Warerooms, No. 596 Broadway, New York,
and No 154 Tremont st, Boston.
ja7d&w3t

beauty

liability

|J)J.

Cambridge,

no

be happy who

And other

St*

ill.

are

ffot

only

various female complaints

suffered to run

health of the individual, and

are

pleasant

consult

to

a

physician

School,

Tin**.

mWO TERMS, beginning February 22<1, and SepX tembev 13, 1869. The Resident Professors are
Emory WashTheopiiilus Parsons, LL D.
burn, LLD, and Nathaniel Holmes, A M. Gentlemen of distinction in the profession lecture from
time to time on special topics. Application may be
made for circulars or turtner information to either
of the Resident Professors.
ja7d&w2w

T-apezt,

Nor is it

relict ol these

her greatest charm

do this. The

to

peculiar to the

one

A Grand Promenade Concert

cur-

sex.

Choice Brands

Louis Flours!

Alsqagood

ifcaiicnfiig'Academy

&&J.

HELMBOLD’S

Pierce & Co.

Portland, Sep 11.

dti

Will

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co
CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES

Extract

Buchu !

LANCASTER

THE

Steamship Austrian

will

Passage

to

Londonderry

and

Liverpool,

Steerage,

others apply vainly to druggists and doctors, who either merely tantalize them with the hope of

Excellent Security !

not assert

THE

but I

am

obliged to say that although

and food, profuse menstruation, the

by direct irritation, applied the

When reviewing the

CENTRAL

mucous

COMPANY.#

by the absolute first lien upon the valuable grants,
franchise, railroad equipment, business, etc, of the

distressing

painful to contemplate the at-

the subject to enumerate

many additional causes which
and happiness ot

woman

the

less

more or

welfare ot the entire human family. The

riage, causes the

years

from the Eastern States.

of the

expressly made

“

per annum, in
Interest

are

payable in United States

Gold Coin.”

Thus, with

the

The purchaser is charged the accrued in
rom
the date of the last paid Coupon, at the Currency rate

thus aggravating the evil.

only.

over, another in prospective keep9 the mind morbid-

ly sensitive

the

situation in school at
one

a

delicate

later day

excitement is

the largest
and most pop ajar Corporate Loans of the
country, and therefore will be constantly dealt in.

restraint of fasbionaule dress, absolutely forbidding

The greater portion of the Loan is now in the
hands of steady investors : and it is probable that

tention of organic

one

of

impression, while the

to

now

Nearly five hundred miles of the Road
built, and the grading is well advanced on

the exercise indispensable to the attainment and

re-

health and strength; the exposure

are

delicate nature, becomes

two

medical treatment. This is but

hundred and fifty miles additional.
The Through Line across the Continent

earnings average more than a quarter of a
million of gold per month, of which 35 pei
cent, only is required for operating expenses.
The net profit upon the Company's business on
the completed portion, is abcut double the amount
interest liabilities to be assumed thereupon, and will yield a Surplus of nearly a Million in Gold alter expenses and interest are
paideven if the through connection were not made.
The best lands, the richest mines, together with
the largest settlement and nearest markets, lie
along
this portion of the Pacific Railroad, and the future
development of business thereon will be proportionally great.
From these considerations it is submitted that the
of annual

Central

an

the experience of thousands of

Long before
the

the

ability

to

I

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:

Lieut. Chas. J. Pennell,
R. T. Wescott,
Edw. W. Loveitr, Adjt. F. R. Harris,
Sergt. Wm. C. Young.
FLOOR

Corp. G.

To bo ob'aine I of

shall subsequently see, these

habits which sap the very life ot their victims

to
ere

has self-completed their development.

For Female Weakness and Debility,Whites

or

Leu-

corrhoea, Too Profuse Menstruation, Exhaustion,Too
Long Continued Periods, lor Prolapsus and Bearing
we

offer the mcit perfec

specific known:

Railroad
Pacific
Bonds,

flan 7.

dtd

A Cough, C old,

IS OFTEN

etc.

giving

a

Compound

Extract of Buchu.

Bronchial Troches !
Having

diitct
reliet.
a

&

CO.,

Directions for use, diet, and advice, accompany.
Females in every period of life, from infancy to
extreme old age, willfin^l it a remedy to aid nature
the discharge ot its functions. Strength is the glory

of manhood and womanhood.

Melmbold’s Extract Bucliu I

SPECIAL AGENTS,
40 Stale .trect, Boston.
tyAll descriptions ol Gorernment Sccurilie. Boifki, Mold or Exchanged, at oui office and by Mail and Telegraph, at market

strenghening than any of the preparations
or Iron, infinitely safer, and more pleasant.
Helmbold’s Extract Buchu having received the endorsement of the most prominent physicians in the
United States, is now offered to afflicted humanity as
a certain cure for the following diseases and symptoms, fiom whatever cause originating: General
Debility, Mental and Physical Depression, Imbecility, Determination of Blood to the Head, contused
Ideas, Hysteria, General Instability, Restlessness
and Sleeplessness at Night, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, EmaciationLow Spirits, Disorganization or Paralysis of the Organs of Generation, Palditation of the Heart, and, in

is

Bale*.

LV Accent, of Bank., Banker., and
others received and tavorahle arrangements madp lor
desirable accounts.

FISK
BANKERS

&

AND
MENT

HATCH,

DEALERS IN
SECURITIES,

GOVERN-

and

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF

THE

C. P. R. R. CO.

Ho. H Nassau Street, New York.
Oct 31-eS2m
nov!4

Farm for Sale.
sale at a great bargain, a very desirable Farm
ot about 80 acres choice
land, under a good state
of cultivation, well divided into mowing, tillage, and
pasturage, well fenced ami watered: keeps 12 head
stock the year round. Large amount of good muck;
300 acres wood, Near school, 2 miles Irom village
and churches. 200 apple trees, one-half g’rafted to
choice t«uir, plums, theriies, lurinnts, grapes and
cranbcrriics. House It story, ten years old, with L
65 feet long; barn 70x42 all in gcod repair.
Water
at bouse and barn. Four acres hops; hop house 30
by 23. cellar under the same.
This farm is very pleasantly located, and has only
to be seen to be appreciated. For further.particulars
please address the subscriber at Harrison.
WM. GRAY.
Harrison, Jan 7,1869.
d&w3w

F)U

Troches

are

used with

Singers and
will find Troche* us*tul

on the egliteenth
Jand,
day ot December instant, make an assignment of all his property not
exempt by law from attachment, to the subscriber
to be held in trust lor the use aud benefit of
s’ach
creditors of said Marston as may, alter notice as
provided in Chapter 70 ot the Revised Statues become parties thereto, in proportion to the anlunnt of
their respective claims; and three months
are allowed by the provisions of said Chapter to all creditors to become parties to said
which may
assignment,
be tound at the office of the suoecrlber.
B. FREEMAN, Assignee.
,r
K
Yarmouth, Dec. 22,1868. d'c28d3w
..

_

KINDS OF BOOK AND JOB PRINTING
neatly and ehea^ly done at this office.

ALL

always good

Public

CASH

more

tact, all the coucomitants of a Nervor and Debilitated state of the system. To insure the genuine, cut
tftiisout. Ask for HELM BOLD’S. Take no other.
Sk>ld by Druggists and Dealers everywhere.

Price |1.!)S per

botlle, His fer $6.30.

Delivered to any address. Describes symptoms in>ll
communications. Address

success.

when
clearing
Speaking, and r*lieving the

m

taken before Singing or
throat atrer an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended «nu prescribed by
Physician®, ar d have had testimonials trom * min* nt
Being an article ot
men tbrongliont ihe country.
true meril, and having proved their efficacy by a te^t
ot many years, each ye*r finds them in new localities in various parts ot the world, end the Troches
are universally pronounced better than other articles.
Obtain only “Brown’s Bronchial Troches,”
and do not take any of the worthies imitations that
may be offered.

BRANCH

Masta’s Fuijuo

IC

Kalsam possesses this

impor'anr pow r, and while it promptly and etffectuallv arrests all existing iriitati ui and rapidly relieves
cough, it readers the lungs further reliet by promoting a free discharge or the accumulated mucus in the
air passag-s, imparting a healthy action and vigor
to the chest at the same time.
JSi^Those suflering with cough and the first stapes
of lung disease, will thereloie find in this valuable
preparation a speedy and decided relief. Evan those
whose
condition is beyond recovery, will derive from its use great benefit as well" as com ort.
For the class ot diseases it is designed to relieve, tbo
generalcommenoation it has received has proved its
great efficacy beyond question. Fur ihe past ten
yeaisthousa ds have been speedily aud eft'ectu&lly
cured by its timely use while suflering from sevore
colds, protiai ted coughs, and from other 'orms ol
lung disease! It is piepared from vegetable balsams
and the medicinal pioperiies ot roots an * herbs,
with no minerals nor poisonous acids, simple and
sate in the materials use*t, it can be taken at any
time.
g^—ffold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines throught the United States.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Portland,
Dec 22-d&w6m
Genc al Agents lor Maine.

CRAM,

Oomiaission

Merchant,

OFFERS HIS SERVICES FOR THE

Purchase, and Shipping ol
Met') handise.
sep22dfotI
BROWiV

dr

BBADSIRI^

Aroostook

Expresses.

Ofjlce 03 Exchange St.
C.

A.

BROWN,..Agent.

Jan 5-tllw

Where the general business of the Company is transacted. and to which all general correspondence
should be addressed.
OFFICERS:
CLARENCE H. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive
Committees.
HENMf D. COOKE. Vice-President.
EMERSON W. PEiST, Secretary and Actuary.

Company. National in its character, offers by
large capital, low rat* s of premium and
the most desirable means ot injuring
lhe yet presented to the public.
The rates ot premium, being largely reduced, are
This

reason of its
new tables,

made as fhvorable to the i nutters ns these of 'he
Mutual Com pan Us, and avoid all the complications
end uncertainties ol notes, < ivhtends, and the misunderstandings which the 1 tier are fx> apt to cau>e
the Polic>-Holder.
Several new and attractive tables are now presented which need only to be understood
pro re acceptable to the public, such as the >N/'OME-PRODUCING POLICY »ml RF TURN PREMIUM FOLK Y.
In the former, the p-dicy-holder not oul* secures a
life Insurance, parable at death, but wl 1 rcieire. if
living, alter a pt riod ot a few years, an annual income equal to ten per cent. (10 per cent.. of the par qf
In the latter. t’*e Company agiecs to rehis
turn to the assure d the total amount of money he has
in
addition to the amount qj his
paid in,
The attention ot persons contemp atfrg insuring
their lives or increasing the amount ot insurant ettey
already have, Is called to the spec! «1 advantages offer© 1 by the National Lite Insurance Company.
Circulars, Pamphlets and full particulars given on
application to the Branch Odice of the Conn anv, or
to the

policy

policy.

NEW ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY,

HEIjBIBOLD

Drug & ChemicaVWarehouse
594

Broadway, New York,

NOTICE.
TONAS II. PERLEY having resigned the
agency
lor «he sale oi L)nck and »»th r coeds inanu actured by the Westbrook
Company,
the unsettled accounts andManufacturing
debts due to them, will
by the Treasurer at No 10 Central
hUFUS E. WoOll, Treas.
rortiand, January 6ib, 1869.

Westbrook Manufacturing Co.

None are genuine unless done
up in asteel-engraved wrapper, with tac-simile of
my chemical wareand
house,
II. T. HELMBOIJ).
signed
Feb 20 cod&eowly
sepl*

iroiu

Jonas tl. Perley to the sttre occupied by the undersigned on C. ntral Wh-irf, ofter tor sale the various
kinds ot goods manuiactuied by them, consisting of
Ships Duck, Havens Duck, Sail and Wrapping
Twine, sheetings. Mariners* Stripes. Drills, Camlet
Jeans. &e., at the lowest prices in the market. J jjj
Company aro now putting in new and iu*proven

machinery tor the nianutacture of Ships dcck»
nm
which they believe will in-ure the best ariio*e
10
can

be made.

All

oruers pr mptiy *ttcn<ieu
RUFUS B. WOOD, ,TW«i
No 10 Central W U*rt.

Portland, Jan 6th,

18C9._isdlf

For Sale!
Store In the Bl«ck comer of Fore and Frank-

lin at,.
ONE
6-d3<r

Ian

THE DIRECTION OF

UNDER

W.E.

Cha^'leT I °‘th' Bo-'’1'1

Directors.

J. P. TUCKEP., Mahaoib,
3 Merchants’ Exchange, State St., Bo»ton.

Edward L. 0. Adam?,

Corner or Exchange nn«l

Middle Streets,

Portland, Me.,

FOR CUMBERLAND AND YORK COUNTIES
November 28, 1868. U6m

OF

TKADE.

Annual fleeting:!
annual meeting oi tbe Board of Trade tor
the Election of otlicers. Report ot Standing

THE

Committee, and tbe transaction o' such rugfnew
as may legally come beiore said meeting.w ill le he d
at tbe Board of Trane Room, MONDAY, January
11th.at71 2 o’clock PM,
M. N. RICH. Secretary.
Portland, Jan 4th, 1869.
j*4td

Canal National Bank
Annual Meeting of the Siockholdcrs of “The
Canal National Bank ot Portland” for tbe election ot Seven Directors, and for the transaction of
come before
any other business that may
them, will be held at their Biakfne House on
18*
the
twelttb
ol
9, at eleven
Tuesday,
day January,
o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Dec 12,
isdtd

THE

legally

1868._

Casco National Bank.
Annual Meeting ol the Stockholders In “Tbe
Casco National Bank ot Portland” will he held
at their Banking Hou e on Tuesday, the 12(h day
ot January, 18C9, at 10 o’clock A AI, for the eleciion
of Directors and lor the transaction ot such other
business as may legally come before them.

THE

E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.

Dec 12. 1SGS.

The

dtd

National Traders
Portland.

Bank of

Stockholders ot this R ink are hereby notified that tlieir Annual Meeting will be held at
their Banking Room No34 Excli nge St., on TUESDAY, the 12in day of January next, at 3 o’clock P.
Al, to ehoose five Ditectors for the ensui *g year, and
to acton any other business that may legally time
before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
dtd
Portland, Dec. 14, 1863.

THE

____

Cumberland

Bank.

^National

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders in the
Wumberlnnd National Bank of Pniil.ind, will bo
held at their Banking Room « n TCI SPAY, the 12iU
day ol Januarc, 186m, at 3 ..’clock P M, tor the election of Directors him the transaction of any other
busine?8 that may then c«>me he oro them.
SAM’L SMALL, f’n-hier.
Portland, Dec 12, 1868.
dclldid

THE

_

Eagle Sugar Refinery.
Stockholders of this Company are hereby
notified iliat ihe Annual Meeting for choice ol
Directors and the trapsutl u otstiyoihir business
legally brought before tl e#i> wifi e' held si tie Refinery on THURSDAY, the 14ih day o. January,
1869, at 3 o’clock y M.
J. W. WATERHOUSE, Clerk.
Dec 30 dtd

THK

__

oi

T

OFFICE

FIRST NAI IONA I. BA* K U LI I. DING,

BOAKD

attention of
those afflicted with colds, cough9, and with any disease of the lungs, is directed to this valuable remedy. The season ol the year has already come when
on account ot the sudden change- in the weather,
colds and coughs arc easily taken, and it neglected
lead to di ease ot the lungs.
Wliat is needed
may
under such circumstances is a reliable remedy—
soeedy in affording relict and eftectual in arresting
further progress of the disease.
SST’To arrest the existing irritation ol the air passages and the lung«, speedily and c fleet uaily, the
seat and cause ot cough, is an important step gamed
towards relief and cure in the first 9tages ot the dis-

Sale,

$1,000,000,

a

and Chest.
1&r~ The

N. O.

IN FULL.

dc!8is4m

Westbrook Manufacturing Company having
THE
xemovcd their place
business
the store ot

H.

Co.,

of America,

CAPITAL"•
PAID

Speakers
the voice

of Bark

Assignee’s Notice.
is heieby (riven that Nathaniel G. Mars°* Yarmouth, in the County of CnmtorNOTICE
aid

influence to the

parts, giving immediate
For Bronchitift* Aslhma, C’atanh, Consumptive and T hroat Oiiratei,

ease.

Subscriptions Received by Ranks and
Bankers, Agents for the loan, throughout
the United filiates, Canada and Europe,
and by
SWEET

R'-SULT.

Hoarseness, Sor•> Throat,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, n-

tu at

Information, Descriptive Pamphlets,

THE

BKOUIV’S

([rtuenza. Whooping Cought
Asthma, and the various
Affections of the Lungs

IlELMBOLD’S

Insurance

Chartered by Special Aet of Congress,
Approved July 25,1868.

speedy and certain
remedy for Coughs. Colds.

are for $1,000 each.
Company reserve the right to advance the
price at any time; but all orders actually in transi-

Organization, Progress, Business
and Prospects of the Enterprise furnished on application. Bonds sent by return Express at our cost.

IF

Irritniion of the Inns*, a pciiiiuncut Throat Alifi'llon, or
an Incurable
Bung Dincnve

Is

The

lull account of the

Sore

SHOULD BE CHECKED.
ALLOW!D TO CONTINUE,

B3P“Sold everywhere.

103 Per cent, and Accrued Interest, in Currency.

the time of any such advance will be filled at
At this time they pay more than
upon the investment, and have, from
National and State laws, guarantees peculiar to
themselves.
We receive all classes of Government Bonds, at
their full market rates, in
exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per cent, profit and keep
the principal of their investments
equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention.

or

Throat.

a

present price.
eight per cent,

Cloth'ng

checked tree,

ot

emo-

tions, when excessive, lead, long belore puherity,

Prolapsus Uteri,

the Committee

Arrangements and at the door.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock,

ot

AND

mental emotions and associations at an early period

or

Wheeler*

H.

D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
Tirkets 81 00.

_

Down,

Private Albert Hawes,
Private P. A. McIntosh,
Private JL M. Bonney.

Music, Chandler's Quadrille Band.

women.

education

NATIONAL

PHILADE PHIA.

ASSISTANT DIRECTORS:

Sers’t W. C. Young,
Corp. J. W. Swett.
Corp. G. C. Fletcher,

male breast and lips, evidently under the control of

nature

6-td

DIRECTOR:

LIEUT. R. T. WESCOTT.

called the tissue, which is, in common with the fe-

as we

$3000 U S 5-20 Bonds.
$1000 Androscoggin and Kennebec R R Co.
$3000 City of Portland.
K#"-Terms cash.
CHARLES B. MERRILL, Executor.

Capt Geo W. Parker,
Lieut. James T. Brown,

their peculiar nervous system, composed ot wbatis

of life; and

9 Share? International Steamship Co.
G
New York S. S. Co
36
Poitland and Boston Steam Packet Co.
3
Portland Co.
12
Maine Central R R Co.

United States

Thursday Evening, January 14,

exercise the functions ot
an

CO., Auctioneer*

AUCTION.

OF TI1E

LANCAST8R IIALL!

First Mortgage upon so productive a
property are among the promising and reliable securities now offered. No better Bonds can be made.
A portion of the remainder of this Loan is now
offered to investors at
secured

Concert

REQUIR' 8 IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
young

generative organs, they require

PATTEN Oc

ill

WASHINGTON, D. C.

truthful picture of

our

ja7dtd__K.

E.

Life

AT

unwilling subject of
a

Brushes. Spices, S»lerU«», Bristol Brick, cia ly,
oils, Medicine, Salt, Pepper-Sauce, Fan y Goods.
Stationery, Ac.
A'so store Fixtures, Desks. Scale*
chairs, I amps,
Show-c.-ues, Marble Slab and Bench, clocks, MeatBlock and Bench, candy J:us, Barrels, Baskets.
Boxe«, Ac.
Dated at Portland Jan Otb, 18G9.
M. AnAMH, Dcputv Sheriff.
O. BAILEY, Ante,

B.

Promenade

constant

to night air; the sudden change of
before many months, when the Road is completed
temperature; the
I
and the Loan [closed, the Bonds will be eagerly complete prostration produced by excessive
dancing,
sought for at the highest rates.
must of necessity, produce their legitimate effect. At
They are issued only as the work progresses, and least an
early marriage caps the climax of misery
to the same extent
only as the U. S. Subsidy Bonds
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so
utterly regardgranted by the government to the Pacific Railroad
lees of the plain dictates and remonstrances ot her
Companies.

now

CUMBERL

the atcern ion, at store 232
uinberiand street in
Portland, and county aforesaid the fallowing pers >nal properiy, »o w t:
Soap, I’obaec», c >ffea,Starch
C»coa,\easr-ciko cm lies, M itches rdutliu -Pins,

and sentimen-

G ie A IV D

accom-

tem, unnecessary effort is required ,by
When

Stierift’s Sale.

jan

plished.

to retain her

shall

VND, S3—Attached on » writ an I wi! I
be sold at public auct on, by consent f
parties,
Tuetday, the 12th d *y ■>■ Jan at 2} o*c.uctc, In

Portland Mechanic Blues

fil consequence ot this early strain upon her sys-

This issue of Bonds constitutes

Man.)

M

for

nature

sleep and rest, the work of destruction i9 halt

The semi-annual Coupons are payable, Ju y 1st
and January 1st, in New York City.

by

I3.

body half clothed,

midnight revel the hours des:gned by

votary

Bv

l
I

„?,r'Je.r ??
£,? sVr«tary
Public
Au. Tior,
Uth
uayof dHBgaty, 1809 ,,t 3 o’clock P. at,
M., at Custom
House Wbart, where sho now
lies, iky
Revenue Sihoouer Mtinnyaitle,
With her Ai mament,consisting ot4 Bullard’s breech,
loading Carbin e, 4 Plants G shooting ltcvolvers
with accoutrements and
amnyiuitlon.
Also all her tackle, apoarel and mruilnre
said
Schooner was I uilt in Wisca»set, in 1801; wag t, rmerly known as the “Johnson Yuch>."
is well
found in sails and ringing
Dimensions as follows
heng’li 40 ft 8 in ; breadt'i 14 it 7 in.; depth ol
holdGft: about 27 tens O. M. Termsot saleiash.
I. WASHBUBN, Jit., Cohector,
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.
Portland, Dec. 31,18G8. d:d
01 ilio Treasury, I
on Mont
the

Songs, Duoits, Choruses, Lightning Zouave Drill,

and the mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting
in

They bear Six per cent, interest
gold, and both Principal and

ball room.

Custom Horsf,

Portland, Dec. 31,18GS.

a
1
tell at

Preps,” illrst* night,) “Sea of Troubles” (2nd

that nature designated for

in the restraints ot dress, the early confinement of
school, and especially in the unhealthy excitement

waters of

Collector’s Sale.

tl« n, together with the lull Brass Band of the institution.
Tickets 25 cts. Reserved seats 50 eta. to be had of
the Commit ee, the Sextons of the t atholic Churches. and at the door on the occasions
Doors open at G£ to commence at 7J o’clock. Secure your Tickets.
S&Miwia2

that exists for precocious education and mar-

mania

Ilm neMf*, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY, Aut'Moneer

Gymnatic Exercise, Acrobatic Featsoi every Oescrip-

affect the

National Pacific Railroad Line,
rapidly building

tal

all classes ot

in

society, and which, consequently, affect
directly,

of the

tew ot tbe

a

largely

so

Robrn, Fungi,

fire

City Mali, Portland,

causes of these

corporeal development to be wasted and perverted

now

Of el onion,

night.) Dialogues.Ru Rations, comic

to

Sleigtin,
Aplgk.

For the Benefit of the New Cathedral of this City
and the above named Institution,will be given m tl>e

mem-

best portion of the Great

the Pacific Coast to the lines

House of the Angel Guardian!

ple justice

H*e, health,

These Bonds are the duly authorized and accredited obligations of one of the most responsible Corporations of the American Continent, and are secured

THE

atendant evils consequent upon them. It is but sim-

is most

SATDRDA V, at tl o’clock A. M.p on r.r
market lot, Market street, 1 sl.al! sell Hois
Ac.
Harnesses,
Carriages,
1 Red ISorsc, Terjr fuit, »cren yenin old
■ouud unit hind.
One Concord Wagon and Ilnrnras, two

Bonds:

On the Cvenings ol Monday, January 4th and 11th, 18tf9.
The Programmes will consist of Plays, “Freedom

complaints, it

Pacific Railroad

extending eastwardly from the navigable

OF

caus-

O, BAILEY, Auct.

PURSUANT

OBJPBAN BOYS

of tea and

use

.,1

to an order from the Hon Judge of
Probate, I *ball sell at public auction at the
Merchants Exchange in this ciiy, on Satuidav, Jnn
lOih, at 11J o’clock A M, the following Stocks and

!

BY THE

it may

is far oftener

,j

tONCERTS

EXHIBITIONS

brane of the vagina itself.

--;

HALL,

cure

anything that would do injustice to the af-

coffee, and frequent childbirth, it
ed

CtOLD BONDS
-OF

a

apply remedies which make them worse. I would

or

*nd «. at 10 ana

•

_!iawls.

on

AND

of life, by laborious employment, unwholesome air

Cent.

Ter

T WO GRAND

be produced from excessive exhaustion of the powers

THE FIEST MORTGAGE

Six

of

cabin (ac-

flicted,

Thirty-Year

silence, and hundreds

in

on

$70 to $80.

$25,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
B3^*For Freight or passage apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 8 India St.
^
Portland, Dec 28, 1868.
dtf

School

53F* Polka and lledowa will bo brought into thi»
School.
Tickets for 4-entlcmen S I.
Tickers for I.adics S'i.
i,adies holding tickets tor Iho term dosing .lan.
4th, will he admitted for $1. Ladies' class meets at
T o’clock. Gents’ class at 8 o’clock.
jas 1 w
Hundreds sutler

•’»"

ft

RAYMOND,

kls second term of Darn ing
lor New Beginners,
commencing

AT

Bednced Rates.

cording to accommodation)

TV.

commence

Monday Evening, January 11th,

Passengers Booked to Londonderry anil
Liverpool. Betnrn Tickets granted m
Capt. Wylie,
leave this port tor Liverpool, on SATURDAY.
Jan. 9, immediately after the; rrival of the tram of
the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Norih
American, Capt.
Bakewell, on Saturday 16th.

Rings, &c,,

Win bo given directly after the close ol tbe exercises,
music by ('handler.
Tickets UO cts each; to be obtained at the stores
ot Dailey <Sc Noyes. Fernald Ot Son.
Loring, Short Ot
Harmon. A. G. SchJotterbeck & Co.ot tittier ot tbe
undersigned, an I at the door. Doors opeu at 7.—
Performances commence promptly at 7J.
Wm. Ross. Jb,
.1 >iur C. De*nis,
G. Datchelueb,
Jons L. Shaw,
Chas. E. Small.
Jsn l-dtd

those troublesome complaints

ot

OS 3Ji"S1*? Tl

assortment >.l Qaodconsisting I part o| Ctotta
nat ern-. Dr.sa G, » !., Table
ove™ a„d Dam.sl.
Bel Spreads, Doyle-, Nnikles. ctoih
SI In,
Drawer.-, coals. Pants nwlVes's,
H..mels.Bb.nkr
Jewelry, W alcl.es, larg Ho. k r,i Pocket and
lablc cutlery, Razors, Key Rings, c .tfuu an I
j
er I bread
comb-, Sbavin Biuslies, llali Pina Tam
Measures, Pencils, Pen Uoidars Tups, Paper and
l.m el pes, Pa-s Books, casiors. Tea Pots
Blacking
Brushes and Blacking, Boots and Slices, Wowed
Goods, Paper collars, Gloves and Milieus, J ocks
Writing Desks Vases c rcks, Pictures, Oil Psinlings, Glass Ware, liu Were, Pla el Ware. Iar»e
rtockot liu tens, Ac.
Th® above stock will be sold in lots to suit purchasers.
Grocers and Fancy Good Dealers invited to a
tend.

spared

then

will

sex

placing in their hands simple specifics

lor

us

as

Eo'iz nt .1 Ear, Clubs,

popular

far sacrifice

true woman so

a

Staple and Fancy Goods at Auction.

Tuesday Evenings, EVERY

January

an*l aho many new features in the difficult art of
Foni 111111$ and Tumbling, introducing many
of the
sensations in this branch of gymnastics. T he many friends of this institution are assured that preparations have been made to insure an
exhibition sup >ri r to any heretofore given; and uo
to presect to the pub ic as pleaspains will be
ing an entertainment as any offered by professionals.

assortment of Michigan, Illinois and
Iowa White and Red Wheat Flours in store and lor
sale by

O’Brion,

!

Nth and 1 Jtli,
On which occasions will bo brought before the public
many new and daring teats ot gymnastic shill, conti-t’Dgof exercises on the

various delicate affections, and only
upon the most
urgent necessity will

H- J- LIBBY, Con,l«. ee.
F. O. BAILEY, A act

eat Il

Horses, Carriages, Ac., at Auction

and

Friday

long producing per-

lor the

liTl,

ja

Ja5ld_F.

no

long bo

c in

sickness and premature decline.

manent

but

so,

without involving the general

on

ing almost every
St

Turnverein Extibiton

to

small degree to their happiness and welfare, tor

none can

which will be found efficacious in
relieving and

jaSd3t

Falmouth, Flams. T. Harrison,
George, Cone,

subject

are

ake 8 Wbarf.on board St h anier
George Ur .oks
laotous Anthracite €«al. having been wet with sea

a

many sufferings.. Freedom from these contribute in

76

SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.

Portland,

MASON &

Harvard Law

the offices they perform,

and

thank

$574,460

At Price*

THE

tion,

one ol these

$574,400

ORGANS BREWSTER,

31,

and March

ARE

CHASE,

$2,174,900.00

LIABILITIES.

The Bonds

BEARING CURRENCY INTEREST.

cates.

FEMil IJKS, owing to the peculiar and important

Capital Stock,. 250,000 00
Circulation. 178,905 00
do.
Stats Bank outstanding. 3,160 00

at

Admission 50c; reserved seats 75c; gal lei y 25c ta;
children under 12,25ot.
ja7 (lit

relations which they sustain, their peculiar organiza-

A. M‘

concern*

now

limited time In this cltv.
(Jpen every AUeiuoon at 2.30; every Evening at
tin but

rem

Auction.

at

Saturday. Jan 9tli, 18b», at 10$ o'clock
ON1 Hjall
sell tor account ot whom it mav

Tlie Paintings or Works of Art, Acroiupanicd by Vot nl A Iiiniruiairaitnl !^lu*»rc, Lrciun a, Ac*
Grand Transition Scene!
ty30-J Exhibitions given in New York; 100 in
Brook'\n; 100 in Boston, where its success was uuequaled l>y any exhibition ever given in that city.

January 4, 1SG».

1081
1071

3 percent. Certifi-

HAYTI AND ST. DOMINGO.

Havana, Jan. 7.—The following intelligence
has been received from
Hayti and St. Domingo:

BEARING COIN INTEREST.

Portland.

Of

1864.
Julv. 1865.

1C61

^

National Bank

The local business alone, upon the completed portion, is so heavy, and so advantageous, that the gross

Carving

PENNSYLVANIA.

Cumberland

135
1341

United States Tftu-torties.
U S Currency Sixes,.

'Can

THE

111!

ISCommon

a

OF

Coal

?

DEEDING 1TA.LL.

WOMAN.

BALES.

_-AUCTION

Pflgrins

This magnificent entertainment

QUARTERLY RETORT

American Gold..;.
United States Coupons, Jan...
United States 5 20s, 1062.

108

EM TEKT ALN MEMTS.

The

For opinion, no charge. Send sketch and description. For application send model not over one loot
in size, and $ 16 first Government and Stamp lees.—
Specifications, Drawings, caveats; assignments prepared; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interferences, extension of patents, and appeals.
Patents
taken out in all European countries. Illustrated
pamphlets, 110 pages, sent tree. Address MUNN &
CO., No 37 Park Bow, N. Y.
oc21isd3m

will be completed by the middle of next year, when
the Overland travel will be very large.

1867

Convention

5 per cent. Bonds..
6 per cent. Bonds of
1881.
6 per cent. 5-20*s...

L!it,

the Brokers' Board, Jan 7.

“.

was

demonstration.

Tbe position of President Baez
ing critical.

Augusta, Jfan..7.—Cotton easier; opened at 25}c
closed at 25c; sales 650 bales; receipts 463 bales.
Mobile, Jan.|7.—Cotton dull and declining; sales
750 bales; Middlings 25c; receipts 1852bales; exports
and

HAMPSHIRE.

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.

DEBT

INDIES.

Pittsburg

,-

Island,

Jan. 7.—The political new9, both
the Continent,is meagre and un-

dividend.

Old
of a
rose to

Domestic market*.
New Bedford, Jan. 7.—Oil market—A sale of
440 bbls. Wliale was made yesterday at 1 00 jp
gal.
During the past few days the market has been livelier, and there is inquiry tor both Sperm and Whale
Oil. The sales for the past week including the sale
reported above, have teen 3«0 bbls. Sperm at Si 78
and 12B do $1 76 t* gal.; 440 bbls. Whale at $1 00 t>
gal 1490 do at price not transpired, and 100 do sold
on the Vineyard on private terms.
NEW YORK, Jan. 7.—Oouot—sales 2500 bales:
Middling uplands 26} @ 27c, closing with no sellers
under 27c. Flour—sales 6400 bbls.; State and Western steady tor shipping grades and less active and
scarcely so firm as other grades: Superfine State 610
6 35; extra 7 00 @ 8 00; round hoop Ohio 7 05; ex@
Dispatches to Evening Papers.
tra Western 6 85 @8 10; choice White Whea extra
8 30 @ 10 00; Southern quiet; sales 280 bbls. Wheat
WASHINGTON.
dull and drooping; sales 38,600 bush.; No. 2Spring
COMMI8SIONER8HIP OF INTERNAL REVENUE.
at 160@161 instore; Mixed Spring 166; White
New York, Jan. 7.—The Times’ Washing- California 2 10 @ 2 15. Corn dull and lc lower; sales
42.000
bush.; new Mixed Western 97c @ 100; old do
ton dispatch says, the Senate Finance Com1 07 @ 1 09. Oats dull and heavy; sales
22,000 bush,;
mittee have agreed to report adversely to the
Western 75} @ 78c. Beet steady and more active.
nomination of Alexander Cummings to be
Pork firmer; tales 1850 bbls.; new mess 29 25 @ 29 60.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue. It is un- Lard firmer and quiet; sales 870 tierces at 18} @ 20c.
Butter steady; sales Ohio at 30 @ 40c.
derstood Senator Cameron has ceased to press
Whiskey
his influence on behalf of Mr. Cummings.
steady. Kice quiet. Sugar quiet; sales 230 bhds.;
Muscovado 11 Jc. Coffee quiet. Molasses dull; sales
Commissioner Rollins, who returned this
100 hhds. Demarara at 62} @ 65c: 400 bbls. New Ormorning, will stick until the 4th of March.
leans at 63 @ 79c. Naval Stores quiet. Petroleum
THE ELECTORAL VOTE.
quiet. Freights to Liverpool firmer; Cotton 5-16 @
}d per steamer; Flour per s? il 2s and per steamer 2s
The Herald’s dispatch says messengers arriv61; Wheat per sail 7d and per steamer 8d; Corn per
rived to-day with the vote of the Electoral Colsteamer 8d.
leges of Vermont and Maryland, which were
Chicago, Jan. 7.—Exchange on New York at 1-10
deposited with Mr. Wade. All the States have premium. Flour dull and easier; Spring extras 5 25
been heard from now except those on the Pa@ 6 75. Wheat declined 2 @ 2}c; sales No. 1 at 119
cific coast. The messenger of California start- @ 1 23}; No. 3 at 1 13} @ 113}. Corn quiet at a decline ot
new
53}@54}c; no grade 491c.
ed, but died at Panama of small pox contract- | Oats quiet2@2}c;
and steady at a decline of
Jc; sales No. 2
ed on the steamer.
When he found he was
at 46}c. Rye dull and heavy at a decline ot
4c; selabout to die, he delivered his papers over to j lers at 114; no buyers. Bariev nominal at
162.
some friends with power of
attorney authoriz- Whiskey dull at 93c. Mess Pork less active and firming them to deliver them to Mr. Wade. There er at an advance of 50c; sales seller February and
is no law making the power of attorney valid i March at 29 50 and 29 00 cash. Lard firm at an advance Ot'ic; sales at 19c.
Bulk Meats active and
in this matter, and as the case is unprecedenthigher. Sweet picked Hams 15} @ 16c. Dressed
ed, it will probably require some action of Con- Hogs
firm and in good demand; common to medium
gress to place the vote of California legally in
11 75 @ 12 00; good to choice 12 12 @ 12 25.
Live
the hands of Mr. Wade. Nevada has not been
Hogs nominally declined 10 @ 15c; quoted at 9 00 @
heard from yet, and the messenger from Ore10 75. Cattle steady but quiet at 4 56 @ 7 65.
j
Oincihkati, Jan. 7.—Whiskey dull at 1 00. Live
gon is reported snowed up in the Rocky MounHogs firm at 1100; dressed do 12 50 for extra large;
tains.
It has been stated that there is a law
Provisions excited and unsettled; it
receipts3000.
a
fine
of $1,000 upon any messenger
imposing
is diflicult to give accurate advancing. Mess Porkwho fails to deliver the electoral vote of a State
sales at 30 00. Bulk Meats lljc for
shoulders, 15 @
to the President of the Senate within the spec15}c for clear rib and clear sides. Bacon held at 13}
ified time. This is not the fact, as the law pro@ 14c tor shoulders and 17} @ 18c tor clear rib and
clear sides. Lard held at 19@ 20c with no demand.
vides that any person occupying the position
of messenger from an Electoral College, and
Milwaukee, Jan. 7.—Flour dull, weak and unWheat declining; sales No. 1 at 1 22}; No.
changed.
who shall refuse to deliver the vote of the col2 at 115}. Oats steady; sales at 48c for No. 2. Corn
lege to the President of the Senate ,shall be steady; new 54c. Rye
declining; sales No. 1 at 110.
fined $2,000. This law does not apply to mes- Barley nominal and unchanged.
Provisions firmer
and inactive. Plain mess Beef 13 50 @ 14 00, City
sengers who start out and are delayed on the
mess Pork 28 75 @ 29 00.
Sweet pickled. Hams 15} @
way so as not to reach Washington in time to
16c. Lard—prime city 18} @ 19c. Dressed Hogs
count the vote.
* are
lower at 12 00 @12 50.

Chicago,

WEST

4 per cent, semi-annual

CURIOUS DISCOVERIES.

GREAT BRITAIN.
on

highest rates of the day in many cases.
Southern was especially firm on the expectation
to the

igan Central, 114* @ 115; Illinois Central, 141* @
143; Chicago & Rock Island, 118i @ 119; Chicago &
North Western, 82} @ 82}; do preferred, 85 @ 851.
The clearance ot Gold at the Exchange Bank was
$44,624,000.
The receipts at the Sub-Treasury to-day amountto $20,627,942; payments, $20,277,024; balance, $80.889,792.

ILLINOIS.

London,

Stock market opened active, excited ana
strong. Cleveland & Pittsburg rose rapidly to 88*.
Rock Island ranged between 118} @119}, North
Western and St Paul were noticeably active. New
York Central is less dealt in, owing to the uncertainties ot the Legislature and litigation. Pacific Mail
was a feature, and sold as high as 120}.
Iu the afternoon the market, though at one time weak and lower, was strong and active, and closed with \ rices up

the bonds which mature in 1870. Such action, if
contemplated, is unknown to the Directors ol the
Company in this city The foil -wing are 5.30 prices:
Pacific Mail. 120} @ 120}; Western Union Telegraph
33} @ 33}; Hartford & Erie, 26*; New York Central.
157} @157‘; Eiie, 39} @ 40; Hudson, 134 @1341;
Reading, 94} @ 94}; Fort Wayne, 118* @ 118}; Mich-

Havana, Jan. 7.—The steamer Imperatrice
from Vera Cruz brings still later news from
Mexico.
There were many rumors, some of them
claiming to come from reliable sources, that
Mexico was on the eve of a revolution. It is
asserted that the people are disgusted with the
administration of Juarez; that the President
is controlled by Lerdo de Tejada; that the
government officials act as they please, and there
is no protection for American residents.
An American was murdered outside of the
walls ot Vera Cruz shortly before the
sailing
oi the steamer. The assassin although known
to the authorities was suffered to
escape, and
arrived at Havana yesterday.
The II. S. Consul at Vera Cruz is
powerless
to obtain justice.
The Mexicans are much incensed against the
United States, and some of them clamor lor
another war.
It is reported that Gen. Alatorre would head
the revolution against Juarez, and lor the
purpose of placing Porfirio Diaz at the head of
the Republic.

EUROPE.

here and

Border State bonds more active and advancing on
North Carolina’s and Louisiana’s: old Tennessee’s,
@ 67; new do, 66* @ 66}; new North Carolina’s,
@ 62*; Virginia’s, 56}; Louisiana 6’s, 69; do levee,

65
62

MISCELLANEOUS.

Get Patents.

How to

do 1867,108*; do 1868,108* @ 108}; 10-40’s, 106*

89*. Rock Island was feverish on rumors that the
Company are about to take up an equal amount ot

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

—

annual meeting of the Trustees of the Peabody Educational Fund.

107};

MISCELLANEOUS.

@ 106}.

The

MEXICO.

NEW

New York, Jan. 7.
The Commercial’s
Washington dispatch says Gen. Grant goes to
Baltimore on Wednesday next, to attend the

nental are mentioned as having taken the initial
step. A scrip dividend of 15 per cent, is talked of in
Cleveland and Pittsburg to represent the earnings
spent on the road and the increased value ot real esstate. The Erie party has obtained control ot the
road for a favorable lease iu Cleveland tor the Atlantic & Great Western. It is also announced that
they after the Toledo and Wabash, and here, also,
there is talk of a scrip dividend in the future. The
Rock Island road has $1,400,000 ol first mortgage
bonds maturing this year, and the managers have
already a proposition before them for selling new
stock to take up the bonds. The Bull clique have
been selling heavily within a lew days in view ot the
probable increase in the capital stock. Sterling Exchange quiet at 109f @ 109}. Gold firmer; range of
the day at 135* @ 135|, closing at 135* @ 135*. Governments excited, active and higher; at the first call
large amounts were sold tor realization, which did
not effect the market; the demand continued at
the noon call with a further advance; prices at the
last Board were a trifle lower than the highest sales,
but the market closed firm. Henry Clevwe & Co.
turnish the following 4.30 quotations: Coupon 6’s
1881, 111* @111}; do5.20s 1862. 112 @112*; do 1664,
108} @108}; do 1865, 109* @ 109f; do new, 107} @

63}.

The neighborhood was infested with a
powerful gang of Mexicans, half bred
Indians,
Whitehorse thieves and murderers, which the
civil officers are unable to suppress.

personal.

Prescott, W. Philbrick, Elias Milliken, Joseph
W. Perter and Samel R.

COLORED

St. Louis, Jan. 7.—A Santa Fe dispatch of
the 5th iust., reports an affray between the
white aud colored troops stationed at Central
City, near “Finos Altos," in which two white
and three colored soldiers were killed aud a
large Dumber wounded. The difficulty originated at a ball given by the white troops. The
negroes claimed a right to dance and participate in the festivities, which was refused them
by the whites. A fight ensued, and afterwards
the colored troops oBrained reinforcements from
the fort and returned to the ball room and killed the white soldiers as they left the house. It
is reported that they burned the building and
ravished the wife and daughter of the owner.
Another correspondent writing from San
Miguel county, states that a party of armed
men, supposed to be Mexicans, entered the
town of Esteritos, took all the men
prisoners
and carried them off' fifteen miles, when
they
hung one and shot two of the prisoners. The
others succeeded in making their
escape. It
was believed that this was done in
revenge for
the murder of two Texans, who were killed

sent a

■

Maine

AND

A Denver dispatch says that the Board of
Trade last evening unanimously adopted a resolution endorsing Gens. Sherman and Sheridan in their policy towards the Indians.

WASHINGTON.

was

The
tho result was announced the friends of the
successful candidate should refrain from any
demonstrations of applause. After an absence
of fifteen minutes the committee reported as
follows; Whole number of votes 149, and one
blank; Hannibal Hamlin 75; Lot M. Morrill

BETWEEN WHITE
TROOPS.

PERSONAL.

to receive, sort and count the votes for a Senatorial candidate. The committee was composed of Messrs. Lang of Kennebec, Hersey ol

Penobscot, West of Hancock, and Lindsay of
Somerset, on the part of the Senate, and Randall of Stockton, Drummond of Portland, and
Clark of Lewiston, on the part of the House.
The roll of each branch was then called by
Mr. Drummond, of the committee, and each

NEW MEtirO.
AFFRAY

AN

For

particulars enquire ol

J. L. WEEKS.

A.

If.

the

of

Annual

P-

-F.

P‘

Meeting.

ol
of the
Annual
*•*•»*
the Portland Fir« Depart nu nt wfll
*£
*
M
on
Ofllce.
the Chief Engineer's
EVESINcl, Jamuiy,13t\ai H < other business.
ot
transaction
ol Trus eeeau l the
Per order ot the

Meeting

THE

‘1^2°

J^.'^ksBURY, Secretary.

Dec 26,

.8CS._dc28dld

-AnnuaTsieetinff.

The Annual Meeting ot tbe Port
land, Bangor & Machias Steamboat Company, for the election ot
five Director}*, and tor the traineetion ot any other business that may
w
legally come before them, ill be held at the ofllce ot'
Koss & Sturdivant. 17t* Commercial street, on Tuesday, January 12th, 18C9, at 2 o*' lock P. M.
WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.

Portland, Pee. 31,186*.

dtd_

Printing: Material

lor* ale Z

ot another printing
sale four Presses, por ab e 3
office,
horse engine, type (both newtrai ert book and Joa,)
and the general material ot a new»i ap«r and Job office; much of it is nearly new and all is mcuein and
in good order. A low price tor cash will te taken
for the lot. Address immediately.
THE FREE

HAVNG

purchased the stock

we

JaTdlw

otter

lor

t;R«SS,

Burlington, Vt.

Poetry.
Year’#

.1

MiSCELLANggpS.

i

Silting beside

the casement

In tbe cbili October day,
Wlien Twilight, wrapped in her misty veil
Was sobbing her life away;
Hearing tbe tinkle ot the beck,
And ihe chirp ot'the lingering bird,
An i the whistle of the homebound hind,
And the low of tire distant
herd;
Watching the ted leaves flouting down
From the branches one by
one;
Thinking of all that a year could do,
iJi all that a
year liad done.

Coe's

as an

April

can

Wanted!
Canvasser for the State of Maine;
had

at
COAX and Pant Makers,
Chester
jaoalw

Colds, .Coughs,

influenza,

Croup,

Whooping Cough,

Consumptive

CJou^li!

been a household medicine—and
th"
f,aret> 01 Iheir children,and

For years it has

iPy!!ifea8e

™

01 the throat, chest
t" be Without it.
In adtlilour ounce so long in the mar*“rni»h our mammoth family size bet’,n common with the other size, be

Situation

E°.a

tleV

tnn,’w7eVCh,iWrf
all Drug Stores.

lound at

For

Croup,

The Ba’sam will be found
invaluable, and may always be relied upon in the must extreme cases.

Whooping Cough,

t; hurley.

than
twenty-five years ago, another horse by liis
Side, and in the carriage wife, cousin and
child. 'I he road had been thrown up on either side of a low rail bridge, across a
sluggish stream; the cilch on either side, lull of
water, prevented auy turning off the road if
once jou got upon it.
I did got ou it before
J saw that the soil was the stillest, greasiest
of blue clay, and that it was wet with recent
rains. My horse saw the trouble before 1
did. He was nervous and troubled. There
was reasou.
Jn the middle of a wide prairie,
with no house within six or seven miles, and
a wile and children behind
you, no fences or
wood where, it stuck, you could get a lever
to pry out.
I spoke gently, growing at each
second a littie more earnest.
Every lilt of
theii hools pulled out ol the sucking mud
sounded like a pis'ol. Wo neared the bridge.

The

-a*

r

more

mud

deeper—the

"row

gyrbe testimony of all who have used it for this terrible disease during the last ten
years, is, that it invariably relieves and cures it.

more

tenacious.
For -a second Charley seemed
to despair. The black horse
by his
side was lor giving up.
I rose in my
seat
with a jell that
started Charley
like
breath
coals
oi
fire.
I
upon
brought down my whip on flanks seldom
dishonored with a blow.
Jrr au instant he
gathered himself like a buck for mighty leaps.
He had the strength often horses. Themus
ci s lay tike knots and cords
along his body
Away went the carriage, jerk by jerk, carriage
and black horse, too—all dragged by the terrible earnestness of my brave Charley,
till,
the bridge was reached, and crossed, and the
road on the other side, the
road
dry grass
once more gained!
Hid I notb!e.-s the ox
whose hide made that harness?
Hid I not
bless the men who putin those stitches? Hid
I not dance and shout, and caress old Chat
ley
Hid we not all get out,
—yes, kiss him, too!
women and children, aud pat him and praise
him, arid did he not, like a prince as he was,
yet trembling all over with excitement, re-

ceive our congratulations with proud intellif once? Charley was sold, on my removal, to
a minister;
somebody stole him and sold him
to the Indians. I don’t know what ever became ol him.
I should k*now him among ten
thousand. Ho you think that he is entirely
put out?

Sore Throat.
Keep your

throat wet with the

tle and often—and you will very

Balsam—taHug litlind

soon

one

relief.

Coughs

Yi -Id at once to a
steady use of this great remedy,
it will succeed in
giving relief when all other remedies have failed.

H.

as

S., Portland

PO.

Ja6-3

ain on

Don’t direct any

A

some

Partner eillier active or silent, with a capital of
3000 to 5000 dollar^in a good business well established in this city.
Address W*. press Office.
ja2dlw*

A

or

have only

for the following:

New Haven, Ct., Oct 17, 1866.
Mtssrs C. G. Ci.abk & Co.
Gentlemen:—I leel It is a duty and pleasure to
give you the benefit ol my experience in the use of
Coe s Cough Balaam, hrt m
taking a heavy cold, I
taken down with an attack ot congestion
ot the lungs, and continued lo
fail, under the best
mod cal care, until 1 was given
up, by competent
medical authority, to die. There seemed
nothing hut
strangulation and death before me.
1 was tohl
that turihcr me iical attendance and medicine was
useless, and I was resigned 10
death, when a friend,
who had been greatly benefltted
by using the Balsam, brought me a bottle. 'J his was alter 1 had done
with the doctor and med‘cine.
I thoug t it heked
me. and continued taking the medicine, and I continued io improve until my couch
sioppetl, and my
lungs healed and got well 1 used ten bottles. I remain. gent*, with great
respect,
Your ob’t serv’t,
JOHN WET.LS,
209 Washington st, New HiVcn, Ct.

letters to me at Hartlord until I find out which Hartford I live in.
They mix such things here in New England.
I think I am in Hartford proper, but no man
may hope to be certain. Because right here
in one nest we have Hartford, and Old Harlfotd, and New Hartford, and East Hartford,
and Hartford on-the-Hill, and Hartford:iround-genera 1 ly. It is the strangest thing—
this paueit-. of nam -s in Yankee land. You
fiDd that it is not a matter confined to Hartlord, hut is a distemper that afflicts all New
England. They get a name that suits them,
more

and then hitch distinguishing handles to it,
and hang them on all the villages round about.
It reminds me ot the man who said Adam went
on naming his descendants until he ran out
of names, and then said gravely, “ Let the rest
be called Smith.” Down there at New Haven
they have Old Haven, West Haven, South
Haven, West-bv-sou-West Haven, and Eastby-east-nor’-east-half-east Haven, and the oldest man in the world can’t tell which one of
them Yale college is in. The boys of New
England are smart, but alter they have learned everything else they have to devote a couple of years to the geography otNew Havenbelore they enter college, and then half of them
can’t do it till they go to see a voyage and
learn t.ow to box the compass. That is why
there are so many more New England sailors
1 ban any other. Some ol them spend their
-whole lives in the whaling service trying to
fit themselves for college. This class ot people have colonized the ci£y of New Bedford,
Hass. It is well known that nine-tenths of
the old salts there became old salts just in
this way. Their lives are a failure—they
have lived in vain—they have never been
able to get the hang ol the New Haven
geog-

In

THE

C. «. CLARK
CO.,
Sole Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

Store Ko. 09
Chambers
ALSO
Street. Apply

Jhxckange

st

To let.
second and third doors in same
\\

to

No. 49 1-2 Exchange St.,
Dec lO.dtf

ov r

H. ANUE1.SON,
Co.e’s Eating House.

Read l

Wanted.
MODERATE RENT, furnished

A ed.

Comer

CALLED TO

IS

P.

personally

by letter with
9£ Union Wharf,

cr

nov28-dtf

YOUNG GENTLEMAN with the highest cre-

A dentials

«
work in Maine, to whom exclusive territory
A will be given, for the sale of a SEWING MACHIN K, Just put in the market. Fullv licei.sed at
a comparatively low price.
Equal in finish, operation and appliances to any of the lngh priced machines. To i»e sold with a lull warrant.
To parties
having a good team preterence will be given. Ad< HICOPEE SEWIN’ G MACll IN E
dress
CO.,
Boston. Mass.

anvassing Agents Wanted,

fpO

COAT MAKERS. .Applv to
CUSTOM
FRED. tROCTOE,
QtMMtf

This preparation is pronounced by Dyspeptics as
only known remedy 1 bat will surely cure that
aggravating aud fatal malady. For years it swept
on ini its fearful tide,
carrying leloro it to an uut mely grave, its millions ol sufferers.-

Coe’s

109

Middle Street.

Dyspepsia

Cure

TO LET.
For Sale

to Let.
227 Cumberland St,with or without furniture, all modern improvement such as hatbing
room, hot and cold water, furnace, gas fixtures, &c,
and in a very desirable
neighborhood, will be sold
or

HOUSE
let

or

lavorable terms. Enquire
A. M. SMITH,
Cor. Middle and Temple

on

Acidity of
Stomach, Rising of Rood,
| Flatulency,Lassitude,
Weariness,

who was rather a fast youth, that finding his
irregularities becoming the general talk in
Athens, and having a very fine dog, which he
had given a large sum of money for, he cut
off h s tail, which was reckoned a
great or-

Ilis friends told him that the whole
city blamed him lor so foolish an action, and
talked of nothing else. ‘'That is what I
mean,” said l.e; “I had rather they should
talk of my dog’s tail than scrutinize my contZJYL'JA. VI**

—.

Fnally terminating In Death, are as surely cured by
this potent remedy, as the patient takes It.
Although
but live years befure the
peop/e, what is the verdict
ot tile masses? Hear what Lester
Sexton, ot Milwaukee, says:

Mr. Lester

Sexton,

a

wholesale

merchant of 30 years, in Milwaukee. one of the most reliable and

careful
date,

men

in the

Slate,says under

Wis., Jan 24,1868.
„Milwaukee,
Messrs. C G. Clahk
«& <’o, .New .Haven, Ct.
lioth myseil and wife have used uoe’s
Dyspepsia
--

_

_

H has proved perfectly
salisiaciory
a remedy.
1 have NO hesiiation iu
saying that
nave received cheat benefit irom its use.
and

oure,

A

Very respectfully,

Great

LESTER SEXTON.

Blessing.’*

[From Rev. L. F. WARD, Avon, Doraine Co., O.]
Messrr. Strong & Armstrong, Druggists, Cleve-

land, O.

greatly

great blessing. Truly yours,
Jan 13, lbGb.

ja5dlw*

To Lei.

Tenements
Green St., and
TWO
Salem and Brackett Sts.
on

one

comer

ot

Inquire of J. C. WOODMAN, Jr., 144J Exchange
B
st. or N. M. WOODMAN, 28 Oak st.
dc31dif
To Let.
Rooms- now occupied by Chesley
Brothers, over my Boot aud Shoe Store.

TAILOR’S

m. o.

_

ralmkk,

132 Middle st.

LETl

HOUSE on Hanover St., containing six rooms,
S16 per month.
ALFORD DYER,
dc!7 dn27 Market Square, up stairs.
A

three story wooden house on the
easterly
comer ot Free and Ceutre streets in Portland
Possession given January 1, 1869.
j. & E. M. RAND.
Apply to
4
121 Middle st.

L. F. WARD.

To Let,
LARGE an I pheasant trout chamber with gas
and lurnace beat, to two gentlemen or gentle-

A

and wiie. Breakfast and tea if desired. Please
enquire at this office.
dec2dtt

man

To Let.

FIRST CLASS 4 Story Store witt* finished
THE
Market 6t
basement, light ami airy, 100 feet
31
a

on

feet

by

Middle stieet, opposite the New
p»rt or whole

on

Post. Office. Kent reasonable. For
of said store apply immediately fo

premises,

or

H. K.

owner

the

on

STICKNfeY, Head ot Long
_nov28-dtf

Wharf.

2 tore to Let.
No. 2 Galt Block, Commercial
session given Jan’y 1,1669. Inquire ot

STORE

st.

Pos-

JOHN O. PROCTER,
No. 93 Exchange Street.

oc24tf

TO

JLET.

Pearl and Cumberland sts,
fitted up in good style for Apolbeeary,Drv Goods
STORES
with
oil corner

ot

Millinery business,
conveniences.

cemented

water

Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terrace. fitted with all modern conveniences, abundance of pure hard and soft water.
Now ready for occnpancy. Apply to

J. L. FARMER,
augCdtf47 Dantoith Street.

and Third Stories
Harris’ Hat Store
coiner ot Middle and Exchange sts.
SECOND
over

july

27dtf

D. & F. FESSENDEN,

59 Exchange st.
For Sale or to J>et<
flrst-cJass, three-story brick house,with free-

THE
For

trimmings, number 35 High street.
particulars Inquire at No 30 Exchange street,
Spauish Consulate’s, between 10 A. M. and 3P. M.
April 21-dtt

ISAAC AIKEN, of Alleghany, Pa.,
cured4iim, alter all other reme-

I. OS

dies had tailed.

Druggists.

By
It is

an

Finely Executed Cute.

'eight-pipe

paper, anti without

exception,

the Largest and Cheapest Youth’s Publication in
the
country. Sotre ot the most Fascinating anil
Brilliant Writers contribute to itB columns, among
whom arc
MRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
E. ,-TUAnT PHELPS,
MRS. LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON,
PAUL DU CHA1LLU, and orbcrs.
llsarticlesare mostly original, thoroughly practical in their cliara ter, wide awake and entertaining.
SutwrinRon price SCO a year, F r sale by all
News-dcaleiij. Price 4 cenIB single copy.
With a circulation of neatly 50,000. ach
week, tho
Companion is one or the Pest mediums for advertising in New England. For terms, address, T C
Evans, Advertising Agent, 100 Washington Street'
Boston.

PERRY MASON & CO„

dc30d3w

Publishers, Boston.

Any Druggist in tbe country will tell you, It you
e ^rou^^e to enquire, that
every one that burs
hot Ho ot Coe's
cure from them, speaks
in the most unqualified praise ol its
great medicinal
virtues.
a

»Te

Dyspepsia

\

Lost!
Sunday alternoon, an ACCOUNT BOOK about

ONel?ht inches

Coe’s
Will

Dyspepsia Cure,

also be lound invaluable in all

cases

The contents heir g of a
fquare.
ot no value except tr the owner,
the finder will be liberally rewarded by leaving it at
store No. 48 Middle Street, or at 281 Fore Street.
December 8. dtf

city

ana

ol Diar-

WALTER. CORE V, |
MTECREIV IUAKNII,
DEXTER S. RICs.’f

BOARD

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and wile can be
accommodated with board at a moderate price,

TWO

private family, pleasantly located,
minutes walk of the New City Hall.
Address D. 8. J., Portland. P. O.

in

a

within four

d« 29 new3t lw*

Scales,1 Daily Dress Job Office,

Fallbacks Standard

No. 1 Printers’

Exchange,

_HOTELS.

eaglehotelT
Falls,

Be Witt

IWOKiEE

Alarm

Dlt A (VEB.

BOOMJRD,

& JOB

nished

PRINTING,

Having completely refurnished our office since the
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Presses, Arc., we are prepared on the shortest

possible notice to accommodate
friends and the public with

and is

KILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

FAIRBANKS, BROWN
118

<£■

CO.,

Milk Street,

BOSTON.
For sole by all leading Hardware Merchants.
Dec 31-eoalnr

A CHOICE

LOT

FANCY GOODS
SUITABLE FOR

and Bridal Presents.

flatter ourselves that we have the iareeu an..
finest rtoek of Rich Goods ever orterecMn ,?d
cltv of Portland, at prices Evceedi..a
j
Our Stock consists ol f,r Seis-ors in
cases, Ladies
Companions, Work Boies. Dressing Cases Fins
Beat Russia Leather ltau-lkorckiei and Glove
Boxes’
Opera Glasses, Toilet Stands and sets Vases fine
Card Cases in Pearl, Scotch Wood and Leather
Writing Desks, Pocket Knives, real Jet Goods ot
all description; Parian Marble
Statuary, fine Brushes, &c &c. Rubber Pen and Pencil Cases, Gold
Pens, etc., and a great variety of new and am active
goods too numerous to mention.
deteodtt

WE

bare superior facilities i'er the execution ot

books, pamphlets
Which tor neatness and dispatch •? auuot be
surpassed
33f~ Orders trorn the country
solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

IJL

Dally

Press Job Office

No. 1 Printers’ Exchange,

Exchange St.,
N. A.

Portland.

The CHEAPEST place In the city t( buy

Watches, Clock® & Jewelry
For

Christmas
—

IS AT

ONE

Sewing Machines.

and examine the Improved Drop Feed Ac-

CALL
tion, and

IMPROVED FLORENCE,
that makes
four different stfehes and has (he Reversible Feed.
DH^Machines to let and Repaired.

». DYKU, 158 Middle
St.,
Junction

CLOT
Cleansed

•

Free.

HTNG

apd Repaired

BY

Fine Watches, Chaste Rings,
Lockets,

Bracelets

at

&c.

now

WATEKHOUSE & MELLEN, Prop’rs.
George Williams, Clerk.
Lee. 7, 1868. d3m

Augusta House !

jrrtgg
[iwmilThis

AUGUSTA, MAINE.
Modem

kJ.. -Aa

disease from the system, and making

Hotel contains 110
Rooms,

Large Parlors, Leading Looms,
Ba‘h Boom and Billiard Hal!.

03P*Also, SAMPLE ROOMS on the Business St. of
Augusta for the accommodation of Commercial Travelers, without extra charge,
CHJIT TURNER, Proprietor.
Q3T*Free Carriages to and from Boats and Cars for
Quests.
Novl2d-tt
_

United States Hotel,,

Have liwuAcfeiaee*

CRAM

&

CO.,
THE

House,

Cor. Middle and India Sts.,
Near Grand Trunk Depot,
E. H. GILLESPIE, Proprietor.

septlldtt

Royal Victoria Hotel,
NASSAU, N. P. BAHAMAS.
above Hotel, with superior accommodations for families, invalids, Arc., and kept
in the best manner, is now (October 1st)
opened for the winter. The climate ot Nas,_sau Is unsurpassed by any in tbe world, the
thermometer ranging about se enty during the winter. Steamers leave New York every tour weeks;
passage but lour davs. For further particulars apply to the proprietors.
TUNNELL & LORTAZ.
oc7d3m
Nassau, N. P., Oct. 1,1868.
The

a

Heigho Time
THAT

an

SSfovr r<any Tbeceands Oaa Testify s» *2 hit

Sleighing

above sleigh having been put in fine order
throughout, the subscriber is prepared to charter
her for pleasure parties at short notice, and on most
tavorablc terms.
On Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, when the
weather is fine, she will make a cruise about town
tor an hour. Leaving the head of State Street at 2
o’clock, will pass directly down Congress street
Will haul up at High Street, City Horel and Preble
House to take any who may be waiting for a ride.
Fare only 25cents; Children under fifteen 15 cents.
Sabbath frehoo’s and other special parties waited
AIsj Hacks turnished
upon on satisfactory terms.
lor boats, cars, parties, weddings, lunerals, &c., in
Office 425 Congress Street, between
pry number.
Park and State Streets.
N. S. FERNALD.
N. B.—Thanking my friends an i the public for
their liberal patronage, 1 would solicit a continuance
of the same.
dec29MW&Stf

charge made.
day passes but we

or no
a

Hardly
are consulted by one or
young men with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supiioged te
have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time ate
made to rejoice in perfect health.
There are many men of the age of
thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from
theblad
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a marnerthe patient canDot account for.' On
examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small parriclee of semen or a1bumen will appear, or the color will
of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die cf this
difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, In a plain
manner, a desenr>tlon of their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
.All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned, if desired.

Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble Houce,
Portland. Ve. •?
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADI£»,
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find
arranged for the r

especial accommodation.
Pf. Pi8 ^ec^c Renovating Medicines are unilvailad in efficacy and superior virtue In
regulating aii
lremale Irregularities. Their action is
epecific and
certain ot producing relief m a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the
health, and may be taken
With perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the
country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
“^rasing
isnJ.l^Rd&’w.
No. 1.4 Preble Street, Portland.

New Store and New Goods!

—

Christmas has Come !
DUJROY

&

FANNOF,

respectfully inform iheir friends and tbe
WOULD
public that they hav opened
±

a

Confectionery

Hair
For

restoring Gray Hair to
natural Vitality and Color.
A

Store !

Passage Tickets
on

Al^r

W. D. LITTLE & CO
Agents.

They have

large variety of goods frrm abroad, bethey manufacture themselves.

a

sides what

J'aslry

Presents.

Cnkei of all kind? made to
older.

and

which

of youth.

Thin hair is thickened, tailing hair checked, and baldness often,
though not always, cnred
by its use. Nothing can restore the
hair where the follicles are
destroyed,
or the glands
atrophied and decayed.
But such as remain can be saved for
usefulness by this application. Instead
of fouling the hair with a pasty sedimest, it will keep it clean and vigorous.
Its occasional use will prevent the hair
from turning gray or falling off, and
consequently prevent baldness. Free
from those deleterious substances which
make some preparations dangerous and
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
only beneQt but not harm it. If wanted
merely for a

HAIR
nothing else

DRESSING,

be found so desirable.
Containing neither oil nor dye, it does
not soil white
cambric, and yet lasts
long on the hair, giving it a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful perfume.
can

Prepared by
and

Dr. J. C.

Ayer

&

Co.,

Analytical Chemists,

LOWELL, MASS.
PBIOE $1.00.

or

Given gratis to live, energetic Agents, male or female, in a new, light and honorable business paving
thirty dol ars a day sure. No gift enterprise, no
humbug. Address R. Mouroe Kennedy & Co Pitts-

burg, Pa.__dc?3-d4w

nay Conyh
money refunded.

!

hours,

MRS. DlJN SMOBE’H

BALSAM OF HOARHOUND
A > I>

AN1AE-SEED,

For Goughs, Golds, S'hortiess of
Asthma, &c.

Breath,

excellent Medicine has I lie extraordinary
THIS
property ot immediately relieving C"UGHS,

GOLDS,

HOAitsENESS.

BERATaiNG,

DIFFICULTY

OB*

WHOOPING COUGH, and HUSKIrsliSS ol th<j THROAT.
It operates by d'ssolving
tue congealed phlegm, and
causing tree expectoration.
Persons who are troubled with that
unpleasant
tickling in the throat, which deprives them of rest,
night after night, by the incessant cough which it
provoke?, will, by taking one dose, And immediate
on° Lottie ,u most ca-cs will effect a cure.
65r For sale by Druggists

rel1FLi 5Ln(i

generally.

A. M. DINS MO RE &
CO.,Prvp’ra,
POUTI.A1VD, MB.
October

29._d

law A w€m

Sll/li POPLINS
Bor 84 OO Per Yard.

BLANKETS
For 83 73 Per Pair.

AT

c.

A.

VICKEBY’S,

153 middle Street.

Dec 30-d2w

Hard and White Pine Timber.
on

tbe

union ticket office
49 1-9 Exchange Street, Portland.
13-dtl

dressing

freshness

_

tor sale
ear,y application
at

Christmas

se-

Cough Remedy

dc4eodtt

CALIPOBNIA!

of Centre Street,

where they Invite them to come and make their
lection of goods for

WEDDING CAKE I
is at once agreeable,
best quality at short notice. Parries supo;.t^e,vcry
In ihe latest Boston and New York sttles.
healthy, and effectual plied
December 22. dtf
for preserving the
GREAT ENGLISH
hair. Faded or gray
hair is soon restored
to its original color
with the gloss and
Warranted la rare
in 44

McDUFFEE’s.

___

Vigor,

corner

band and sawed to dimensions.

BARD PINE PLANK.
BARD PINE FLOORING AND STEP.
BOARDS. For Sale by

STETSON & POPE,

PRINTING, of all kinds done with dis- Wbari and Dock, First, corner of E Street.
Office
patch at the Press SfEce.
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
may27d9m

POSTER

AMOUNT

AJI <»ooi1h damaged or broken in transportation replaced without charge.
Checks describing arti- les sold sent to agents
in clubs, at rates mentioned below. We
guarantee
every art cle to cost less than it bought at any Boston or New York Wholesale House.

Commissions to Agents,

jgi Atsrfgws.
AT

•

West,

South

THB

and

North

West,

By

all the principal Routes, via. Boston and
worrerter lo Albany tied ihe New York

Central Hailnny lo Bnfrnlo or 'tins'* »
Western or Cube
Jel»l thence by theor«i real
whore
via New V oik City anil
Itailroiiils,
tile, Atlantic and Circat W estern auil
„c
a euuhylrnnia
Central Huilwny*.
t,le Lowest Bate* at the
i,. Aat
Only I nAo 49
E*cltu»ie SI.,

Portland!*

D^41attL,lrTLlE

&

IJec.

Money by Registered Letter.
SEND FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR.

I* -A-ItJtiC JE It, sSt: Co.
Nos. 08 Or lOO Summer St., Boston.
POSTSCRIPT.
The Internal Revenue Department declares the
strict legality of this method ot sale, and that It in
no wim resembles the
gilt enterprise concerns
dec 2Jd4w

To the Working Class.
prepired

AM now
to furnish constant employment to all classes at their
homes, tor their spare
moments. Business new, light and profitable. Fifty cems to $5 per evening is easily earned, and the
boys and girls tarn nearly as much as men. Great
inducements are offered. All who see this no.fce
please send me their aihfress and test the business
tor themselves, lfnot well
satisfied, 1 will send *1
to pay for the trouble of writ ng me. Full
particculara sent free. Sample sent bv mail lor ten cents.
dc23-d4w Address E. G. ALLEN, Augusta, Me.

I

(SOMETHING NEW and USEFUL-A Now Era in
L A K MLSTC at POPULAR
PKIlEs. “Hitchcock's halt dime series of Music
lor tlic million
No. 1 now teady.—Music and
words of the comic song,
"Captain Jinks of the
Worse Marines
Olliers to follow rapidly. Price 5
cents each.
Your Newsde iler has it or will get it
for you. Mailed on receipt of price. Address BEN.r
W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher, 89 Spring street, N. Y.
l>ec
23-d4w

TOILET SOAPS
2, 1?68.

dot

<jly

$100 A MONTH

Agents. We yave nothing tor curiosity seekers, but
reliable, steady, profitable employment, lor those
who mean business.
Address, with 3ct stamp.0. L.
\ an
Atlenjt Co., 48 New Street, New York.
Dec 19-d4w

AGENTS
WA NTED.M„!,s:
Agriculture and the

M-chanic Arts, foil ted bv
Gko. E, WABZ&G, 2S?q., the distinguished Author
and Agncu tural Engineer of the New Y rkt
eutral
Park. Nothing like lr ever published. 209
etgiavings. Sells at sight to farmers, mechanics and working nien of all classes.
Active men ahd women are
coining money. Send for circulars. E. B. TREAT
& oO., Publishers, 654
Broadway, N. Y. dc!9d4w'
to

One ol the best medicines,
probably tbe best ever
prescribed, tor tbe numerous and distressing ailments known as FEMALE
COMPLAINTS, is
Dodd s Nervine and Invigorator.
Headache, Pain in
tiie Back and Limbs, Palpitation ot the
Heart,
PaiDine»8, Loss ot Appetite, Bearing-down Pain,
Prosiration o! Strength, Retained, Excessive, Irregular or Paintul Menses
all yield to its ma^ic
For Hysteria,
power.
Epilepsy,
Ac.,
it is all but infallible. It is also Melancholy,
most valuable to
who are experiencing the change incident to
advanced years. Then it is that constitutional maladies make their appearance, if
any be lurking about
anrt ®ive ca8*'® to remaining
d.iys.
Dodd s Nervine ami Invigorator
greatly assists nature at this important period, maintaining the
vigor
and tranquility of early lite, and
carrying them with
—

ease

and saiety through.

Important

Certificate.

HCommunicated by a Physician.]
Some months ago I was called to attend a lady of
Williamsburg, N. Y.. who had long been suffering
from troublesome uterine disease. Its
presence was
marked by constant vaginal di
charge, sometimes
oi watery consistency and sometimes oi
creamy and
muco-puruient. She bad been unuer treatment tor
some time, but constantly grew worse.
VagiDal examination dwclosed extensive induration and ulceration of the cervix uteri. 'The uterine
inflammation,
which was evidently assuming a chionic
form, was
also aggravated by long-standing
constipation, palpitation ot the heart, night-sweats, cough, poor appetite, and almost daily laintiugs. She tainted to
entire insensibility during one of
my first visits. I
commenced, ot course, by such active local treatment as the ulceration demanded, and then
applied
myself to a recuperation of the general health. It
was inconvenient to see her
and except
frequently,
to mark the heating ot the ulcers, in the
early stages
I visited her only every other week. For Ionic and
constitutional invigorant Dodd’s Nervine only was
prescribed. I had some time beiore become acquainted with its proi^rties, and knew ot nothing
more sate or
satisfactory in its probable effects. And
the result completely iustified my expectation. In
lessthar a lorinight the bowels had become ir. e and
regular in their movements, the night sweats disappeared, and appetite began to grow. The fainting
spe.ls became less frequent, and soon ceased altogether. In another lor night there was no more
cough, the vaginal discharge was sensibly diminishing. sleep was normal and refreshing, and the general health decidedly improved. What remans is
soon told.
The patient continued the use of the
Nervine, (and no other medicine) lor some weeks
lunger, when my further attendance was not required. Since her recovery 1 have seen her but once.
She seemB perfectly well. Her joy over restored
health is naturally enough most enthusiastic. She
never beiore had a medicine rive her such comfort—
and such appetite—and such sleep—and such courage—and such strength. She wouldn’t try to keep
house again without it. Ac., A-c. It Is
my opinion
that the Nervine is the best tonic and corrective of
the female organ ration that has ever come under mv
observation. I shall not tail to Continue ts use in
all similar casts, and the profession know
they are
numerous enough.
For sale by ah Druggists. Price, One Dollar.
8w

DR. BURTON’S

TOBACCO

ANTIDOTE,

\XTARRANTtD to remove all desire tor Tobacco.
TV
It is entirely vegetable ami barmlers. It
pur~
tjies and enriches the bl od, invigorates tlte system,
possesses great nourishing and strengthening power,
is

an excellent appetizei. enab'es the siomach to digest the heartiest mod, makes sleep refreshing, and
establishes robust health. Smokers and C hewers for

Sixty Years Cured. Price, Fitly Cents, post free.
A treatise on the injurious effect of
Tobacco, with
lists ol references, testimonials, Ac., sent free.
Agents wanted.
Address Dr. T. R. ABBOTT, .Jersey Cltv. N. J.
Sept. 18,12w
0C1416W

WANTED—AliENTSi—$75

COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will stitch, hem
led, tuck, qnilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a most superior manner.
Prico
only SI8. Fully warranted tor five years.
We will pay $1000 tor
any machine that
will

sew

more

a

elastic

stronger,

seam

than

more
outs.

beautiful,

or

It makes the

“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch
can bo cut, and still the cloth cannot be
pulled
We pay Agents from $73
apart without tearing it.
to $.'00 per month and expenses, or a commission
from which twice that amount can be made. Address SECOMB & CO., PITTSBURG,
Pa., or BOSTON. MA SS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other
parties palming off worthless cast-iron ma.hines under the same name or otherwise. Ours is the onlv
genuine and really practieal clleap machine manutactured.
oct!9d4w
sepl8w3m

Gilman’s

Pulmonary Troches.

Especially recommended ior
clearing the throat
ind KEL1EVIKO
HCUHSEHE8S. Much valued by
Singers and Speakers. At once the best and cheapest.
per

Sold everywhere
by Druggists. Only 28 cents
box.

May be

had in any quantity of

wTwSl
GEO; C. GOODWIN & «0., Bdston.
Dec 19-U4w

i> I frit t

inOrtPL.

International Steamsbjn (Jo.
st. John.

ana

Trip

Week !

per

On and sif r
M W

A

4 fS#£LSteamer
K. B.

Monday, Dec 7tb

t]

»

BRUNSWICK, Cait
will leavo Railnaii

Winchester,

UAi

5

HI

o

Thursday11^

VV iiari toot ot Stalest,
every MONclonk P. M.. tor Eastport am St .Fobn.
leaveSt. John till ! Eastport every

Connecting

at

Eastport with Stage Coaches lor

and Calais, and with N.
el.,?*’, Robbiuston
Railway lor Woodstock and Houlton staOonnec'ting at St. John with the E. A N. A.
au'* intermediate stations,
PreiBht fr 5Jle<Ua0,
AmIre"» anil Calais

I!

ii
EastoStk
S£?VLby *a*»ng vessels.

P?M.t

o’clock

Ic<:elve‘t

taken

days

»•»

d.28—dti

A. U.

ol

sailing

from

until 4

STUBBS, Agent.

UlKKt'T

Iflail

Steamship
—

Line

TO-

Halifax, IV. H.
The Steamship CARLOTTA, Cplbv.
SttLSTT? Master, will sail tor llalo. x direct
troni Halt’s Wharf,
EVKHV

NATt’mi.lV, nt
WEATHER PERMITTING.
passage, with State room, $8.

Cabin

Atlanti? Wb"i‘,!io7U)ali0n

.Vaan,

Meals extra.
L’ "UAStM,

t0

J°HN

1868. dtd

JDee. It,

P0RTE0U8’ A*e"‘-

TH *fi BKITIMI1 <V NORTH
,f ..-vf
^ :!—«•»? AMERICAN ROYAL MaILSTCAMSH1P8 between NEW YORK anil
R25SSiS2SilH VERPOOL, calling at Cork Harbor,
ttirssia 8-m*w,kVEbY WlIiNESAY.

™SSIA,

Jau 6
13
“20

PS'1**,
p.Uj?A.

Second Cabin
The owners

JAVA,

Jan 27

AUSTRALASIAN,Keb4

RUSSIA,

Feu 10

yy f gold.
accountable

Passage.

o' tbe.e >hips wilVuot be'
ut
Taluabl**> unless bills ot Lading baying
expressed are sizucI therelor. For passae•
aptly to
CHARLES G. FRANCKLYN,
103 Stale Street.

the

al

v

ue

VARD L, INK, Sailing
every

Thursday

J,n 7. TRIPOLI,
''
14- PALMYRA,

(A,i,nf p°’

Irom

Jan 28
Feb 4.

Passage..»Vo,

steerage

1 he»e steamers sail Irom
Liverpool every Tue day
brb.gnig Ireighi and passenger.- diieci to Bo ton
to CHARLES
,,
.o a vr,L£?nAVab.1," passage apply
G. FLANCKLkN, 103 slate st.
noXOcod

ly

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday,

Dec 4th, 188N.
QgatNLijHaj “Passenger Trains leave Portland duly
n*tf^aB5rSuii<iays excepted) ior South Berwick
Junction, Portsmouth and Boston, at C.95, S.iu A i"’
M
and 2.53 and 0.00 P M.
Ifa™ Boston tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00
6.00

&UU

M.

Biddeiord tor Portland at 7.30 A. M., retnrning at

5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 and 10.09 A. M..
and 8 30 and 8.00 r. M.
The tram leaving Portsmouth tor Portland at 10.00
A. M does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridavs the 6 o’clk
P. M. tram to and Itom Boston will ru'u via Boston
& Maine K. E stopping only at Saco,
Biddetord,
Eeunebunk, South Berw ick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Hadroad,
slopping onlv at Saco, Btddelord, Kcunebunk, Souih Berwick Junction, Porismoutb, Newburyport, Salem and Lvun.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FKANC18 CHASE, supt.

Portland, April 25, 1808.

GRAND

WINTER

RAILWAY
Monday, Sept. 21. IKS,

Express and Mail Train tor Bangor, Montreal. Quebec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate stations, at 5,P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked after time
above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From South Paris and Lewiston, at
8.10 A ltl.
From Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and
the West, at
2.15 P M.
Local Train trom South Paris and intermediate stations, at
8.00 P. M
S3T” Sleeping Cars on all night Trains.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that per-' nal) unless notice is given, find paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additiona value.

/MIES, Managing BiTector,

BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Sept. 19,1808.

dtf

mm CENTRA*.

R.

X.

■0n a,ld a,ter Monday, Aptil 15tb.
WU“SB!curretit, trains will leave Portland tor
ani1 a. 'ntermediatc station on this line, at
‘i?r
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lcwiitois and Auburn
only, at
7*10 A. M.

tyFreight trains for Watervtdeand allintermsdiate stations, leave Portland at ts.25 A. M,
Tram from Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M,
torormeet with train for Boston.
Prom Lewiston and Auburn on! v, at *.10 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES,Sunt.
....
Nov.
noMti

In

^l*1. J* f

jy'OJfc*,

BOSTON.

season

1,1868_

H

Arrangement l
The

v.
/

as follows from India
Station, Portland:
ExpressTrain lor Lewiston and South Paris, connecting at South Paris with mixed train lor Gorham

M.

Franuonia,

rfuutil

Winter

street

G. J• BR i

Line I

On and after the 18th iuat. the fine
Steamer Dirigo and
will
turtlmr. notice, run as follows:
Sr-iA .su
MMMBMBliU ire »ve Galls w Lari, Foreland, every
Monday and I’HURbDAY.at 4 P M., and leave
Yolk» ever%> MONDAY and
IHUU.'tDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted
np with fine
acconiiiioa:i Ions lor pastenyeis,
making this the
most con/enioLr and comfortable route lor
traveler!
between New York ind Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Cabin Passage $4.1
Meals extra.
Goo slot warded to and from Monti
eal, Quebec,
Halilax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippirt
are requested to send their
height to the Steamers
as early as 4 r. xj, ou the
days they letve Pottianil.
hor treighl or passa.e af»i>ly to
HLNRY i’OX, Galt’s Wbari, Portland.
J. t. AMLS, Pier 38 K. R. New York.
May 9-dtt

CANADA.

ARRANGEMENT.

0n and alter
wid run

| HWffVJI

Semi-Weekly

apr28dti

TRUNK
OF

~~1u

1

and

new

superior eea-z< ip.

steamers JOHN BROOKS, ii r
\ MONTREAL, having been fi.tct
V**p at great expense with a

\

..•i'utukroi beautiiul State Rccini.
^
the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wbari, Portland .at7o’clcek
end India Whan, Boston, every
day at 5 »’olock. P,
M, (Sunuays excepted.)
will

run

^,are..
JJOCiI*....
1 oo
Fwight taken as asua’#

L-BILLING*. Age,,.

Sept 12, 1868-dtl

ooajlT
COAL !

Agents forjfohns Coal.

b€en appointed Agents
*or
TH?rU»Iiderp,i!riied.{,aving
6aIe
the above Coal, ould
say to the
ol
of

w

J
Portland
Before yon lay in your Winter’s
Cool.be
*
sure and Try the Johns
Cool.
This celebrated Coal Las lor years stood the
hiehest tor domestic use of
any HVbite Ash Coal mined.
Qaallty it has always been kept
up to the standard. It the Johns Coal suits ouce it
will always suit; because there is no
mixture iLis
we claim as a particular
advantage over other coal.-.
Consumers by uuying the Johns Coal will avoid
tbe
continued trouble and
annoyance of getiinz cverv
other year bad slaty coal.
b.very one has had ibis
trouble. Jobus
citizens

i«¥ret7,ra,t:0I\an<J

Coal we will warrant io suit ineverv
few reasons why the Johns Coal

case.
We give a
in Inc ISKM

First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—It is the most Economical and gives the
*

best heat.

Third—It will not clinker, and for durability and
1
strength it is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It always comes the same.
We sell the Johns Coal at the same
price as any
other good White Ash Coal. We have lor
tree-burn-

ing Coal,

The Cooking Miracle of the Age
DIAMOND AND LOEBEBY.
ZIMMERMAN'S

Furnaces and Parlor Stoves we shall kee
C^**For
ilarleigli,

the

Steam Cooking Apparatus.
lhzelton aud Sugar-Loaf Lehigh.
Cheap, Simple, Economical!
hand Hard
Soft Wood.
Also

A TMNNER COOKED

for twenty persons over
holeol the Stove. Can be put on any
Stove or Range ready for instant Ute.
Water changed to a delicious
Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house ireo troin odcusive odors in
cooking, its results astonish all who try it.
WfSend tor a Circular.
***

Or!E

For sale, a* nl»o Town uu4 €ouiit>
Rights in the Suite, by
JOHHC0USENS,
lan
Kennebonk, Mo
3-dtf_
o

IlEINlSVil’S

Scissors

and

A

m.l,

Tailors Shears!

June 27-dtt

the convenience
Tj>OKmade

of our customers, we have
arrangements to have ordera taken at
wiore, corner ol Middle and Exchange btreet, which Will be promptly attended to.
A

if am*

slat

If Alt D

AXD

WOOD!

james a triLUjtns,
n barf, Commercial Mlreel.

Pci-lc,’.

sep.'8-d6m

Kindling' ior Coal.
BAKK, lor kindling Coal.

Saves
the cheapest, neatest and best thing out catting:
Apply
7
"'M. H. WALKEK,
Commercial St., epposile Brown’s Sugar Bouse.
November

t0_

2d.

York,
296

SOFT

Also good assortment of

HAVE APPOINTED

Ohenery & Taylor, Grocers,

Co.,

COAL.

B

Tea and Coflee Co.,
IN <; w

&
Commercial St.

<50

Pine and Spruce Lumber.

THE

04

and

DY

LOWELLL & SEN TEH,
sep2d6inos
__04 Kuchnngr Ml.

Empire

on

Randall, McAllister

A SMO KTM fe-NT

FOR BALE

Office of tin American Watch Oo.
WE

SOLE

*•___
NOTICE.

ait

NOTICE.

Congress st

ALSO,
l.ruiont * Andenon, CSrocera, Cat. t'on«re*» dfc Allautlc SI.,
AGENTS lor the sale of tlieir fiuc TEAS
and COEVEEM in Port and.
The uuparallcd success 01 tins Company is owing
to the the! that they Import their Teas uirect from
the Tea Producing Districts of Chum and
Japan, and
eell them at retail at C iigo Prices, ihus
swing to the
cousumer the immense piotiU paid herctoldre
■*r«cc l.i.li
Oolong, 60, 90, lno, ocst $1 20 per lb.
Yocno Hyson,90, luo, Uu, best $1 25 per lb.
Japan, 100,110 best $1 25 prr lb.
Mixed,Oolong and Japan,so, 10,100 best $1 20 per lb
Old Hy>on,90, loo, no, best *1 25 per ib.
Imperial, 90, 100.110, best $1 25 per lb.
Gunpowder, 100,1 25, besi si 50per lb.
English Breakfast His. llo, best $1 20 per Ib.
Empire Co’s celebrated Loko Arm Chop, t 25.
Edr. Breakfast Codec,highly reeommeued2..c. per lli
Puie Old Govern = cui Java Codec, 10c per Ib.
HTT lie above parties are our bah Agents in Portion
sepL'IMyr

Waltham, Sian., Sor 1888.
HAVE APPOINTED

LOWELL & SEN TER,
04

Exchange St,,
DEALERS

Watch cs.

IN

Ch ronometers,

Spectacles A Nautical Instruments,
Our Sell'ng Agents for the City and
land, and intend to keep in tbeii
times »uch a btock oi

GOLD and SILVER

vicinity

Port-

ol

postssion

at

all

WATCHES

Watch Movements as will enable them to
supply any demand euher at wholesale or retail which
may bcun.de upon them, and at ratea as tavorabt.
as are ottered at oursa e. In
New York or
Pur American Watch Co.
E. ROBBINS, Treas’r.

and

Bos°om

dct-d!y_B.

JORDAM~& ULAKE, Fletcher Manufacturing

Oo

Established 1

No. 8 Commercial Wharf,

Portland,

Are prepared to fill all orders for

_

to $2u0 per
month, evervwhere. male ami female, to
introduce the GENUINE IMPR ,VED

bay, E.

One

ladies

18,y9viem,s

Y;

|S6S.

j,

SPRING ARRA !S urBNFNT,

HEALTH l

Agexts—-Waldoboro, GLMHhli A LUGLKY;
5°^.. 1>0,,U‘ ^• NlcHOLS; Damariscotta, A.
; Hodgdon’s Mills, K. A L. MoNX*
GOAI Lit AsVJ^Jb.
Booth

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R R. Maine
Steamship Company
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

LADIES
IN POOR

STS’"’ Freight receive#* nf Atlantic Wharf for each
at 1 o'clock P. Al. on days previous to sailing
i nquire of
JI
AX WOOD A Co.
Gr
uia>. McLaughlin ago.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.’

at 7.10 A SI.

COLGATE & CO’S

aua ln’

route

Eastport

imV”°'

Send

ua

llooihba’v*» S1

Co>* Agents.

Arrangement,

7

Fare from Waldoboro to Portland *1 nnPond $100; Uamariscotta ,1,00;
i
omoay »l,UO
Hodgdon’s Mills $1.00,
Fare from Waldoboro to Boston by Boats* on*
Round Fond $2.00: Daiuariscottu $2,U); Hnn?v.l.r.’
°otliba*
•I,50i Hodgdon's to..Is $1,50.

Portland & Kennebec ft, R.
Winter

M°"oSk^tlE'
o’clo3£J^“°*™

Thursday morning at
ter mediate landings.

■

ratio.

iBACH, Master,

daymorumg at 7

Exceed those ot every other establishment of the
daily
l.cave p&rtl“nd
kind; proof of this can bo found in comparingom
^i*ggat 1.10.1 J\I. for stations
on this lmc
andTor Bangor, Newport, Dexter and
premiums with those ot o hers FOB CLUBS OF
Stations on
THE S \' E SIZE, in addition to which we claim '• Maine Central railroad; Also lor
Lewiston Farm
to give better goods of the same character.
ington and stations on tile Androscoggin’ R k
Passengers tor Bangor, Newport, Dexier and"staWe tcill send to Agents free
cf charge,
tions on the Maine Cenlral R. R., wid
eliauge cars at
For a Clab of 30 aa<l Three
Hollarx.Kendall’s Mi ls; the lare is the same by this route
One ot the following anicles: 1 doz. good linen
Shirt
as via the Maine Central Road.
1 set solid Gold Studs. Ail Wool
hron s.
Cassimere
Leave Portland lor Bath, and intermediate stalor Pants. Fine white
Counterpane, large size. 1 tions daily, except Saturdays, at 5 30 P M,
1 Balmoral Skirt.
2u yarns brown or bleachLeave Portland lor Bath and Augusta on Satured Sheeting, good quality, yard wide. 1
elegant 100- days at 8.15 P. M.
Picture Morocco bound Photo-Album. 1 double lens
Passenger trams are due at Portland from SkowStereoscope and 12 Foreign Views. 1 silver-plaied began, Bangor and Augusta
daily at 3.25 P. M„ ami
engraved 5 bottle Cas or. 1 elegant Silk
from Bath daily at 8.30 A. M,
ban, with
Ivory or Sandalwood Fiame, feathered edge" ai d
Pare as low ny tins route to
Lewiston, Watervflle,
spangled. 1 Steel Carving bnue and Fork very
Kendall s Millsand Bangor as by tho Maine Central
best
ivory balanced handle. I handsome road, and tickets purchased
quality,
in Boston lor Maine
beaded
ami lined Parasol. 20 yards good Print 1
Lentral Stations are good for a passage on this lire.
very tine Damask Table Cover. 1 pr. beet quaiitv
Passengers,!rom
Bangor,
Newport, Dexter, Ac., will
Ladies’ Serge Congress Boots. 1 doz. fine Linen
purchase tickets to Keudall’s Mills only, and alter
Towels, i doz Rogers’ best Silver Dessert forks
the
cars on this road the Conductor will
taking
lur1 Ladies’ large Morocco
Traveling Ba -. 1 ancy Dish tickets and make the taro the same through to
dress pattern.
1-2 doz. elegan, silver plated
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central load 8
engraved Napkin Rings, (me doz. Ladies’ fine Merino
or
btages for Kockland connect at Balli: ami lor BelCotton Siockings. Gents’ heavy chased solid Gold
ton at Augusta, leaving
daily on an ivalol train frem
Rmg. 1 pr. Ladies’ Ligh cut Balmoral Boot-. 1 B
>ston, leaving at 7,30 A. M.; and tor Solon, Ansoeli gmt D lame Dress Pattern, t Violin and Bow
Athens
and Moose Head
Nomdgewoek,
in box complete. J set
Jewelry, pin, ear drops and Biowhegan, and lor China, East and North Lake
Vassa
sleeve buttons.
at Vasaalboro’; for Unity at Kendall's
a0*
Mill’s,
For a Club of 30 and Fire Dollars-1and tor Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.
black or colored Alpacca Dress Pattern. 1 set
W. HATCH, 8H^rlDtendeut.
Lace
Curtains. 1 pr. all Wool Blankets. Engraved silver
Augusta, Nov. 28, 1868.
dec3-dtt
P'ated 6 botlie Revolving Castor. 1 beauiitul writing d. sk. 1 so'id Gold Scan Pin. 3 1-2 yards very
fine Cassimere, tor Pants and Vest. 1 set
ivory balance handled Knives with silv.-r
plated Forks 1
elegant Satin Parasol, heavdy beaded and lined with
FALL ARRANGEMENT.
silk. 1 pr. gents’calf Boots. 30 tards
good Print.
30 yds. good brown or bleached
Sheeting, yard wide,
or 40 yds. J yd. wide, g. od
On and nfVir Wednesday. Nor. 4.
quality. 1 Ladies’ elegant Morocco .traveling Bag l square Woo Shawl.
—HS 1*8 train* will run 23 IMk.z
1 plain Norwich Poplin Dress Pattern.
1? yds
Passenger trains leave Saco River ibr Portland at
double width cloth tor Ladies’cloak.
Elegant eu- 5.30 and 9.00 A. M., and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
graved silver plated Tea-Pot. 3 yds. double width
tor Saco River 7.15 A. M., 2.00 Ami 5.30 P
M.
water-proof cloth for cloaking.
eaVv Saco River
A M- 5 Portland
For a (’lab of ICO and Tea Dollars-1
rich Merino or Thibet Dress Pattern. I
connects at Saco River with the
pr floe
7
7.15 A M and 2 P »1 tram tor Center
Damask Table cloths and Napkins to match. 1
Waterborouah.
pr.
South
Waterborough and Allred.
gents’ French calf Boots. I heavy silver plated enoonnaoi
«c iiaaa for lSV«t G.;
graved lee Pitcher. Very fine all Wool eloih lor
■ andlGb, Steop Falls. Bale win,
Ladies’ cloak. 1 web very best
Denmar'c, '• ob.
qnality brown or
bleached Sheeting. 7 1-2 yds. fine Cassimere lor suit.
Brldgton, Lovall, Hiram, Brownfield, J-r itrarf.
on way, Bartlett, Jackson.
1 (Lgant Poplin Dress Pattern. 1
Ltmiagton. Cornish,For*
elegant English p
Barege Dress Pattern. 1 beautiful English Barege tir, Fraulom, Ztfacison, and Eaton, F. ZI,
Shawl. 1 set ivory balanced handle lvntves and
Buxton, Bonny-Eaglt.
AJ.B^^nOent«rfocVveit
Forks. 1 Ladies’ or gents* Silver Hunting case
Wadi. 1 Bart'ett Hand Portable Sewing Machine.
Splendid Family Bible, steel engraving w.th record
WtadaMl FCJ«
aim photograph pages.
25 yards good Heuip Carpeting, good eolois. 1 pair good Marseilles Quilts.
Pr<“1 good six barrel Revolver. 1 elegant fur Mull and
Portland, Nov. 2,
cape. 1 single band Shot Gun. 1 si ver plated engraved 6 bottle Revolving Castor, cu: glass bodies.
X very fine Viohn and Bow, in ease.
1 set ivory
balanced Knives and Folks.
Presents for larger Clubs increase in the same

kyPuhapjiy Experience?

more

THE

in any other way.
'J he best of Boston and New York references
01 our house, and that
given as to the
our business is conducted in the tairest and most legitimate manner possible, and that we give greatei
value for the money than can be obtained in
any
other way.

men

ffUddio->Ag«ti Ken.

This House has been thoroughly renovated
and newlv furnished throughout, and fitted
with all the modern improvements, and will
,_ibe opened for the accommodation ot the
public on Monday, Sept 14. People visiting Portland
will find in it every convenience, pleasant rooms,
clean beds, a good table, and reasonable rates.
It
is convenient to the business center of the city, and
is within one minute’s wa4k of the G. T. Depot, New
York, Boston. Halifax and Liverpool steamers. The
Horse Cars to all parte ot the city pass its doors.3

Now for

excess of any kind*
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year?,
SEEK FOR AH ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
-**1® Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that ig sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

ranted

Proprietors.

St. Lawrence

committed

troubled with emissions In sleep,—a
complaint, generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

MAINE.
Nov 13-ci3mo

per

CftMtion ta titePiabUsEvery Intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out tor general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested
experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
physician, whoso
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
fulfil5 yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the
world,
which are not only useless, but always inturioug.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as It is a lamentable yet mcontrovert’ble fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from Inexperienced physicians in general practice: fer
jt is a point generally conceoed by the best sypuilogr?dhers, that the study and management of these cozr e
dlamts should engross the whole time of those who
would he competent and successtul in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced
general practtioner. having neither opportunity nor time to malhimself acquainted with their
pathology,
commonly
pursues one system of treatment,, in most ease* making an Indiscriminate use oi that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Young

PORTLAND,

E.

a

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of hie long-standing an l well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

TOGETHER WITH

Practical

and of exquisite designs,

ai'theflate8*

Clocks and Jewelry repaired and
less ,lian rpeu'ar prices,
97 FEDERAL $ I\, Portland.
n
Dec
14-bmosw

Charms,

Keys, JSTedklaces,

—

ST.

dc23eodlm

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
street, is now located at his newstoreNoGl Fed*
eralst, a lew doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
fl^Second-hand Clothing for sale at tair prices*
1 an 8—eodt.t

Presents,

HILL’S, 97 EE HEMAL
13^*Watches,

two Gentbmeii can be accommodated
with boan. and a pbasant Inmhhed room at No.
50 Spring St, beiween Ilial] and Park St
A'so one unfurnished loom on lower door suitable
tor gentleman and wiie.
dcSlf

AU new

FOSTER, Proprietor.

refitted and returall the modern

Article•

Steamer«Chn«,. Honshtou.*>ALt>EN WINCHfcNwill leave
_ATUlRIOVUtr, Port
SBM»

HMUCBABP, Agent.

^llfp yjain8

cess.

Lewiston,

or

Printing.

AT

McDUFFEE’S,

Holiday

M-eruantile

Streets,

A First Class Hotel

Board,

w

Catalogues, &c.,

ENGLISH

NOW OPENING

And every description ol

We

OF

FRENCH AND

Cards, Hags, Blanks, Labels,

HUGHES,

FOUND AT HIS

feet and permanent cure.

in every respect. It is pleasantly situated in front of
the Park, and is also easy of access from the
Depots
and the principal Streets of the city.
ISo paiu? will be spared to make it a desirable
house lor the tourist as well as the man of business.
Ttrrns reasonable.

GENTLMEN and Wile can be accommodated
with one or two unfurnished rooms at No 4 Lo
t street. Also a lew
single gentlemen. dcC0d2w#

our

Posters, Programmes,

House,

and

improvements,

its

Board

cu

Executed with Neatness and Despatch.

BE

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS1

dregs

ban been -ecentlv
a'HIS I-T^se
contains
throughout

Board.

Patent

Maine.

CAN

14 Preble Street,
Next llie Preble Home,
aV. II. PEAKES, Proprietor.
he can be consulted privately, and with
The present proprietor having leased this
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
fine Hotel lor a term of years, would re- hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9P.M,
Dr. H. addresses tho*e who are suffering under the
speeltully inform the public he is now
-ready for business. To travelers, hoarders affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
or parries, considering the nice accommodations and
Impure connection or the terrible vice oi seif-abuse.
moderare charges, we would say witnout fear of con- Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
tradiction. this Hotel stands without a rival.
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GuarMechanic halls, dan 7, ltC9.
anteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
dtf
standing or recently controeted, entirely removing the
of

Koom9 to let, with or without board, in a
private lamily pleasanly located, wliliin a few
minutes walk ol the P. O.
Adurt ssl. S, Portland, Post Ofilce.
dc3l-dtf
A

Baldwin’s

DiC.. J. 1J.

TWICE

H.

PORTLAND&ROCHESTEB B.ft

octSdtf_

ffWO
J

Exchange Street.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OP

Street,
___

AND ROOMS.
Board.

Sole Proprietors,New Haven. Ct.
aug 5-dlaw&weow
_

in the
receive

PORTIjvUVD.

37 Free,

everywhere

TIIE C. G. CLARK CO.,

- w

AT

rhoea, Dysentery, Colic, Summer Complaints, Griping, and in fact every disordered condition of the

stomach.
Sold by Druggists in
or country
at $1 per bottle, or by application to

Wo. 18 Free

THE

A small Black and Tan Dog, answering
to the njtme or Charlie. Had on a red and
black collar, with brass locket.
_The finder will be rewarded by returning
him tj Ferry House.
dlw*
j7

private nature,

favorable terms :-all Policies
N.n-For-

beat suit

BARGE ENTERPRISE.

LOST AND FOUND.

testifies that It has

ILLUSTRATED

and

Arcade,

•WITH

The Rev.

mC

stone

Clergymen.

Street.

FURNITURE!

cellars and

Also,

J.

CO., Agents,

,lie —*

Dollar for Each

Our

WALTER COREY & CO.,

dt*_

or

“A

floor, turuished or un-

HOUSE No. 17 Myrtle street.
Eight
rooms, gas and furnace. Enquire on the premidec31dlw
Be3-_

as
we

Gentlemen : It gives me great pleasure to state
that my wite, lias derived great benefit from the use
ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure. fc>lie has been for a number
oi years
troubled with Dyspepsia, accompanied with violent paroxysms ot constipation,which
so prostrated her that she was all
the while, ter
months unable to do any thing. {She took at
your
Doe’s Dyspepsia Cure, and has derived
l1?
GRhAI RKNEFJ’T I'ROM IT. and is now comparatively well, She regards tliis medicine as a

—

ja6dlw*

LET.

THE

nament.

duct.”

Cumberland st.

Suit of Rooms on tlie first
furulshed, at 66 Free si.

Per-

as

°f

6UC,‘ *

To Let,

To Let.

raphy.—Alta Californian.

Valuable Advice.—To avoid criticisms
of your real faults by acquaintances, the best
plan is to affect some eccentricity. Wear a
hat without a rim, or a coat with
only one
ilap; or shave your beard tn one side only,or
never cut your beard; live ou
pigs’ tails and
sail, or keep a tame hyena, aud you will have
thrown a tub to the whale which will prevent
his molesting you. It is told of
Aicibi.des,

mTwo

A

which

Exchange

LEtnSTOX. MA1IVK.

suitable for
Inquire at No 10

125

1-2

One

P

To Travelers

Through Tickets

reliability

having.

the
fiefd%\l7r.e«s1^yTer^ee-,^
fhlfugi,9 the EfA&TESSE
«!«*?»
Pla°e a9“ay
^eir
PTcieatd6wUOn8‘
convenience"nn\henc1ty ey

Street.

Good Houses—One t-rnall, the other
a boarding house.
Congress Place.
ja6lf

larger,

dc23dtt_

or

InTr*‘mtu*

quality ihau any other
concern in the
country for
the uniform price of

Landings.

Trunrkx“Le*OmcoaPI>ly

Cutlery, Watches, Albums, Jewelry,
5c Co, of better

And Intermediate

Tickets at l<o\ref*t IZntea

|n3-68.Uwlr

prepared to sell every description of
Dry and Fancy Ooods, Silver Plated Ware,
we are

Reduced!

ST. For Waldoboro, Lamariscotta,

3*0 LESS
3BBBH]Tlian by any other Route, from Maine
I^SRto all Points West, no tke
GRAND TR UNK RAIL WA Y

So that

addition to

mri.vgjgW

WE

Via Boston, New York Centml, Buffalo and Detroit.
*“ 282 C°“gres9 «• GriulJ

With privilege ot exchange lrorn a large
variety of
useful articles, not one ot which could be bought for

this Continent

on

&

i99ned

LET.

TO
Sourness

Office, 49

Corner of Fine and Far/e

TO

J

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sictc Head-

an

Faro

iTO ALL PARTS OP THE

Amounting to Nearly $500,000.

°ib"
,‘n
,0 0W,nS

WHERE

_

Has Come to the Rescue!

ache,

D. LITTLE

Mechanic

BRICK

the

““

lb?

mre and not bo
Arila viiVr
AOKf»CF early,
another
wllf participate.

Wanted!

House to Let.

Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.

dlyidend ^ S««7-or

t**-*™™*™**.

these cannot be shown by any other Life Co.,

aS

which gives its Policy-holders the benefit of all ita e.mimzs from
deceived in the nauicol the Company, and
apply at the
large dividend is soon to be made in which all

nov23eod3m_

TIIE

World's Great Itemedy

as

77«7rf* i?d

viz-—Policy No

th^ ifexMen^'i^fi'ttten'vcnr^wiil^prfwe^o he'VntirelVuuanGafac^tor^^it

unfurnish-

or

G. C. FRENCH,
Mattocks. 88 Middle st.

TO
THE ATTENTION OF THS PEOPLE 5

J5000P1CK£’

Such results

Gentleman and Wife can he accommodated with
rooms and board.
Also a tew single
gentlemen at 17 Federal st.
oc31Ulw»ttf

Board, pleasant furnished rooms, suitable
WITH
for gentleman and wile
single gentlemen, at

Read,

will show

huropean Aianulacturers,

from

Company

YORK,

™Siju!tert?sta?lM{^

A pleasant

or

Read,

JLIFE

ZSSXSSXXS*;™!ta,h
A Policy for

Good table board
can ho o'-tained very near.
A good central location
for clerks. Terms very reasonable.
For ii.tormation call at No. 6 Free Street, from 1 to 9 P. M.
December 28. o2w*

Short,

The people know the article, find It needs no comment Irom us.
It is lor sale bv every Druggist and
Dealer In Medicines In the United States.

YOUR

NEW

at our

ssfe!?

Street.

Good

many Testimonials in

ot Policies Issued

large pleasant room a, furunfurnished, without board, can find

No. (i Free

same

Amongst the
room

order to supply the demand orcasined by
constantly increasing patronage, we have recently made importations for the Fall Trade, direct

espec^w’^i^o'f^l
new'joinf Stock ""m "?U Po^f11* thev
Agency

in want of

one

ANY
nished
at

rgoices that her life has been mado easy and prothe use ol Coe s Cough Balsam.

longed by

we

examples

lodgers Wanted!

Wanted I

sufferer has found relief and to-day

possession,

TRADE.

That iu

TO

^.d^r!etn,,aide'ia'ore,orthe~^""'"

Book-keeper

wishes to obtain a situation as rook
Keeper, or General Clerk, in seme mtrcautile house
in this city. Address Box 1608, Portlanu P. O.
October 27. dtt

our

WHICH

IN

steameks.

11CKETS

THROUGH

COMPLETE

A

COMPANY

years experience would like
to communicate with parties wbhing to hire.
WHO
petttHy^wi thlii rgie return* tor* th^mon^p^d^jfneh^g^h^111*9'1 ®ec,,,r**E> Su.hi.ity, and
Address K. L. CHARLES, Portland.
dc31d2w*
Great Mutual Life Company of New York
Partner Wanted.

Consumption,

IV. Ilarcn.

Ilartfoid and

•

RELIABLE business man with a capital of
$1200, to associate himself with the advertiser
in a safe and i rotitable business well established and
will bear investigating. To a man now out of business this »s an excellent onion unity.
Address
“Business.” Box 2158, P.0 Boston, Mass.
December 31. dlw*

jan6eodlw
itlnrk Tw

OF

A

Or C.

worn

p o.

Boarders Wanted.

Do not delay procuring and immeaia'ely
taking
Coe's Cough Balsam when troubled with
any of the
above named difficulties
They are ail premonitory
symptoms 01 Consumption, anil if not a»reste i, will
Fonier or later sweep
you away into ihe valley ef
shadow's from which none can ever leturu.

many' a care

BEST

Mutual Life Insurance

Wanted!

Lungs !,

In

Millinery

a

a

on

Soreness of the Throat. Chest and

in

an

please

the

Hard 6Colds and

THE

SUCCESS~

THE

Or our Oue [Dollar Sale baa caused sucb

M E VO LU T I O N

conclusively

AND THAT THE GREAT

Wanted

or

#

Beeches- mill hi* Hone

ia

IN

American Woman
Nurse
desiring
ANYaddress
perhaps Housekeeper in small family, will
Mrs.

att?ld
fife n”?01
ordinary

tion to
*® “,c

Misceiiany.

crossing the prairies

WHICH

INSURE

real name, Box 2912 Boston

with
6-eodlw

lias had

were

one who has
A per'ectlv

Salesmen Wanted,
ja

beside the
till the tears gleam through the firs,
Tin large tears d opping, slow and cold,
Ou those loldcd bauds ol hers.
They glitter as bright in the redilrellght
As tuo diamond that she wore
Ere she drew ,t olf, the mocking pledge
Of a noth whose irutb was o’er.
The hollow darkness around her creeps;
i he day’s long watch is run;
And all th.if they swore but Death could do
A little i car has done.

We

The experience of the past twenty-five years has 9hown

tiro.
60 Exchange st.

first cla6s Salesmen wanted
TWO
Jobbing House in Boston.
Address

WILL RELIEVE

AMD

Ill,
casement

Hiinl

TIME PROVES ALL THINGS!,

RAILROADS,

our

...

’Neath December’s coming i-nows.
The b essoins will bloom iuto life again
At the call« f the summer
sun,
Nor lime nor tide can undo lor her
What a singlo year has dune.

MUrury

a living
reference,
3t.
jT

some-experience preierred.
honorable business. For particulars, address
<»w
GEO. B. LAWToN,
J7
Chelsea, Mass.

SURE REMEDY FOR

A

it rose,
The love that had failed so soon,
St tewing her path with bright May flowers,
Brilliant and warm as Juno.
It drooped in August’s lervtd smile,
It loll like the l.ist yoir’sro.-e;
S- e win scarcely trace its
lesting-place,

MISCELLANEOUS.

-—

mot n

Sitting

thousand dol-

three

or

HOMER, Portland, Me.

HENRf

Balsam!

Cough

with two

man
a

Wanted.

it.
Sweet

a

young
earn
situation where he
BY
lars cash,
that amount. Address with
bv

Coe’s Cough Balsam! A
Coe98

MISCELLANEOUS.

__

Wanted!
investing

Balsam I

Cough

WANTED_

_

Coe’s Cough Balsam !

Work,

Seines, Nets & Twines,
Bott for the Trade and the Fisherman.
To tho Trade at the Manufacturers’
the
Fish rm in on the same lerui> auil ai Price; to r'ee
the
“ same I
CaU
the Man“^turer
J'

agents^

Boot, Shoe

& Corset

Lamp

SAMUIL Q. TRIPPE,
.V*.Oi» Kilby Slrrel,
I

Silyer

W are,

OF EVERY

New and Elegant

New

O

Haven

All orders will receive

cur

prompt

dcldtf

WAFERS

Wafers
Are warranted to Prevent, Regulate and Remove
obstructions in Irom three to seven days, are pleasant to take and harinless to thesystem.* Price $1.00
The

Female

FINE TABLE
Sold at

Art warranted to prevent anti cure all cases of Private Diseases, Weaknesses, and Kmissions, in both
Mule and Female in tVom*two to live days. Price
$1 50 and $3 00 per box.

AT

aug#eodly

Patterns.

CUTLERY,

Hard-Times Prices

MoDUFFEE’8.

Dec4-<?odtf

DRAFTS for HOVIA
payable in

Regulating

per box.
The above are in torm ot ilozenges, can be carried
on the person, and taken without suspicion.
Sent
by mail on receipt ol price and G cent stamp.
Manufactured by Dn. WM. NASON & CO., Bosrm ially.
ton, Mass. Sold by Druggie:

DESCRIPTION,

Fine Plated Ware if all Patterns,

__

BLACK

Bosiou.

dGm

Also Agents for the

The Best in Use
attention.

Agent,

....

Seines and Nets Made to Order!

Hooks !

Laces,

Wicks, Yarns, Braids, &v.

Ireland, ’England
May be had

a*

&

Scotland,

the LOWEST RATES irom

WARREN &

CO.,

136 STATE STREET..RONTON.
E^orders by mail promptly attended to.

46w4(

~
"

